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NATURE OF THE ACTION
This appeal involves a breach of contract claim arising out of a contract between
Petitioner Helix Strategies, LLC (“Helix”), a company formed by Roger Ivey (“Ivey”),1
and Defendant Transunion Rental Screening Solutions (“TURSS”), a subsidiary of the
large credit reporting company, Transunion, LLC (“Transunion”). TURSS is in the
business of providing services to screen tenants for landlords, including through online
and other software platforms. (C. 230-231) In March 2009, Helix and TURSS entered
into a written agreement whereby Helix would create a nationwide database of residential
rental lease forms and TURSS would build an electronic platform to market and sell the
lease forms on TURSS’s website and software platforms to TURSS’s customers
(“Marketing Agreement”).

(C. 178-180)

The Marketing Agreement specifically

obligated TURSS to build the platform and make the Helix leases available to TURSS’s
customers. (C. 178)
Helix honored its obligations under the Marketing Agreement by preparing
voluminous standard lease forms for nearly all of the United States and making them
available to TURSS.

(C. 258)

However, TURSS intentionally failed to honor its

obligations to build an electronic platform to market and sell the lease forms to TURSS’s
customers. (C. 223-24) TURSS also repeatedly misled Helix and Ivey for several years
by stating that TURSS was working to build the electronic platform to sell the leases
when in reality TURSS was not. (C322-334) Indeed, TURSS repeatedly misrepresented
to Helix and Ivey that the electronic platform was nearly complete and ready to “go live”

The dismissal of the fraud claim brought by Helix and Ivey is not being appealed.
Given that only the breach of contract claim remains at issue and Ivey was not a party to
the agreement, Helix is the only party of interest on this appeal.

1
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in short order when in reality TURSS had never even formally approved the project or
completed the initial steps necessary to build such a platform. (C. 223-24, 253-54, 282)
It cannot legitimately be disputed that TURSS breached the Marketing
Agreement. As the Circuit Court found, TURSS was obligated to build the electronic
platform and to make the Helix leases available for sale to TURSS’s customers, and
TURSS failed to do so despite having years to perform. (A-28-29) TURSS offered
various excuses for its failure, which discovery in this case revealed to be false.
TURSS’s internal documents also revealed that TURSS understood it had the obligation
to make the Helix leases available to TURSS’s customers, and TURSS’s corporate
representative admitted that TURSS chose to focus on its own priorities instead of
honoring its contractual obligation to build the platform necessary to sell the Helix
products. (C. 143, 145, 223-224) In other words, TURSS intentionally breached the
contract.
TURSS has not disputed that Helix honored its obligations under the Marketing
Agreement. The Circuit Court also ruled that there was a triable issue of fact whether a
limitations of liability provision in the Marketing Agreement precluded recovery for
breach of contract given that Helix presented evidence of willful or intentional
wrongdoing by TURSS. (C. 1807 V2) However, the Circuit Court granted TURSS’s
motion for summary judgment as to the breach of contract claim on the basis that the
damages sought by Plaintiff were speculative and thus barred by the “New Business
Rule.” (C.2093 V2)
The only compensation Helix was to receive under the Marketing Agreement was
a percentage of revenue from the leases sold. (C. 178-79) Therefore, the breach of
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contract damages of Helix are the revenues lost due to TURSS’s failure to make the
leases available for sale. In opposition to TURSS’s motion for summary judgment on the
damages issue, Helix submitted detailed reports from qualified experts to estimate
Helix’s damages from TURSS’s failure to make Helix’s leases available. (C. 2172-2197
V2, C. 2147-2170 V2) Helix’s expert testimony relied on market data from authoritative
sources and profits from a substantially similar business in the marketplace. (See id.)
Helix also put forth profit projections prepared by TURSS itself and testimony from Ivey
regarding lost profits. (C. 2199-2212 V2; C2214-2218) Despite the overwhelming
amount of reliable evidence establishing Helix’s damages to a reasonable degree of
certainty, the Circuit Court found that Helix’s damages were speculative solely because,
in the Circuit Court’s reasoning, Helix did not provide evidence of profits for a
substantially similar business. (R441-443) Helix respectfully submits that summary
judgment was not warranted because Helix’s damages were not speculative, and there
was at least a triable issue of fact regarding Helix’s damages.
On appeal, the Court of Appeal ruled that Helix could not prove its lost profit
damages with reasonable certainty because Helix did not present evidence of actual
demand for a similar business or product. (A-39) However, the dissenting opinion at the
Court of Appeal agreed that the New Business Rule required a broader analysis, and that
Helix’s expert opinions based on authoritative data were sufficient to at least create a
triable issue of fact regarding the claimed lost profit damages and avoid summary
judgment. (A-61-66)
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ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
1.

Whether the Court of Appeal erred in construing the exception to the New
Business Rule too narrowly by ruling that as a new business Helix was required to
present evidence of profits of a comparable business or product in order to find
that its lost profits are not speculative and that sufficient evidence exists for Helix
to prove its lost profits with reasonable certainty.

2.

Whether the Court of Appeal should be reversed because Helix presented
sufficient evidence to prove its lost profits as a new business with expert
testimony based on authoritative market data and other evidence.
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
On February 5, 2020, the Circuit Court granted summary judgment on the breach

of contract claim.

(C. 2093 V2, A-33).

The Circuit Court denied a motion for

reconsideration of the issue and entered final judgment on July 23, 2020 (C. 2898 V2; A35). An appeal was filed on August 21, 2020, 29 days after judgment was entered. (C.
2899-2901 V2; A-37)
On October 21, 2021, the Court of Appeal affirmed the order of the Circuit Court.
(A-14, Ivey v. Transunion Rental Screening Sols., Inc., 2021 IL App (1st) 200894) On
November 22, 2021, Petitioners petitioned for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of
Illinois. (A-66) On January 26, 2022, the Supreme Court allowed leave to Appeal. (A118)
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
A.

ORIGIN OF DISPUTE

Defendant Transunion Rental Screening Solutions, Inc. (“TURSS”) is a
subsidiary of the international credit reporting bureau, Transunion, LLC (“Transunion”).
(C. 222, lines 7-8) TURSS provides consumer credit and criminal background screening
services to landlords and property managers through its “CreditRetriever” and
“MySmartMove.com” (“SmartMove”) products. (C. 230-231) CreditRetriever is for
professional managers with large portfolios and SmartMove is for smaller landlords. (C.
230-231; C. 248-249) Ivey is an attorney who in 2007 was the Assistant Vice President
and Property Operations Counsel of UDR, Inc. (“UDR”), a publicly traded real estate
investment trust and one of the nation’s largest owners and managers of residential
apartment communities. (C. 256, ¶ 2)
In 2007, Ivey and Michael Britti (“Britti”), the head of TURSS and a General
Vice President of Transunion, began to discuss the possibility of Ivey creating residential
leasing and property management forms (the “Helix Services”) that TURSS would sell to
its CreditRetriever and SmartMove customers on electronic platforms TURSS provided.
(C. 256-257, ¶ 3) Britti proposed the idea to Ivey and made multiple representations to
Ivey that TURSS was absolutely committed to selling lease products created by Ivey if
Ivey created them. (C. 257, ¶ 5)
As part of Ivey and Britti’s negotiations, on July 11, 2008, Britti provided Ivey a
five-year business plan for TURSS’s project funding and sale of the Helix Services,
which was created by Transunion analysts and included income projections of profits to
Helix of over $23,000,000 from sales to SmartMove customers alone. (C. 252-254, C.
264-270) The parties exchanged proposed terms over several months, but generally and
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verbally agreed that Helix would create a database of forms and TURSS would build an
electronic platform and market the Helix Services to both its SmartMove and
CreditRetriever customers. (C. 257, ¶ 4) Based on the multiple representations and
promises by Britti that TURSS was committed to selling Ivey’s lease products, in
September, 2008, Ivey voluntarily left his position at UDR to focus exclusively on
creating the database of lease forms.

(C. 257, ¶ 4)

Britti, on behalf of TURSS,

specifically represented to Ivey on numerous occasions – including by letter of intent in
November 24, 2008 – that TURSS’s goal was to have the platform completed by or
during the first quarter of 2009. (C. 257-258, ¶ 7; C. 272-274)
In March 2009, Helix and TURSS formalized and executed their agreement (the
“Marketing Agreement”). (C. 178-180) Notably, during the negotiation process the
parties agreed to revise a draft agreement that stated “TURSS may build the platform” to
state that “TURSS will build the platform,” which is consistent with Britti and Ivey’s
discussions regarding TURSS’s obligations. (C. 276-280) (emphasis added)
TURSS’s responsibilities under the Marketing Agreement were outlined in
paragraph 3 of the Marketing Agreement as follows:
Responsibilities of TURSS. Following TURSS’ reasonable approval of
the scope and general attributes of the Helix Services, TURSS will make
available on a non-exclusive basis, Helix Services to certain interested
Subscribers. TURSS will provide the software platform, Helix will
provide the document content.
(C. 178, ¶ 3)
Before Ivey left UDR, TURSS represented that it anticipated the platform would
be completed by the first quarter of 2009, and at the outset of the Marketing Agreement
TURSS made multiple representations that it expected the platform to be completed no
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later than June or July, 2009.

(C. 257-258, ¶¶ 7, 9)

Following execution of the

Marketing Agreement, Helix gave TURSS a formal product specifications manual that
laid out all the primary information TURSS needed to plan the product, including a full
set of sample lease forms and process instructions to guide the design. (C. 258, ¶ 8)
TURSS approved the scope and format of the Helix forms. (C. 258 ¶ 8) Helix submitted
electronic forms and supporting materials to TURSS in support of the platform, and
ultimately created a unique lease document system for over 45 of the 50 states and
Washington, D.C. that was designed specifically for integration into an electronic
software operating platform. (C. 258, ¶ 10)
By July 2009, TURSS had not provided the platform but TURSS informed Ivey
the lease product would be put in the market in August 2009. (C. 259, ¶ 13) In August,
2009, Britti left TURSS and was replaced by Mike Mauseth (“Mauseth”). (C. 253-254,
101:21-102:10)

Mauseth and Ivey began to regularly discuss the progress of the

electronic platform. (C. 259, ¶¶ 9-15)
On September 15, 2009, Joe Sullivan, a business analyst at TURSS, emailed Ivey
and specifically stated that the “rollout of the Helix content will be around the end of the
year [2009].” (C. 282) However, the end of 2009 came and went without the lease
platform being completed. (C. 2509, ¶¶ 14-15)
In February of 2010, Ivey had a meeting with Mauseth and various employees of
TURSS, who said that they were dealing with “other priorities,” that Transunion
corporate had not yet allocated the resources they needed, and that TURSS was
committed to the lease product and that it was going to be rolled out within a couple of
months. (C. 259, ¶ 16)
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Agreement to include the following term:
The 5 year term of the Agreement is extended until the expiration of 5
years from the date TURSS first makes Helix Services generally available
for purchase by TURSS’ Subscribers.
(C. 202) The extension of the Marketing Agreement also specifically states that:
The extension of the Agreement will not be construed as an approval by
Helix of unreasonable delays, if any, by TURSS in performance of the
Agreement.
(Id.) The Amendment also specifically states that the parties expected the platform to be
completed by June, 2010. (Id.) The Amendment was approved and signed by TURSS on
March 23, 2010. (Id.) Also, after the meeting, Ivey sent Mauseth the five year business
plan Britti previously provided Ivey. (C. 284-294)
On June 21, 2010, Mauseth emailed Ivey and said that the rollout of the Helix
services was “….looking more toward the end of August [2010].” (C. 296) However,
the year 2010 ended and TURSS still had not completed the platform or advised Ivey that
it had no intention to do so. (C. 262 ¶ 36)
During 2011, Ivey repeatedly contacted TURSS regarding the platform, and even
tried to help TURSS by involving a third party with the expertise to build it. (C. 260-261,
¶ 24) However, 2011 ended and TURSS did not complete the platform or advise Ivey
that it had no intention to do so. (C. 262 ¶ 36) In January, 2012, Ivey, Mauseth and
Timothy Martin (“Martin”), the Group Vice President of U.S. Housing for TransUnion
held a conference call. (C. 261, ¶25) On this call, Ivey again expressed his frustration
with TURSS’s delays. (C. 261, ¶25) Martin reiterated TURSS’s commitment to build a
platform and sell the Helix Services, and stated that TURSS hoped to begin work on the
project by summer of 2012, but that it could be delayed until 2013. (C. 261, ¶25) Two
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weeks after the conference call, Martin sent Ivey a letter stating that TURSS had acted in
good faith; was complying with its obligations under the Agreement, that it had and
would continue to perform under the Agreement; and that it believed in the potential of
its relationship with Helix. (C. 304-306)
During 2013 and 2014 TURSS continued to communicate with the third party
Ivey referred to TURSS about TURSS using a platform he was building. (C. 262, ¶ 33;
C. 308-312) In October 2014, Ivey again contacted TURSS regarding the platform. (C.
308-312) At that time, TURSS was unable to provide any information about the platform
or any assurance TURSS would build it. (C. 308-312) In fact, TURSS stated they were
unaware of Helix and the project, and after a significant search could not locate the
Marketing Agreement or anyone who was familiar with it. (C. 308-312) At this point,
Ivey realized TURSS had no intention of building the platform to sell the Helix Services
even though TURSS still had never informed Ivey that it had no intention of building the
platform. (C. 262, ¶ 36) TURSS continues to refuse to perform under the Agreement.
(Id.)
During the period TURSS failed to make the Helix services available, Helix
diligently tried to sell the Helix services through two other companies. (C. 262, ¶34)
Helix formally contracted with two other companies to build platforms and sell the Helix
leases; however, these were small start-up companies without the name recognition or
resources of Transunion necessary to sell a complex legal product like leases to landlords.
(Id.)
B.

DISCOVERY OF TURSS’S MISCONDUCT

Ivey first learned during discovery in this case that TURSS had been repeatedly
misleading him about their efforts to build the platform. (C. 262, ¶ 26) While, as set
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forth above, TURSS made multiple promises to build the platform and represented to
Helix and Ivey on numerous occasions that TURSS was close to finishing the platform
and making the services available, there is now substantial evidence that TURSS was
never close to finishing the platform and in fact had not even legitimately approved or
started the project.
For instance, Hillier, the TURSS employee in charge of the platform, testified that
the process involved the following steps: (1) completing “requirements” (i.e. a blueprint
for the platform), (2) designing/architecting the platform, (3) coding the platform, and (4)
testing the platform. (C. 319) Hillier admitted that TURSS had not even completed the
first step of drafting requirements, and that it would take at least a month to finish that
step. (C. 315-318) Hillier also admitted that just the fourth step alone would take at least
three to four months to complete. (C. 320) Therefore, by Hillier’s own admission,
TURSS’s multiple representations to Helix and Ivey that TURSS was two or three
months away from completing the platform were categorically false, given that TURSS
was at least five to six months away (and likely much more) from completing the
platform. Moreover, given Mauseth’s, Hillier’s and Sullivan’s roles, they knew or clearly
should have known that TURSS’s statements to Ivey were false and that it was factually
impossible to complete the project and put the product on the market in as little as one or
two months as they represented to Ivey.
Richard Armitage (C. 322-334), an expert in project management of software
implementations, submitted an affidavit regarding TURSS’s failure to perform. (C. 322323, ¶¶ 1-6) Armitage reviewed the entirety of the documents produced by TURSS in
the litigation as well as all the Deposition Exhibits and the completed depositions. (C.
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323, ¶ 8) Consistent with Hillier’s testimony, Armitage testified that the project to build
the electronic platform would require the following stages: Plan, Design, Build, Test,
Deploy and Optimize. (C. 323, ¶ 9) Based on his review of the materials and testimony,
Armitrage concluded that TURSS never completed the first stage of planning the project
because several key components of that stage were not completed. (C. 324, ¶ 11)
Armitrage also concluded that TURSS did not complete the design phase and that the
“drafts of the website” and “some flowcharts” prepared by TURSS in February 2010
were insubstantial and appeared to be created by Hillier just to make Ivey feel like
progress had been made (i.e. to placate Ivey and make him believe the platform was
being built, not to actually move forward with the meaningful project implementation).
(C. 324, ¶ 11) Armitrage further concluded that TURSS never started the build, test,
deployment and optimization phases because TURSS never started the preliminary
phases. (C. 324, ¶ 12-15)
Significantly, Armitrage concluded that in order for the project to be “real” with
an intention of delivery, he would expect to see evidence of the following documents
(none of which TURSS had): A Project Plan or Schedule, Timesheets, Ongoing Meeting
Minutes and Status Reports, A Detailed Functional Design Document, Technical
Specifications, Architectural Designs, a Budget (draft or approved - showing that the
project was funded and approved), a dedicated Development Environment (can also
include or be known as a Dev, Prod, Test/QA or Sandbox), Helpdesk Tickets (that are
used to track Testing Defects, Code Transports etc.), a dedicated SharePoint site and
document repository for the project, cutover/go-live planning or a Testing Plan (User
Acceptance Testing) with Use-Case Scenarios. (C. 326, ¶ 20). Armitrage opined that the
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failure of TURSS to have any of these documents leads to only one conclusion – that
there was never any internal project established by TURSS to build the Helix platform
and thus TURSS did not appear to have any intention of delivering the Helix product on
their platform. (C. 326, ¶ 20)
TURSS claimed in its first motion for summary judgment (with almost no
specifics and no documentary evidence) that “TURSS suffered multiple technical
setbacks with its existing system and was unable to dedicate the time needed to create the
platform for the sale.” (C. 143) TURSS further claimed that one of the purported
problems was that the version of CreditRetriever in use when the Marketing Agreement
was executed (CreditRetriever 5.0) was antiquated. However, these claims were proven
not to be true. The current head of TURSS, who took over in 2012, admitted that
CreditRetriever 6.0 was launched in 2011 and the Helix platform could have been added
to CreditRetriever 6.0 at that time. (C. 337) TURSS also made the unsupported assertion
that there was a server interruption that and this caused delays. (C. 145) However,
Sullivan testified that this outage occurred with CreditRetriever 5.0 in June of 2010, and
that the main effect was to delay the rollout of CreditRetriever 6.0.

(C. 340-341)

Sullivan noted that only historical data was lost and restored, and that the problem was
fixed going forward. (C. 341-343).
TURSS also claimed in its first motion for summary judgment that it did not
actually have an obligation to build the platform. (C. 148-149) However, this claim was
belied by not only the aforementioned document history and unambiguous contract
language of the Marketing Agreement, but also by the statements of TURSS’s own
corporate representative that TURSS did not build the platform because TURSS didn’t
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prioritize it. (C. 223-224). TURSS’s claim is also belied by TURSS’s own internal
communications in February, 2013 when Martin asked by a TURSS employee, Derek
Frame, to look into the project. (C. 345-346) Frame reviewed the Marketing Agreement
and other documents and emailed Martin stating:
“I believe compliance should be straightforward. Helix is looking
to provide documents (or document content) potentially along with
document services (advisory, legal, etc.). Our obligation is to provide the
platform in which to deliver the document content.
Given our
product/technical direction we should be able to support this.”
(C. 345-346) (emphasis added) Martin’s reply indicated he did not care whether
Helix even existed anymore and told Frame to wait to see if they heard from Ivey again
before TURSS figures it out. (C. 345-346)
C.

PERTINENT LITIGATION DEVELOPMENT

The original complaint in this dispute was filed in the Circuit Court of Cook
County, Illinois on July 20, 2015. (C. 7-36)

In June 2016, TURSS brought its first

Motion for Summary Judgment. (C. 141-202) On November 14, 2016, the Circuit Court
granted summary judgment for TURSS on Counts for Breach of Contract, Negligent
Misrepresentation, and Promissory Estoppel of Plaintiffs’ four-count complaint, but
allowed Plaintiffs leave to re-plead Plaintiffs’ count for Fraud. (C. 373). On December
14, 2016, the Plaintiffs filed a motion to reconsider the order granting summary judgment
on Count I (for breach of contract) and Count IV (promissory estoppel). (C. 360-70). On
December 19, 2016, Plaintiffs filed a three-count amended complaint, sounding in breach
of contract (Count I), fraud (Count II), and promissory estoppel (Count III). (C. 387-416).
On May 22, 2017, the Circuit Court granted Helix’s motion to reconsider the summary
judgment on its original breach of contract claim, but ordered the amended breach of
contract claim dismissed with prejudice for other reasons. (C. 586). The Circuit Court
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also granted TURSS’s motion to dismiss Plaintiffs’ fraud claim and the remainder of the
case with prejudice. (C. 586-87). The Plaintiffs filed their notice of appeal from that order
on June 21, 2017. (C. 589-91).
On August 10, 2018, the Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal from the June 21,
2017 order for lack of jurisdiction. (C. 958-962) A mandate was issued on October 10,
2018 (C. 968-974) Thereafter, Helix brought a Motion for Reconsideration of the Circuit
Court’s previous motion for summary judgment ruling on the breach of contract claim,
relying on a recently published case that warranted reversal of the Circuit Court’s original
ruling. (C. 1265; C.1269-1491) On May 23, 2019, the Circuit Court reversed its prior
ruling granting summary judgment in favor of TURSS on the breach of contract claim.
(C. 1807 V2)
D.

THE MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AT ISSUE

TURSS brought a second Motion for Summary Judgment on September 6, 2019
(“MSJ”). (C. 1811-2031 V2) The MSJ attacked Helix’s ability to prove its claim for lost
profits, primarily on the basis of the so-called New Business Rule. (C. 1811-1820 V2)
Helix submitted a substantial amount of evidence to establish its lost profit
damages to a reasonable degree of certainty. This evidence included the Expert Report of
Stan Smith, Ph.D. (C. 2172-2197 V2) Dr. Smith holds a PhD in economics from the
University of Chicago. (C. 2172 V2) Dr. Smith conducted a detailed market analysis
looking at market data as well as the National Apartment Association’s (“NAA’s) annual
revenue from its national lease program to calculate an estimate of Plaintiff’s damages.
(C. 2178-2179 V2) Dr. Smith estimated that Helix lost approximately $42,000,000 for
the five year term of the Marketing Agreement. (C. 2172-2197 V2)
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Helix also submitted the Expert Report of Paul Cohen, Esq. (C. 2147-2170 V2)
Mr. Cohen is an attorney who represents businesses like Helix and who (like Mr. Ivey),
spent years serving on the lease committee for the NAA lease product. (C. 2156 V2) Of
great significance to Mr. Cohen’s opinion is that he is intimately familiar with the market
for electronic leases having represented companies that sell them and being on the NAA
lease committee. (C. 2156-2158 V2)
Additionally, Helix submitted the previously mentioned TURSS five-year
business plan and profit projections, as well as affidavits of Roger Ivey that detail many
facts in support of Helix’s damages. (C. 2199-2212 V2; C2214-2218) Ivey’s testimony
established that making leases available for sale were not a “new business” to either
Helix or TURSS. (C. 2199-2212 V2) In fact, TURSS had been making the NAA leases
available for sale for years at the time the Marking Agreement was executed. (C. 22002202 V2) Ivey also detailed how the Helix product was meant to serve the demand for
this type of product. (C. 2199-2212 V2)
Ivey also explained that, because residential leasing is heavily governed by state
and federal statutes and by common law, the basic purpose, function and effect of all
leases, and particularly all reasonably well drafted leases, are the same. (C2215 V2)
Because of this, Ivey further explained how virtually every lease provides for the
following terms: a landlord, one or more tenants, the premises, length of tenancy, rent
and other fees, payment terms, who pays for utilities, the various obligations and
restrictions on the parties’ rights and remedies. (Id.) Therefore, like the NAA lease, the
Helix lease performed all of the same functions common to every residential lease as
every NAA lease and every Helix lease provided for a landlord, one or more tenants, the
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premises, length of tenacy, rent and other fees, payment provisions, utilities payments,
the various obligations and restrictions on landlords and tenants, the parties’ rights and
remedies, etc. (C2216 V2)
The Marketing Agreement itself also provides evidence that the parties clearly
contemplated that the revenues from the leases would be damages available in the event
of a breach of the Agreement. (C. 1887 V2, ¶ 11) The Marketing Agreement limits the
damages available to Helix under the Agreement to “TURSS’s revenue share paid by
Helix, under this agreement” …..except where “a party is harmed by the willful or
intentional, wrongdoing of the other party.” (C. 1887 V2, ¶ 11) (emphasis added) In
other words, the parties intended that if there was willful or intentional wrongdoing, as
Petitioners submit there was here, the damages available under the Marketing Agreement
would be the revenue contemplated by the Marketing Agreement.
On February 5, 2020, the Circuit Court granted the MSJ under its interpretation of
the New Business Rule. (C. 2093 V2)
Specifically, the Circuit Court stated and reasoned as follows:
“…I'm going to grant the motion for summary judgment. The Milex case
is clearly distinguishable to me. The leases here are -- the leases that Helix
sought to market were designed from the outset to be different than the
NAA – different from the NAA leases on which the experts sought to base
their calculations of the profits Helix may have lost.
I just believe that the expert projections were too speculative under the
New Business Rule to allow to go to a jury. I'll note as well that Milex is
somewhat sui generis.ꞏ It's perfectly understandable why the plaintiffs
relied on it. It's the best case for them by far. But what was going on
there, the generic drugs by my reading of the case, the Appellate Court
allowed it because the products were identical, and they found that the
sales from these other two companies were sufficient to establish a
rational basis for calculations of the lost profit.
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But even there the cases they relied on, counsel alluded to it briefly, the
cases Malatesta (phonetic), Fishman, and Rhodes, those were very
different. Those were all cases -- that was about all that Milex relied on.ꞏ
Those were all cases where a sale of business fell through and the lost
profits were based on what the owner actually recouped during the period
that the plaintiffs who sought to buy the businesses or I guess it was
farmland in the case of Rhodes, the profits that they would have sought to
have earned during the identical period for the identical business, which is
much further away still than we've got here.
The plaintiff has -- plaintiffs have attempted to argue that it's really not -that the New Business Rule should not apply at all because Mr. Ivey had
previously designed leases and TransUnion had previously sold leases.
Both of those may be true, but that doesn't mean that Helix Strategies and
the leases they sought to market were not new. They were new. And I
don't see a basis for establishing the lost profits that they might have
recouped.
I am not unsympathetic to counsel’s argument that the -- that it seems
unfair to allow TransUnion to escape liability because Helix’s damages
are speculative.
But the Illinois Court reports are littered with cases where judgment went
for defendant or judgment for plaintiff was reversed because whatever
damages the plaintiff sought to prove were too speculative. And I believe
that this is such a case.
So motion for summary judgment is granted…”
(R441-443).
On March 6, 2020, Plaintiff filed a Motion for Reconsideration of the MSJ ruling.
(C. 2094-2225 V2) On March 18, 2020, TURSS filed a Motion for Final Judgment. (C.
2228-2349 V2). Plaintiff opposed the Motion for Final Judgment on the ground that
Helix should be able to recover nominal damages and attorneys’ fees. (C. 2448-2821 V2)
On July 23, 2020, this Court held a hearing on and denied Plaintiff’s Motion for
Reconsideration and granted TURSS’s Motion for Final Judgement, entering judgment in
favor of TURSS. (C. 2898 V2)
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E.

THE APPEAL

On August 21, 2020, Petitioners timely filed a Notice of Appeal of the Circuit
Court judgment. (C. 2899-2901 V2)
On October 18, 2021, the Court of Appeal, in a two-to-one decision, affirmed the
order of the Circuit Court granting summary judgment in favor of Defendant TURSS on
Petitioners’ breach of contract claim and on the order granting TURSS’s motion to
dismiss Petitioners’ fraud claim. (A-39, Ivey v. Transunion Rental Screening Sols., Inc.,
2021 IL App (1st) 200894) Though the Court of Appeal noted there are Illinois decisions
that did not apply the New Business Rule to claims of lost profits by new businesses
(including Milex Products, Inc. v. Alra Laboratories, Inc., 237 Ill. App. 3d 177 (1992)
(Id. at ¶ 41), the Court of Appeal stated that “[t]he “New Business Rule” precludes expert
witnesses from speculating about possible lost profits where no historical data
demonstrates a likelihood of future profits.” (Id. at ¶ 40) (citing SK Hand Tool Corp. v.
Dresser Industries, Inc., 284 Ill. App. 3d 417, 427, 219 Ill. Dec. 833, 672 N.E.2d 341
(1996).
In ruling that Helix’s damages were too speculative, the Court of Appeal majority
reasoned that “[i]n light of the undisputed facts regarding the differences between the
NAA and Helix lease products, the lost profit analysis differs ‘inherently’ from that in
Milex.”

(Id. at ¶ 48) Notably, the Appellate Court majority opinion did not contain a

discussion of the manner in which Helix’s experts came to the lost profit projections or
Helix’s other evidence of lost profits. (Id. at ¶ 38-57) Instead, the Appellate Court
majority appeared to limit its inquiry to the isolated factor of whether or not the NAA
lease was substantially similar to the Helix lease. (See Id.) In his dissent, Justice Walker
characterized the majority’s opinion as an unprecedented “restriction of the exception to
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the new business rule to proof of actual profits for effectively identical products.” (Id. at
¶ 84
Additionally, Justice Walker’s dissent contained an analysis of the expert
testimony offered by Helix and stated that he would “apply the exception to the New
Business Rule in this case, as there is reliable market data to support plaintiff's claim of
damages.” (Id. at 87-90)
On November 22, 2021, Petitioners’ filed a Petition for Leave to Appeal to the
Supreme Court of Illinois. (A-66)
On January 26, 2022, the Supreme Court of Illinois granted review. (A-118)
STANDARD OF REVIEW
On appeal from the granting of a summary judgment, the reviewing court applies
a de novo standard of review. Gen. Cas. Ins. Co. v. Lacey, 199 Ill. 2d 281, 284, 769
N.E.2d 18, 20 (2002). Therefore, the reviewing court must view the evidence in the light
most favorable to the non-moving party on the motion for summary judgment and
determine whether a genuine issue of material fact exists and whether judgment was
appropriate as a matter of law. Majca v. Beekil, 183 Ill. 2d 407, 416, 701 N.E. 2d 1084,
1088 (1998). Moreover, the interpretation of a contract is a question of law subject to a
de novo standard of review. Illinois Fraternal Order of Policy Labor Council v. Town of
Cicero, 301 Ill. App. 3d 323, 335, 703 N.E. 2d 559, 567 (1998) Under this principle, the
Circuit Court’s entry of judgment is subject to de novo review.
///
///
///
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ARGUMENT
I.

THE APPELLATE COURT ERRED BY HOLDING THAT EVIDENCE OF
MARKET DEMAND OR PROFITS OF A COMPARABLE BUSINESS
WAS NECESSARY FOR HELIX TO ESTABLISH LOST PROFIT
DAMAGES.
A.

Illinois Law On Lost Profit Damages

The basic theory of damages in a breach of contract action requires that a plaintiff
“establish an actual loss or measurable damages resulting from the breach in order to
recover.” In re Illinois Bell Telephone Link-Up II, 2013 IL App (1st) 113349, ¶ 19,
(quoting Avery v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., 216 Ill. 2d 100, 149
(2005)).
Historically, Illinois courts have ruled that a “new business” must have some form
of prior profits on which to substantiate its recovery of lost profits. See, e.g., Drs. Sellke
& Conlon, Ltd. v. Twin Oaks Realty, Inc., 143 Ill. App. 3d 168, 174 (1986) (plaintiff's
claim barred by new-business rule where plaintiff failed to offer any profit data before
defendant allegedly interfered with its business).
More recently, Courts in Illinois have allowed new businesses to seek recovery of
lost profits in a variety of circumstances and without evidence of prior profits. See Tri-G,
Inc. v. Burke, Bosselman & Weaver, 222 Ill. 2d 218, 249 (2006) (“There is no inviolate
rule that a new business can never prove lost profits.”); Milex Products, Inc. v. Alra
Laboratories, Inc., 237 Ill. App. 3d 177 (1992); Malatesta v. Leichter, 186 Ill. App. 3d
602, 621 (1989); see also Antrim Pharmaceuticals LLC v. Bio-Pharm, Inc., 310 F.Supp
934 (2018) (ruling that there was genuine issue of material fact as to whether a new
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business was entitled to recover lost profits in exception to Illinois New Business Rule
precluding summary judgment); see also Parvati Corp. v. City of Oak Forest, 709 F.3d
678, 685 (7th Cir. 2013).
Despite the holdings in these cases, some Illinois courts (including the Court of
Appeal in this case) appear to enforce the New Business Rule either as a “per se” rule as
if the exceptions are limited to a few isolated factors unique to the facts in Tri-G, Inc.,
Milex, and Malatasta. See e.g. Meriturn Partners, LLC v. Banner & Witcoff, Ltd., 2015
IL App (1st) 131883, ¶¶ 22-24 (outright rejecting a damage mode based on “a sales
projection theory” because it involved “future suppositions”)
However, the Tri-G, Inc., Milex, and Malatasta opinions regarding the New
Business Rule were based on these courts’ analysis of a variety of evidentiary factors that
were unique to each case. For example, in Tri-G, Inc., 222 Ill. 2d 218 (Ill. 2006), this
Court ruled that lost profits of a new business could be determined with reasonable
certainty based primarily on the testimony of a third-party business owner, and dismissed
the seemingly opposing cases relied on by the Appellee as those where the “lost profits
(were) based solely on speculation,” and acknowledged that the “determination of
damages is a question reserved to the trier of fact…” Id. at 246, 250 (emphasis added).
Milex Products, Inc. v. Alra Laboratories, Inc., 237 Ill. App. 3d 177, 190 (1992)
is the reported Illinois decision that is most analogous to the case at hand. In Milex, the
Illinois Court of Appeal allowed plaintiff Milex to recover its lost profits from the
defendant’s breach of contract for a new business venture. Milex was a medical device
provider that contracted with Alra Laboratories, a pharmaceutical manufacturer, to
manufacture a new generic drug for sale by Milex that was based on an existing brand
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name drug whose patent was about to expire.

Id. at 177.

Milex’s expert, a

pharmaceutical business consultant, used mathematical analysis of various data sets to
determine Milex’s lost profits from not selling its version of the specific generic drug at
issue (clomiphene citrate). Id. at 184-85. Milex’s expert relied on data that was itself
“representative samples” and “averages,” and based part of his opinion on forecasts of
sales of entirely different drugs. Id at 185. Even so, the Milex court held that this
testimony was based on “actual products in the marketplace” and “authoritative” sources
of data, and therefore “was based upon fact, not speculation.” Id. at 192.
The Milex court held that even though Milex was a new business, the expert
testimony at trial showed damages that were “neither speculative nor the product of
conjecture, but [were] based upon a reasonable degree of certainty.” Id. at 193. Relying
on this Court’s refusal in Schatz v. Abbot Laboratories, Inc., 51 Ill.2d 143, 147-148
(1972) to hold that “evidence of prior profits is the sine qua non of proof of damages
suffered by a business enterprise” (emphasis in the original), the Milex court noted that
there was precedent in Illinois law for not applying the New Business Rule where it “did
not fit the circumstances” of the case, including in cases where the new business’s
product has an established market. Milex at 192 (referencing Malatesta; Fishman v.
Estate of Wirtz, 807 F.2d 520 (7th Cir. 1986) (plaintiffs who had never owned a sports
franchise awarded lost profits based upon the profits made by the team owners); and
Rhodes v. Sigler (1976), 44 Ill. App.3d 375 (court found evidence of profits of a person
other than the plaintiff in the same period of time plaintiff was seeking damages provided
required degree of certainty). Ultimately, the Milex court affirmed the trial court’s
judgment for the Plaintiff in the amount of $3.27 million, which accounted for Milex’s
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lost profits and other damages.
The Court of Appeal in Milex further stated that damages resulting from lost
profits from a new business are recoverable where: (1) the loss is “proved with a
reasonable degree of certainty”; (2) the defendant’s wrongful act caused the loss of
profits; and (3) the “profits were reasonably within the contemplation of the defaulting
party at the time the contract was entered into.” Milex Products, Inc. v. Alra
Laboratories, Inc., 237 Ill. App. 3d 177, 190 (1992)
The manner in which the expert in Milex calculated damages is specifically
described by the Court of Appeal on pages 184-185 of the opinion. Nowhere does the
Court of Appeal in Milex state that actual sales data from the other generic drug makers
was relied upon by the expert. Rather, the expert in Milex based his projections of
Milex’s sales on indirect sources of market data, including an “audit” that used a
“representative sample” of data, and the expert estimated “such things as the prices at
which the products were sold, the number of prescriptions in the marketplace, and the
average size of a prescription in order to determine the basic economic structure of the
clomiphene citrate market.” Milex, at 184.
In addition, nothing in the Milex opinion or facts suggests that the data that
Milex’s experts relied on was from nearly “identical” products. To the contrary, Milex’s
experts based a large part of their estimate of the plaintiff’s market share for its generic
version of clomiphene citrate on 20 to 30 “other” (non-clomiphene citrate) drugs that
were merely “similar” to the generic drug at issue. Milex, at 185. The Milex expert’s
opinion on Milex’s market share “arrived at Milex’s 10% of the market share as a result
of looking at market share gains made by 20 to 30 other drugs with similar
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characteristics.” Id. In other words, Milex’s damages evidence was derived from sales
of entirely different products.
The Milex opinion and what is required to show lost profits of a new business is
best encapsulated with this quote from Milex that explains why the Court of Appeal
found the lost profits in that case were shown with a reasonable degree of certainty:
Finally, we do not believe that the case of Drs. Sellke & Conlon, Ltd.
stands for the inviolate rule that a new business can never prove lost
profits. That case determined that where lost profits are based solely upon
speculation, such proof is inadequate to establish lost profits within a
reasonable degree of certainty. However, in the case before us, while the
product is a new one, the evidence showed it to have an established
market. Given that fact, together with Price's testimony, we conclude that
the proof of lost profits was neither speculative nor the product of
conjecture but was based upon a reasonable degree of certainty.
Milex, at 193 (emphasis added). Therefore, the key ingredients for the Milex
Court to conclude that the lost profits of a new business were shown with a reasonable
degree of certainty were both evidence of an “established market” and proper expert
testimony. In Milex, the expert “testimony concerning lost profits was based upon actual
products in the marketplace as well as authoritative sources for the data he used.” Id. at
192. However, nothing in Milex suggests that these factors are exclusive, they simply
happened to be the unique factors the Milex court considered to be not “solely”
speculative and therefore, reasonably certain.
B.

The Evolution of The New Business Rule In Other Jurisdictions

Other jurisdictions have also moved away from a strict application of the New
Business Rule and consider a variety of factors in determining “reasonable certainty”
exceptions to allow new businesses to recover their damages when they have been
harmed.

“Changing attitudes towards jurors, a consensus focused on the inherent
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injustice to new businesses, and recognition of the economically nonoptimal allocation of
resources that the New Business Rule encouraged may have all played a role in [a] shift
in the interpretation of the rule away from a finding of law to a finding of fact, as pointed
out by Bollas in the Ohio State Law Journal, and by Everett Gee Warner and Mark Adam
Nelson in “Recovering Lost Profits,” 39 Mercer L. Rev. (1988).” See Mark Gauthier,
Recovering Lost Profits for Start-Up Companies, Bus. L. Today, December 2017, at 1, 2.
The rationale behind this change is encapsulated in this quote from the Kansas Supreme
Court:
Strict application of the [reasonable] certainty doctrine would place a new
business at a substantial disadvantage. To hold recovery is precluded as a
matter of law merely because a business is newly established would
encourage those contracting with such a business to breach their contracts.
The law is not so deficient.
Vickers v. Wichita State University, Wichita, 213 Kan. 614, 518 P.2d 512, 517
(1974).
The Restatement Second of Contracts, Section 352, Comment b, provides that
“[i]f the business is a new one or if it is a speculative one ..., damages may be established
with reasonable certainty with the aid of expert testimony, economic and financial data,
market surveys and analyses, business records of similar enterprises, and the like.”
(emphasis added)
Other courts have also not required evidence of profits from a similar business but
instead allow new businesses to prove their damages solely with projections by expert
testimony. For instance, in Kaech v. Lewis County PUD, 106 Wash. App. 260, 23 P.3d
529, 538–539 (2001), the Court of Appeals of Washington upheld a lost profits finding
where a dairy farm had been in operation for only a short time, holding that “expert
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testimony alone is a sufficient basis for an award of lost profits in the new business
context when the expert opinion is supported by tangible evidence with a ‘substantial and
sufficient factual basis…’”
The Supreme Court in Arkansas recently overruled a strict application of the New
Business Rule in Tilley v. Malvern Nat'l Bank, 2017 Ark. 343, 17, 532 S.W.3d 570, 579
(2017), where the Court there held that the Arkansas Court of Appeal decision in Am.
Fid. Fire Ins. Co. v. Kennedy Bros. Const., 282 Ark. 545, 547, 670 S.W.2d 798, 800
(1984) should be the rule regarding a new business proving lost profits. In Am. Fid. Fire
Ins. Co. v. Kennedy Bros. Const., 282 Ark. 545, the court affirmed an award of lost
profits to a new business where the plaintiff proved lost profits with expert testimony
showing its profits. Id. at 547.
The Supreme Court in New Mexico, recognizing advancements in data capture
and analytics, overruled its own strict application of the New Business Rule in Sunnyland
Farms, Inc. v. Cent. New Mexico Elec. Co-op., Inc., 2013-NMSC-017, ¶ 27, 301 P.3d
387, 396. The reasoning behind its decision is applicable to the issues presented by this
appeal:
As economic forecasting models have become more sophisticated, courts
have become more willing to accept predictions that a plaintiff's new
business would have been successful. 1 Robert L. Dunn, Recovery of
Damages for Lost Profits § 4.3, at 391 (6th ed. 2005). The majority of
jurisdictions allow unestablished business plaintiffs to collect lost profit
damages if they can prove with reasonable certainty the fact of lost profits.
Id. at 378. The dollar amount of lost profit damages, however, does not
require the same level of proof. Id. § 1.8 at 25 (“[T]he [reasonable
certainty] rule applies only to the fact of damages, not to the amount of
damages.”); id. § 5.1 at 414 (“[L]ess certainty (or none at all) is required
to prove the amount of damages.”); see also Deaton, 99 N.M. at 258, 657
P.2d at 114 (“Lost profits need not be proved with mathematical
certainty.”). To remove any doubt as to whether the century-old Kettering
rule is still good law, we expressly overrule our opinion in Kettering.
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Id. at 396.
Delaware’s highest court also recently affirmed an award of lost profits to a new
business in Siga Techs., Inc. v. PharmAthene, Inc., 132 A.3d 1108, 1131 (Del. 2015), as
corrected (Dec. 28, 2015). The Siga Techs. Court stated that “where the injured party has
proven the fact of damages—meaning that there would have been some profits from the
contract—less certainty is required of the proof establishing the amount of damages. In
other words, the injured party need not establish the amount of damages with precise
certainty “where the wrong has been proven and injury established.”
In sum, other jurisdictions consider a variety of factors in determining “reasonable
certainty” and are more willing to award lost profit damages to a new business, where,
like here, the lost profit projections are based on expert testimony and other evidence
unique to each case.
C.

A Change To The Rule of Law Articulated In Milex Is Not Necessary
To Find For Petitioner In This Matter

Petitioner respectfully submits that a change to the rule of law articulated in Milex
is not necessary to find for the Petitioner. Rather, this Court should clarify that the
reasonable certainty analysis is not limited to a few isolated factors, but properly includes
consideration of a variety of pertinent factors that may be unique to different cases.
Stated differently, a finding of reasonable certainty is appropriate where damages
estimates are not based “solely” on speculation. As set forth above, the Court of Appeal
in Milex stated that damages resulting from lost profits from a new business are
recoverable where: (1) the loss is “proved with a reasonable degree of certainty”; (2) the
defendant’s wrongful act caused the loss of profits; and (3) the “profits were reasonably
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within the contemplation of the defaulting party at the time the contract was entered
into.” Milex, 237 Ill. App. 3d 177 at 190. Using Milex as an example, the court allowed
lost profits to be proven with expert testimony that was based on “actual products in the
marketplace” and other “authoritative” sources of data, and therefore “was based upon
fact, not speculation.” Milex, at 192. The Milex court also acknowledged that the New
Business Rule should not apply where it “did not fit the circumstances” of the case. As
discussed infra, the circumstances surrounding this case do not warrant exclusion of
Helix’s damages evidence based on an overly strict application of the New Business
Rule.
A plaintiff with an arguably new business in Illinois should not be required to fit
within the unique fact patterns found in Milex or Malasta or other cases to recover their
damages. More specifically, a plaintiff should not be required to submit evidence of
profits from a substantially similar business.
In this case, because the Petitioner’s expert opinions relied, in part, on the
performance of the NAA lease product, the Court of Appeal majority considered whether
or not Petitioners’ lease product was substantially similar to the NAA lease product. (A39, ¶ 40)

However, the Appellate Court majority did not analyze the lost profit

calculations and other evidence proffered by Petitioners and its experts that were based
on authoritative market data (as the dissenting opinion did). (A-39, ¶¶ 38-57, 87-90)
Nor did the Appellate Court majority consider the projections prepared by TURSS itself
or the opinion testimony of Petitioner Ivey. (A-39, ¶¶ 38-57) The Appellate Court also
did not consider the other circumstances warranting finding for Petitioners, including
TURSS’s size and resources, the fact that TURSS’s wrongdoing caused any existing
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uncertainty in assessing damages, and the manifest conclusion that Petitioners were
damaged in at least some degree, even if it cannot be proven with mathematical precision
exactly how much they were damaged. (See id.)
Accordingly, the Circuit Court and the Appellate Court erred by ruling that Helix
could not prove its lost profits with reasonable certainty because it did not present
evidence of profits from a comparable business.
II.

THE APPELLATE COURT SHOULD BE REVERSED BECAUSE HELIX
SUBMITTED EVIDENCE OF LOST PROFITS USING AUTHORATIVE
DATA TO CREATE A TRIABLE ISSUE OF FACT REGARDING THE
REASONABLE CERTAINTY OF THE DAMAGES.
Regardless of whether or not evidence of profits from a comparable business is

required to establish damages for a new business, Helix’s evidence in this case is
quantitatively and qualitatively superior to that in Milex and Tri-G in all respects, and is
in no way speculative. As previously discussed, Helix did provide evidence (direct
evidence, actually) of sales of a substantially similar product. (C. 2178-2179 V2)
Petitioner’s expert evidence was based on multiple authoritative sources of data by
multiple experts, including TURSS’s own personnel. (C. 2172-2197 V2, 2147-2170 V2)
Ultimately, it is difficult to conceive of what other evidence Helix could have reasonably
provided in this case.
In addition to the damages considerations discussed elsewhere in this brief,
applying the three-prong test set forth in Milex to the instant case, Helix’s claimed
damages are recoverable. First, Helix’s detailed expert testimony and TURSS’s own
business projections proved Helix’s loss on a reasonable basis with a reasonable degree
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of certainty (which is discussed more infra). Second, TURSS’s conduct caused Helix’s
loss of profits. It is axiomatic that TURSS’s failure to make the leases available to its
customers is responsible for any lost profits that would have resulted from making the
leases available to TURSS’s customers.

Third, the lease revenue was clearly

contemplated by the parties as a basis for damages. Helix is not presenting some sort of
speculative consequential damage claim; rather, the lease revenues are the only
compensation Helix was to receive under the Marketing Agreement and are the direct
damages contemplated by the parties. (C. 178) The Marketing Agreement limitation of
liability provision expressly provides that the lease revenues were a foundation for
damages and that there is no limitation on the amount of damages where there was willful
or intentional wrongdoing by a party. (C. 178) The Circuit Court ruled that there was
evidence that TURSS acted willfully or intentionally wrong in connection with its
performance under the Marketing Agreement.

(R. 403-05)

Petitioners submitted

substantial evidence of its lost profits using market data from authoritative sources,
including TURSS’s own analysis and admissions. (C. 2162, 2178-79 V2)
Petitioners’ expert, Paul Cohen, offered a detailed analysis of Plaintiff’s damages.
Mr. Cohen is an attorney who has represented and counseled landlords in all aspects of
property management for over thirty-five years. (C. 2150-2151 V2) Mr. Cohen also
served on the NAA lease committee and worked with the NAA on their lease product
almost from inception. (C. 2152 V2) Based on his knowledge of the marketplace, Mr.
Cohen opined that when the parties’ Marketing Agreement was executed in 2009 there
was large market demand for electronic residential leases. (C. 2154 V2) Indeed, Cohen
stated that while in 2009 the NAA lease was the only significant competitor in the
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market, now there are many other companies in the market, including Yardi, RealPage,
Legal Forms, Legal Templates, Rocket Lawyer, Legal Nature, Legal Contracts, Law
Depot, Landlord, Landlord Lease Forms, EZ Landlord Forms, Tenant Tech, and Zillow.
(C. 2163 V2) The entry of so many other businesses into the market since the time
TURSS should have made the Helix products available to its customers is highly
probative evidence of the large market demand that existed for an electronic lease
available over the internet.
Mr. Cohen also estimates Helix’s damages based on authoritative market data,
including a survey by US marketing firm Marketing Sherpa and publications by JDR
Group and other published sources.

(C. 2159-60 V2)

Mr. Cohen uses industry

Conclusion standard conversion rates to estimate Plaintiff’s damages. (C. 2159-60 V2)
Significantly, Cohen’s estimate uses conservative estimates in connection with his
analysis. (C. 2159-2161 V2) Cohen also relies upon the direct income of the NAA lease,
as reported on its IRS Form 990, which a substantially similar product from the only
significant third-party competitor at the time. (C. 2159-2161 V2)
Mr. Cohen, based on his expertise in the area and knowledge of both the Helix
product and the NAA product, opines that the Helix product is of the highest quality and
is actually superior to the NAA product. (C. 2156-2158 V2) However, Mr. Cohen’s
report does not rely on the fact that the Helix leases were superior to the NAA lease to
conclude that there was a large demand for the Helix product. (C. 2147-2171 V2)
Similarly, Petitioner’s expert, Stan V. Smith, a Ph.D. in economics from the
University of Chicago, offered a detailed analysis of Plaintiff’s damages. (C. 2172 V2)
Significantly, Dr. Smith analyzed data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Housing
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Survey to determine what the actual market was for a lease product. (C. 2178 V2) Dr.
Smith also used a very conservative revenue figure for Helix from the leases at $5 per
lease and used a conservative market penetration of only 1.5% for the first year. (C. 2178
V2) Smith also relies upon the NAA lease profits as set forth in IRS filings. (C. 2178-79
V2)
Additionally, Helix provided a five-year revenue projection prepared by TURSS’s
head and Transunion General Vice President, Michael Britti and by Transunion’s
analysts. This projection is substantial evidence of Plaintiff’s damages. (C. 252-54, 267270) The projection estimates profits to Helix in the first five years of sales of over
$23,000,000 from sales to SmartMove customers alone. (C. 252-54, 267-270) These
projections were created by TURSS itself using authoritative data. (C. 252-54, 267-270)
An Affidavit of Petitioner Ivey in support of its Opposition to its Motion for
Summary Judgment also provides substantial support for the claimed damages. (C. 21992212 V2) This Affidavit provided substantial evidence regarding the demand for an
electronic lease based on his experience serving on the NAA lease committee. (C. 21992212 V2)
The Circuit Court and Court of Appeal erred by not analyzing Helix’s expert
testimony based on market data from authoritative sources and other unique evidence of
damages. The Circuit Court and Court of Appeal Appellate Court therefore erred by not
finding that Helix’s evidence at least created a triable issue of fact regarding whether the
claimed lost profits could be proven with reasonable certainty. Indeed, the only analysis
of the expert testimony was done by Justice Walker, in his dissent, in which it was held
that there was a triable issue of fact regarding Helix’s claimed lost profit damages. (A-
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39, ¶¶ 87-90) The overly strict application of the New Business Rule by the Appellate
Court should be reversed.
CONCLUSION
Wherefore, for the foregoing reasons, Petitioners request that this Court should
reverse the appellate court’s opinion and hold that there is a triable issue of fact as to
Helix claim for breach of contract damages.
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ELECTRONICALLY FILED
12/19/2016 5:09 PM
2015-L-007382
CALENDAR: U
PAGE I of 15
CIRCUIT COU RT OF

COOK COUNTY,.,ILLINOIS
LAWDIVbION

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLIN~ERK DOROTHY BROWN
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, LAW DIVISION
ROGER IVEY, an individual; HELIX
STRATEGIES, LLC., a Limited Liability
Company,

)
)

No.

)

Calender U
Judge Brigid Mary McGrath

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,

v.
TRANS UNION RENTAL SCREENING
SOLUTIONS, INC., a Corporation;
TRANSUNION, LLC, a Limited Liability
Company

2015 L 7382

Defendants.

PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED COMPLAINT
Plaintiffs Roger Ivey ("Ivey") and Helix Strategies, LLC ("Helix") hereby file Plaintiffs'
Amended Complaint at Law ("Complaint") against Defendant TransUnion Rental Screening
Solutions, Inc. ("TURSS" or "Defendant") and TransUnion, LLC ("Transunion") and
respectfully state as follows:
I.
Brief Summary

1.

Helix is a document and information services company that provides residential

property management lease contracts, forms and related infonnation services for resale to the
property management industry. TURSS is a: conswner credit screening company that provides
consumer credit and criminal background screening services to landlords and property
management professionals. In March 2009, Helix and TURSS entered into a written contract
whereby Helix agreed to provide customizable electronic residential leasing and property
management forms (the "Helix Services") to TURSS and TURSS agreed to l) provide the
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software platfonns necessary to market, sell and deliver the Helix Services to TURSS'
customers, and 2) to actually market, sell and deliver the Helix Services to TURSS' customers.
TURSS agreed to sell the Helix Services to small portfolio landlords through its
MySmartMove.com web based product, and to its larger professional commercial customers
through TURSS' CreditRetriever product. TURSS also agreed to sell the Helix Services to its
customers through various third party re-sellers. The contract specified that Helix would be paid
65% of all revenue collected from sales of Helix Services on TURSS' websites, while the
remaining 35% of collected revenue would be paid to TURSS. This was to be a lucrative

r

arrangement for both parties. In fact, prior to entering the contract, TURSS provided Helix with
a five-ye~ ~usiness plan which estimated revenue to Helix of approximately $23 million for the
sale of Helix Services through TURSS' direct MySmartMove.com sales alone (which estimate
did not include sales through MySrnartMove.com resellers). The five-year business plan was
created by TransUnion. TURSS and TransUnion represented to Helix that the projected revenue
to Helix of $23 million was a conservative estimate, which also did not include sales of Helix

l

Services through TURSS' CreditRetriever service, or sales of any of the Helix product lines
anticipated by the parties in addition to Helix's residential property management products, such
as mobile-home leases, vacation rental leases, and storage unit rental leases.
2.

TURSS induced Helix to enter the contract and create the Helix Services. Helix

performed its obligations under the contract to provide the Helix Services to TURSS in the form
requested by TURSS. Upon execution of the contract, TURSS represented to Helix that the
development of the platfonn(s) would only take between three to six months. However, after
more than fl ve years of unnecessary delays and repeated assurances of future perfonnance,
TURSS still has not built the software platfonn(s) it is contractually obligated to provide Helix.
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As a result, the Helix Services remain unused, unsold, and unavailable to TURSS customers.
TURSS has breached the contract, cost Helix at least five years of lost revenue (estimated by
TURSS to exc~ed $23 million dollars), and caused Helix extreme financial hardship.

II.
Parties

,-

7

3.

Helix is a Colorado limited liability company.

4.

Ivey is an individual and resides in the state of Texas.

5.

TURSS is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business located in

Greenwood Village, Colorado.

III.
Jurisdiction and Venue

6.

This Court has jurisdiction because the amount in controversy exceeds the

minimum jurisdictional limits of the Court.
7.

Venue is proper in Cook County, Illinois because the subject contract between

TURSS and Helix contains a mandatory venue provision requiring that any and all brought under

l________Jj

the contract be filed in Cook County, Illinois.

IV.
Factual Background
8.

Helix is a Colorado limited liability company engaged in the business of

developing and providing customizable electronic residential leasing and property management
fonns to property owners and managers.

TURSS provides credit reporting and applicant

screening services to property owners and managers through two forums: MySmartMove.com
for individual lessors and small property owners; and CreditRetriever for large property
management companies.
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9.

In early 2008, principals of Helix and TURSS began to discuss the possibility of

TURSS purchasing Helix's residential leasing and property management forms and marketing
the fonns to TURSS' customers electronically on MySrnartMove.com and through
CreditRetriever. Michael Britti ("Britti"), then a General Vice President at TransUnion and who
perfonned duties on behalf of TURSS, proposed the idea to TURSS principals who approved the
project and authorized Mr. Britti to negotiate the tenns of a written agreement with Helix.
Proposed tenns were exchanged between the parties over several months, but the parties

..,

I

build an electronic platform and market the Helix Services to TURSS customers through both
MySmartMove.corn and CreditRetriever. TURSS' verbal assurances became so strong and the

0

w

::l;::s

business relationship between the parties became so imminent that in September 2008, Roger

Lt.. ~N

°'

>-- oM00 V")
-l
-l .. t-- ....

.:r: ono o

Ivey ("Ivey"), the President of Helix, voluntarily left his position as Assistant Vice President and

U \OO "<t

z o,
-...:i w

o ~~ o

Property Operations Counsel of UDR, Inc. ("UDR"), a publicly traded real estate investment

ei::~o ~

E-- ~ N

uw

trust and one of the nation's largest owners and managers of residential apartment communities,

-l

w

l

generally and verbally agreed that Helix would provide the database of forms and TURSS would

to focus exclusively on completion on the database of forms and finalizing the agreement with

J

TURSS. TURSS was aware of and encouraged Mr. Ivey's decision to voluntarily leave his
employment with UDR, a decision induced by TURSS' representations regarding their intent to
imminently build electronic platforms and sell the Helix Services. A true and correct copy of the
Letter of Intent from TURSS to Helix dated November 24, 2008 is attached hereto as Exhibit

10.

In March 2009, Helix and TURSS formalized and executed their Marketing

Agreement ("the Agreement") whereby Helix agreed to provide customizable electronic
residential leasing and property management forms to TURSS, and TURSS agreed to build an
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electronic platfonn to host the fonns and to sell the forms to its existing and future customers.
The responsibilities ofTURSS under the Agreement were outlined in paragraph 3 as follows:

Responsibilities of TURSS. Following TURSS' reasonable approval of
the scope and general attributes of the Helix Services, TURSS will make
available on a non-exclusive basis, Helix Services to certain interested
Subscribers. TURSS will provide the software platform, Helix will
provide the document content.
A true and correct copy of the Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit "B,,, Though the
Agreement is silent as to the deadline for TURSS to provide the software platform, TURSS made
multiple representations that it expected the platform would be completed no later than Jwie or

I

July 2009, which was a four month target.

In fact, prior to the formal execution of the

Agreement, TURSS had already assigned Kristin Hillier ("Hillier"), then the Senior Manager of
TURSS Product Screening and Quality Control, to the task of managing the completion of the
electronic platform.

Mr. Britti, on behalf of TURSS, specifically informed Mr. Ivey on

nwnerous occasions - including in 1URSS' November 24, 2008 letter of intent- that the goal
was to have the platform completed by or during the first quarter of 2009.
11.

Also in March of 2009, and following execution of the Agreement, Helix

submitted its forms and supporting informational materials to TURSS, which specifically
approved the scope and format of the Helix Services. At that same time, TURSS also gave Helix
written permission to begin marketing Helix as the exclusive provider of lease documents to
TURSS' MySmartMove.com and CreditRetriever.corn. A true and correct copy of the letter
from Mr. Britti to Mr. Ivey dated March 18, 2009 is attached hereto as Exhibit "C."
12.

Mr. Ivey began creation of the Helix Services prior to execution of the Agreement

in March of 2009 and continued to aggressively build and complete the products. Mr. Ivey also
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initiated frequent and consistent communications to TURSS before and after the Agreement was
executed.
13.

In August 2009, Mr. Britti left his position at TURSS. His position was filled by

Mike Mauseth ("Mauseth"). Mr. Mauseth was already employed at TURSS and was aware of
the Agreement with Helix. Mr. Mauseth and Mr. Ivey began to regularly discuss the progress of
the electronic platform. These communications were nearly always initiated by Mr. Ivey, and
often required several phone calls and/or emails before TURSS would respond. Each time Mr.
Ivey inquired about the status of the platform, Mr. Mauseth confirmed that the platform was "on
the agenda."

In reality, TURSS put a hold on the project in order rebuild its entire legacy

platfonn on a new operating system. Mr. Mauseth and Ms. Hillier later informed Mr. Ivey that
"Chicago" - i.e., TransUnion, LLC, TURSS ' corporate parent - had not yet allocated sufficient
resources to complete the platform because of the decision to rebuild the legacy platform.
Despite this, TURSS continued to promise Helix that TURSS was committed to its relationship
with Helix, and that the electronic platform would be built and was in the development queue.
14.

Following Mr. Britti's departure in September of 2009, TURSS also informed Mr.

Ivey they would not build the platform to be compatible with the Helix forms TURSS had
previously approved, and demanded that Mr. Ivey substantially reformat the Helix forms to fit
As a result, Mr. Ivey spent countless hours

TURSS' new, reduced scope platform plan.

reformatting the Helix forms to accommodate TURSS demands, only to have TURSS never
build a platform at all.
15.

In January 2010, Mr. Ivey was advised by Joe Sullivan ("Sullivan"), a TURSS

employee in Product Strategy and Management, that TURSS had written the specifications for
the platform and was working on its design, but it would be June 2010 before the platform would
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be available. Frustrated with the lack of progress and communication from TURSS, in February
of 2010, Mr. Ivey had a face-to-face meeting with various employees of TURSS, including Mr.
Mauseth, Ms. Hillier, and Mr. Sullivan. In the meeting, Mr. Mauseth and Ms. Hillier said, again,
that TransUnion had not yet allocated sufficient resources to complete the platform.

Mr.

Mauseth and Ms. Hillier were clear that they did not have authority to make the decision to
perfonn the Agreement, and expressed that the delay was not their fault, but that their hands
were tied by the TransUnion decision makers in Chicago. Mr. Mauseth and Ms. Hillier again
expressed that TURSS was committed to building the platform and selling the Helix Services,
and agreed to provide better communication regarding TURSS' progress to Mr. Ivey, including
by providing Mr. Ivey with bi-weekly progress updates. As a result of this meeting, Mr. Ivey
proposed and TURSS agreed to amend the Agreement to include the following terms:
The 5 year term of the Agreement is extended until the expiration of 5 years from
the date TURSS first makes Helix Services generally available for purchase by
TURSS' Subscribers.
The extension of the Agreement will not be construed as an approval by Helix of
unreasonable delays, if any, by TURSS in performance of the Agreement.

l

A true and correct copy of the Marketing Agreement Amendment ("Amendment") is attached
hereto as Exhibit "D." The Amendment was approved by TURSS management and signed by
TURSS on March 23, 2010.
16.

TURSS ' promises to provide better progress communication and bi-weekly

progress reports were quickly broken, and TURSS consistently resumed its previous habit of
failing to contact Mr. Ivey and reluctantly responding to his inquiries. By May 2010, Mr. Ivey
was again instructed by email that the project team was making "steady progress on the
requirements and design implementation for the lease functionality," and that by the end of May,
TURSS "would provide expected delivery dates for release of the Helix docwnent library into
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the CreditRetriever production platform."

Despite these additional assurances, TURSS

continued to delay the completion of the electronic platform.
17.

TURSS continued to delay work on the platform for the Helix Services

. throughout 2010 and 2011. In the fall of 2010, Mr. Ivey referred a third-party (the "Third
Party") that was independently developing an electronic platform for the Helix lease forms to
TURSS. The Third Party had completed substantial development of the electronic platform, and
Mr. Ivey hoped that TURSS might contract for the use of the Third Party's platform and thus

r

l

speed its delivery of the Helix Services to the market. TURSS expressed significant interest in
this relationship to both Helix and the Third Party, and subsequently engaged in repeated
communications with the Third Party in this regard through the end of 2014.
18.

By January 2012, TURSS still had not made any visible progress on the electronic

platform and was even less frequently communicating to Mr. Ivey. As such, in January 2012,
Mr. Ivey requested and held a conference call with Mr. Mauseth and Timothy Martin ("Martin"),
the Group Vice President of U.S. Housing for TransUnion. Mr. Martin was new to TransUnion
and agreed to review the delays associated with the project.

On this call, Mr. Ivey again

expressed his frustration at TURSS' delays. Mr. Martin reiterated TURSS' commitment to build
a platform and sell the Helix Services, and stated that TURSS "hoped" to begin work on the
project by summer of 2012, but that it could be delayed until early 2013. Two weeks after the
conference call, Mr. Martin sent Mr. Ivey a letter stating that TURSS had acted in good faith;
had perfonned and would continue to perfonn under the Agreement; and believed in the
potential of its relationship with Helix. A true and correct copy of the January 19, 2012 Letter
from Mr. Martin to Mr. Ivey is attached hereto as Exhibit "E."
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19.

Throughout 2012, 2013, and 2014, Mr. Ivey continued to receive updates from the

Third Party that TURSS was still periodically engaging in discussions and negotiations for
TURSS' use of the Third Party's lease platform to sell the Helix Products. Finally, in the fall of

2014, the Third Party infonned Mr. Ivey that it was no longer pursuing a business relationship
with TURSS, due to TURSS' repeated broken promises, failures to follow up on agreed to
communications, abuse of his time and efforts, and apparent unwillingness to commit to any kind
of partnership.

20.

r

l

Upon learning that TURSS was no longer engaged in meaningful dialogue with

the Third Party, in October 2014, Mr. Ivey again contacted TURSS to determine the status of the
platform. Through a series of communications, TURSS was unable to provide any information
regarding the status of building the platform or any assurance that TURSS would be building the
platform. In fact, after reportedly researching the matter, TURSS represented that they could not
locate and were unaware of any contract with Helix, and that they in fact did not even know who
Helix was.
21.

To date, over six years after signing the Agreement, TURSS continues to refuse

and/or fail to perform the Agreement.

Count One - Breach of Contract
(By Plaintiff Helix Only)

22.

Plaintiff Helix repeats and realleges paragraphs I through 21 as if fully set forth

23.

Helix and TURSS entered into the Agreement.

herein.
Helix performed under the

Agreement by making the Helix Services available to TURSS for purchase by TURSS
customers. TURSS willfully, intentionally, and in bad faith breached the Agreement by failing
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to provide the software platfonn(s) necessary to make the Helix Services available for purchase
on TURSS websites and commercial management screening platforms by TURSS customers.
As a direct result ofTURSS' willful and intentional breach of contract, Helix has suffered injury.

Count Two - Fraud
{By All Plaintiffs)

24.

Plaintiffs repeat and reallege paragraphs 1 through 23 as if fully set forth herein.

25.

TURSS and TransUnion repeatedly made false representations of material fact to

Plaintiffs and the Third Party concerning TURSS' intention to complete the electronic software

,-

7

platfonn and market the Helix Services on TURSS' MySmartMove.com websites and with its
CreditRetriever product.

0

The specific false representations include TURSS' initial promise to

UJ

:::l ...
t.i... a:; N

build the platform made pursuant to the Agreement, which was made in 2009 by both Mike Britt,

V)

:3©~;:
~~~~

on behalf of TURSS, and by an employee of TransUnion in the Agreement itself.

This

6E-<e::;,....oo.;
~ :6 ~
...__

representation to build the platform was false when made because when it was made TURSS and

~

TransUnion did not intend to build the platform and make the Helix Services available. This is

u~

N

L_j

1

demonstrated by the fact that TURSS did not even take the first step in trying to build the
platfonn and that TURSS employees would repeatedly tell Plaintiffs that TURSS was working
on building the platform when TURSS had not even begun building the plaotform.
26.

Before Ivey left his previous employer in September 2008, Britti represented that

TURSS would begin working on the platform immediately and anticipated the platform to be
completed by the first quarter of 2009. At the outset of the Agreement in or around February
2009, Britti represented that TURSS expected the platform to be completed no later than June or
July, 2009.

On September 15, 2009, Joe Sullivan, a business analyst at TURSS, emailed Ivey

and specifically stated that the "rollout of the Helix content will be around the end of the year
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[2009]."

In February of 2010, Ivey had a face-to-face meeting with various employees of

TURSS, including Mauseth, Sullivan, and Hillier, and they again expressed that TURSS was
committed to building the platform, selling the Helix Services and that TURSS had already
begun development of the platform. On June 21, 2010, Mauseth emailed Ivey and said that the
rollout of the Helix services was " ... .looking more toward the end of August [2010]." In
January, 20 12, Martin, the Group Vice President of U.S. Housing for TransUnion, represented to
Ivey that TURSS was committed to fulfilling its obligations under the Agreement, which
included building the platform and making the Helix services available. These representations
regarding the building of the platfonn, including the promise to build the platform, the
statements that TURSS had made progress on building the platform, statements that the platform
was nearly complete were all false. The reality is that TURSS never intended to build the
platform and TURSS never even took the first steps necessary to build the platform. Defendant
made multiple promises to build the platform and represented to Plaintiffs on numerous
occasions that Defendant was close to finishing the platform and making the services available,
Defendant was never close to finishing the platform and had not even legitimately started the
project. TURSS had even created documents and provided them to Plaintiffs for the purpose of
deceiving Plaintiffs into believing that TURSS had begun working on building the platform
when in reality TURSS had not even completed the very first steps necessary to undertaking the
project of building the platform. TURSS and TransUnion intended to deceive Plaintiffs into
believing TURSS was close to completing building the platform so that TURSS and Trans Union
could have Plaintiffs standing by ready and available to provide the Helix Services to TURSS if
TURSS ever decided to sell the Helix Services. However, neither TransUnion or TURSS ever
told Plaintiffs that this was their strategy; instead TransUnion and TURSS simply continued to
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give Plaintiffs false excuses as to why TransUnion and TURSS had not built the platform and
made the Helix Services available when TURSS and TransUnion were not even talcing steps to
build the platfonn and make the Helix Services available.
27.

Plaintiffs reasonably relied on those inducements and representations, including

by Mr. Ivey' s leaving his then gainful employment to start, fund, and operate Helix Strategies;
by creating and making the Helix Services available to TURSS; by making Mr. Ivey tell other
potential sellers of Helix services in the industry that Helix would be working with TransUnion,
which severely limited Helix Strategies' ability to sell its services elsewhere; and by redrafting a

I

l

significant portion of the Helix Services upon TURSS' demand that the specifications be
changed.
28.

As a direct result of TURSS' pattern of knowing and deliberate material

misrepresentations, Plaintiffs have suffered injury in that Plaintiffs have lost significant revenue
as a result of the inability to sell the Helix Services and Ivey has lost significant income as a
result of his justified reliance on the representations.
Count Three - Promissory Estoppel

(By All Plaintiffs)
29.

Plaintiffs repeat and reallege paragraphs 1 through 28 as if fully set forth herein.

30.

TURSS repeatedly promised and made representations to Plaintiffs that TURSS'

would perform the Agreement and complete the electronic software platform and market the
Helix Services on TURSS' MySmartMove.com websites and with its CreditRetriever product.
Plaintiffs rel ied on TURSS ' promises and representations by Mr. lvey's leaving his then gainful
employment to start, fund, and operate Helix Strategies; by creating and making the Helix
Services avai Iable to TURSS; and by redrafting a significant portion of the Helix Services upon
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TURSS' demand that the specifications be changed. Mr. Ivey's reliance on the promises and
representations were reasonable, expected, and foreseeable, as TURSS was aware of, and
encouraged, Mr. lvey's decision to leave his employment. As a direct and proximate result of
TURSS' acts as alleged above, Plaintiffs relied on TURSS' promises and representations to their
detriment and have been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial.
Damages and Attorneys' Fees

31.

Under all causes of action, Plaintiffs seek to recover a minimwn of $23 million in

actual damages for the loss of revenues associated with sales of the Helix Services through

'I

TURSS' MySmartMove.com product, plus actual damages for loss of revenues associated with
sales of the Helix Services through TURSS' CreditRetriever product, plus actual damages for

0

UJ

~~
~N V'l
:3 ©~ ;:
~.;.; r--~

U

-IO

0

~

loss of revenues associated with sales of the Helix Services through TURSS' third party
resellers, plus attorneys' fees. As a direct result of the conduct of TURSS, Plaintiffs have been

6e::;_~ :6o o.;~

compelled to retain the undersigned counsel to represent them in this action and have agreed to

u~
w

pay such counsel a reasonable fee for their services.

E-< ...._ N

~

Plaintiffs seek the recovery of their

reasonable and necessary attorneys' fees through trial and all appeals under the Agreement and

l'--------JJ

applicable Illinois law.
32.

In addition to their actual damages and attorneys' fees, Plaintiffs seek an award of

exemplary damages from TURSS based upon its bad faith breach of contract, fraudulent
conduct, and intentional misrepresentations to Plaintiffs.
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Conditions Precedent
33.

All conditions precedent to Plaintiffs recovering the relief requested herein have

been performed, occurred, or have been excused.

Prayer
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiffs request that this Court enter
judgment against Defendant TransUnion Rental Screening Solutions, Inc. awarding Plaintiffs the

following relief:

r

l

(i)

Actual damages in excess of $23,000,000, but in no event less than the minimum
jurisdictional limits of this Court;

(ii)

For expenses of the suit incurred herewith;

(ii)

Reasonable and necessary attorneys' fees;

z O, W

(iii)

Exemplary damages in an amount to be detennined by the trier of fact;

~ _ o p.;
f-<N N

(iv)

Pre-and post-judgment interest to the maximum rate allowed by law; and

(v)

Such other and further relief, at law and in equity, to which Plaintiffs may show
themselves justly entitled.

Q

u.l

~~

>- ~N o,-,
..J ~ 0
I"'\0<;...
0
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~

Demand For Jury Trial
Plaintiffs hereby demand a trial by jury.
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COUNSEL FOR ROGER IVEY AND HELIX STRATEGIES, INC.:
Michael L. Zweig

FERRIS, THOMPSON, & ZWEIG, LTD.
I E. Upper Wacker Drive, #510
Chicago, Illinois 6060 I
Phone: (866) 602-3000
Fax: (847) 263-7771
Email: mz@ftzlaw.com

Jason R. Bendel (admitted pro hac vice)
BENDEL LAW GROUP
11620 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 900
Los Angeles, California 90025
Phone: (310) 362-6110
Fax:
(3 10) 3 17-7855
Email: jbendel@bendel law.com
California State Bar No. 212774
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and TVltSS. ·n,e ,-,ty reotlvi.03 -Pil)ffl.... •hlll mate J>a)'MIIIII of a.. Ollie, party·, .......... thlff roth<.,.,.., paiy Oft • monlh\y basiL

<•·•·

0

l~I• ,.ill ~ !he aut1,onty ro cloknninc the hk:I prido1 ~r •be fie/ill Servica. blil will n:suwfy a,oa~lf ,rid) TIJRSS -ocmiAs !he ...,o, TIJRSS win hive (I., ript 10 rcn the llcli• Servi<>:s
eilhtt ....-17 ot ~ witb T\JRSS" product<. If told '"l>lllldled..- ru R.SS' ~CAI will "'main tbt """ • iftblO Holilt Prodo= an, aold ,c,p11111ely. Ufllels 11.,e partja ctt.:rwi,,, • - to a
difli,ra,t -,,r,e sh.an,. l!xoq,1 li>r limited pn:,morionrol ot'fen qn,e4..,.,. by llte p.,;.._ TURSS -..ill nOI adYct1bc no, tlclfvtt !be lleli1 Semas lbr"ft'e<" ar
C<llil.

"°

T\JllSS 1111)' ,.u !he !Wix s.,,,;..,. fO - ..... 0,,,-0' TIJRSS SobJ<ribffl ,t pri<a ""' O "'""""" IIIJ,o 10 bt ..-iQ Cllifl "' "' tons • ..,di JNtchGcn •JO remia TtJRSS S.lio<nbe7>.

;,

Teut, r::,ne t bM!!f:

coon- on I

ID

Intel by 1VRSS end

licU...

TURSS'

rip,ca to fflleffil< sllft ftoll\ ll>d\ sale$

Tho illfcill"'"" or tho ....,,._ - 1 - - 14!"<' die Ell'ccri-.c Dato wl laol for11'1'C (J) ,.. . allor 0. f!l!_ffliv, Du ri.aitlat. TmDi and will
y - - allerlholllitial Tena. IIIID this Apfflalt is
- d l,ywmte11 ~ orb ~ t e lfflllklbd. J1)1)'1ided.'1.1Jtlw:tehl ' Ellbcrparfy meyreri,m,atc

Ollle......,

lliia Apecmet1t for tfle ollret ~ ~oca o r Ill)' m•<riol provinon of tt,if A.,,...cnt: pr,,vided the ■oa•h,..cbioa party has pro,,idcd l!tt ptrly In brul:ll with wril1al notice ~ a Sidi
braell all4 lhc plfty ill btclCh bM (tilled IO "'"" sudt toucli d,lrty ()0) days of m,cipc o( mob notia, unlcu 11>eh cw,e period is ""ICll6cd b)' !he writtea muaul ISJWIIIOOI of Ilic pll1ies. Th,:
ftllc,oing nccwkltslmns. willlcul timiwig IIIY ether n,INdla ~ ttllic:b TIJRS,<; nll)' be ertilled. TURSS ru,,n,cs tht rip to immtdi.1tdy tfflllfllafe dlil A ~ If TUR!iS. In l!)Od &illl,
delfflni - Ill• (l) ihe ~IIIC1JIJ of 111)'1..,.. n,l[Ulrrim. jodid.111c1fonor!his A ~ have 110! bee1' tll<t bylteli,.;{2) licli:lor q of illl offi<:cn.. mcmt.tn, o• •••C111ivu. CO!llmils. pleads
guilly o< nolo ~ 10, or lo oonvlctQd oC "' N or otfmse lnvolvilr monl a,rpil\ldo:.(l) Hcli• co,amlU cy willlltl ar disbonen 1ct lhJI COllld lnjtn ruw·ID any auita:ial reopcot; ancVor
(4) Hl:li:l lllffll!I$ lo ~ia,, (wilhoul pri(lf written TUJ!,SS 'Pl)l'OYll, not to be !llllT11>1CJ'11bly wi!hbeid), ar Subcoalraa Of'll'll'Sfb- lbi,-A.-,,i Including. wiJtlourl!miUl:()I\. IIIJ andloc all ri!lbls
and obliplN!fll of llelht. TIJ1lS5 ""11
provido .,,;«.., nori6c11ioo to H•tilt of 1\ldi ectim ,pe<if)i.o.1 ~;.. in ....on"'- c1a.;111te ~ - o, , . . _ rar IIKb 101ninanoa. Mm.,..,,
n c r l w l ~ ~ ift doi, ~ 10 ~ e<etruy, TVIISS ,_,_ the ript to iaunediouly 1cnninllf Ibis Apo,oen1 ifTURSS. io Jood falll. d<(crmi• 1h• m 1 ~Ir of <mAlf' In
lol.Ys. 11r,,lid0nt or j11Gc:W acrion. lURSS. i~ 800d flilll l>clleva 1h11 the r,qutRfll<l>!l of.,>' lew,
or Jlldici• llcll01 .,,;n noc Ile - ' · Eiiber p. .y ..., irr,.ncdi..ty wrriaiaa !hi,

""""""y

,.,.,.i.;o,,

,._,..'!'~

ta,.,,

"'°""""U\Cl...,

apoe ..,;..., ootict ro 11K alltor party. lf (I) prococdiloa, •hlltr b"'4ouptcy or inlol""'1Cy
1tt <1>mmen0<d by, or -iainat. the Q(htr petty and such
~ diufi.i utd
.,;,hin ,ixq, (601 da)'t of -ii -<ncentefll: (2) if the ocher pety i1 order<d or ec;udp IMlnlnp!. is plaood io the b - of• ~,,.., (or similar otlicen aod"""' ,_;"" is l1CI diad,atpd
wirhin si.u y (60) di,-.: (J) Ille !llllcr patty ntllrcs III assia,went ~ die lnef!t of aw/um, or all!crwisc: entcn in,o lllY •dtet,,c et compo«itioe Mlh ilJ e1edt'lon; <•l oubstaiwiolly all or,k on,,,
ptrty"s - I I ~ aeized<r IIIKhcd in OOl!j\lllclion with any aaicft apinar • by ay thitd party: (5)tlle Oilier pc!lyu diflolved 0tM8b tt>leffllinlle 1;,othcN,i,, ill bouinao ~raioas and
•ff"-lin.:. Te-rmln111ian o(Jhe Ap,emen( does i,Qt ~ tbt HclUl ·• p.-yment ttqui,.mtffll vnde'I' SOl:11on 9 oldti,s A ~ L
8.
B!P!!!t•l!S!!n!!..,, Wpmp"1!, H•:Jia re,tt-.rts.ud .....,,.. ( IJ Illa i1 b• the ccporitnoo ""4 obil~y 10 pcnom thc lldi1 S<rvioOI for 'MJRSS S..b■cribcn and..,,.;..,, for TU RSS I«
!Mh In I.bis A ~ (l)t• It wiR pcrlt,ffn ~ ID'Vices in l p,oli:lslcrna! 11114 COtt>pclt'II !IIJMOr. (3) ... rlh.U lhepc,,nt IOCAltriDlo c,d pcrf""11 lht$ Ap,crnent; #It!.(◄) 1h11 Hclil ScrviOH
11\d it& ptt{i,nnaooc of llria A#=D<Jrl thiJI nee wiolale My f;odctel. state. ...VO,- muoic:ipal i..,. or rq.,laionL tkfu rrprtSt11U and warrlllllS 1h11 ii ii under,.., ohliplioo nr n:striaion. not ..-ill ~
assu,ne ony<udt ol>llpl>Oll or-,icdoa ll!~doos 0< "°"ldpucnt • <>011ftie1 of ~
""""""'"'I the WMcet IO bc provided by Hm.. UIUlo! t!iii 11,...,,,...,_ llc!ii as,ees Illa if. 1Jlernceu1ion
of dais .11_.111. ii cliaoo,-cn • cooflla o( ln1=11. ..-hh ff:IIJCO IC 11\is ~ h t.ball mab • inm>e<li•• d!Jcioome m wririnr 10 n1RSS, whid'I sllall it<dllC!e a de«npti<>n orlhe ...1oa w!ritb
tleli• " "' ral<e.ttorJlflll)QOC'J IO I - ro • ~ ormiliple lUCb conl!itt. O.rin,:tllC r,,m ofllri•
fortwtl"C (12) momh, lll<rll>ia 11.,-.en,ent i, tcmtmiltd Helix "1•11 not. eit!tct u p,n
or, or -,wise in msoci,cion ..;a, I llliRI l)llty. or 1111,,:r.,,ife dl""11y "' indil'IC:lly own. ~ •· be an compony fiw or principal or. nor -...:iuirt or hwc any ii1.erest ill as on ow,,er, p&noer. joint
"""'"""• .-11older, ....,,t,« or ott,«,rise_ ""Y third pa,ty inch>dins. ,.,;l/lo,n thnltlt""', any 1hitd p111y «ttity or lllud porty bmi.,... fflc<pnsc ..,t,,lob ia or may be in compcti,iCl<I .,;t1, WI\SS In
llte provision of..,v;,,.,, aionrlar to TURSS' ..,,,.,.. in the Semo. Alu. Hcli1 ~ a,d .,IIITIIIIJJ th• udl ~•ipol 111d ccdl emplQ}« It 1<l•cts 10 pcrfomt ,c:rvi<ico <o, TtJRSS p11nu.1n1 to
!Iii• A ~ is« will be l><lund o,,;0110 rcnderina a,y sud, scrviots) by Ill IIJ!lroprillc •-rinen .,,..,rnm111>tllcienr fO .,,._ compli111a with the pnMSi- of d,11 Au,o,nnn.

.,_...,._llld

Pl"-•

NOlltins in this Ag,eme,i lhall
Hetil fmon .,,.n«•Oy rn•l<erins "'d ce11ine ill ptoducU •o ...i lhYOIIII> .,,, ll!d e111hird P"'""- inckldina. willlout timiuli""' to nJRss· Sabtcri\lcfs
tilld coropo!it°"' wkhoat ob!ip!l0t1 Ill TUIISS, e,cocp1 that lkliJ: alloll nel in 1111y ••1: I) de11ia,-ilt. climfni&h"' ldvmely CO!lrtlOIU ,Ofl ti.. n:prllrion o< de1i-.,)ity o( rtlkSS" llffllit>e10: 2)
MMnely '"'"'I"'" TI)RSS" ICMOCS with 1hotJe of lu comJ)Clitcn: ) ) lmowiatly m,d di-ly intm<:c willl 1111)' Svl)laiber's or potemiJI Svbocribcr'1 1<laliooship a Pl)IC111ial itl■ionshil> 1'itll
TUJCili. Hcli1 will oa irltlependently marted lo third pllliH IO ..tiom TIJRSS is IClivtly mlli<clins aid of whom TURSS h• tp'ffll Helilt prior wrirte,, l)Ofioo. NothfoR ill this Ag,,,c,na,t sb•II
.,.._. Hdi.t &o111 klitnJ all r, 1111y l>-1 or ita luincu ro or,y pally, "tq>I •~•- wn,tf 1hc tc,m of 11ri, ,......,._,...~ ltdit will t>OI mike ,ucn • ult ro a 1nln1 pa,y c:ompcr(lor of TIJRSS in Ille
r,,vilion ohervi.,. 1ir11il• 10 TIJRSS' W\11leS in Ult Service A.,.,._ for p ~ cffllis Section. "TURSS · sctvicao• sh,11 net iodudc IICl'Vica sirnW• to~ Heth SeNiocsl.

t.

CRftfl4cPdfl11t From time lo tirae TURSS may p"'vide bus,..., and le<MiCII infof'lntlion.
u,e J<nices Ill be pe"'"'""' (hiJ A""llleot i-1....,..,, .... kout limihng fl><

<01Jneeli011 with

M:\leoal'<>Ont~Mma~ Heu, 10-30-M

wlt1cll n1R$S COMidon eo1P<lon1tal or pn,pnetary ("CooBdnrtial lnform11ion"), to Helix in
nonpi,blic infbrmalOtl rep.'daa nsnc:1 llld addrcuco of
Sul:rsail,cr,. ao:wG1

'°"'"""'" .,,
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· invoiClC$. niaior alld cdUcadonal manuals. aid SUMCfiller leads developed by TUR.SS. menior.rida. noccs. ~ drn-in~. l!llnfllls. dlslcs. or Cll!er dOCwitcnl.l and media p,rtalning ro 11.IRSS's
""1ine<l oc dlllics ul\du this Agm,mci,I, in wbi&<Y<I fem, 111d includine all cc,,ics. eJ<lnas, svminari.,, >nd •iwt= IMr<of. shall il,n b< dcolDtd Cfflfidffllial tnfonnilioo. Hcl!t, shlll bold.in
confidtn<% Ind ,hall II-OI J'1lbllsll. dii.icminill<. dlselasc or Olhetwisc ll$C ,ny Conficlonlial lnronnOlioo ii r,o,ives fiom TIJllSS. uccpt solely forpUIJlO>CS oC and solely ro tl>c ex1en1 nc=ry to,

. pcrfonn undo< thd AQr<>C........ S..bjeo 10 Ille Se.,,.,.. bcl-. thc.obllptioM orCMll~lial~y ~ fon\t in tins S.<Uon sh>II 1>0t ,i,ply lo i•fonnlllion: (:al whiclt ildo~"'"' dc:nwo.stn,te. by its wrincn
n:C<>rlls. was •ln,ady a, lhc ,,.,...,.;.,,; or llcli< prior 10 lht f\n1.d>lc ofdilclOSlltt by TI JRSS or ony·such <Rhcr """""" (b)•...tui:Ji Hcli• _ ..., or ""IUi"" independently or lfcli.r's t<._tivttic, or
Jolies 1111dor this A~mmt: (<) which.i, now or bc<omcs publidy 1cnown tlu11uah ao fault of llcl!t; (dl wllktt lklu risb(Nlly c,,t:,eives tio<n 1hird pmlia: \iilcl~din;. wnhoot limit.Xl()n. f1C\m
~.or
.5eMcc! wlfo .... •lro Tllll.S~ Subl;O'iben Ilia! - not.., .... ,imilar ob~ption): {• ) wllich by TURSS's wnlie,, autllorizali"" ;. ilPllrov<d for USC or ...._ by l(cli.: "'(t)
which is 11:41ircd by,.,.. (e.t,. _, Mier oh C<11111 or die• request frnm ••idnini-ivc Ot ~ aa,ncy ••;01.confpctenl Jurisdictioal to-be disclosed: IJ!'O\<idod llowovor. lhlll Heltl will ~.c
t,e,t •""'mercW-tff'on010 provide TtJRSS ,.., (IQ) <fa,-s' pli<>c wnltffl node,, befQic·.tM disclooure ofslldl lnf..,,,..ioo pUff"'"'1Jott,is Nl,d,.... (I). Any po1don·ofsudl C'onfidenri41 lnfonn11><1<1
tblll is ,p,afic (i.e. lii!sincu praclica. dlUbase 11t.mf.'C111¢ni r<dlniqu,s, etc.) 121all not be witbin rhe foregoing excej>licns 10 mh.oblipdcns or conndelllialily merely becaus, !udl inf<>nn.~ ion is
rn1broccd by F)Cnol &Klos,ns·tblll arc witi,lo such mq,tloa,. "1or<OYCf. ll\e (on,~istg exc,eption< lo-well obliptioes of con~ti~lity.sh~II !'CJt 1pply to a.o~bim1!I01t ·o( futum fovnd ,n SIKh
. Coafi!lential IM0m1.llli011 ••lw that c,ori,binition itd ilol ill!I. ~ illdi..Sull !<a!Uit:s •• within ••ch·aceptio.ns. In tile cva:,t rtiat Helix ffllll•m~ l<.llciwtedge qfany breach oftlie coilflde,.tilli(y oC
·or 1he m ~ r i'!lion o( ~y Coo.fict;iltill lllfo<lnllion. Helill shal!·Pl'Ol!IPIIY,-sivt aoti<>e.tllcffl>fto Tl:IRSS. llotwithstandil!g t~ Qmom~may.~ccivc. ~qi .TIJRSS. ~OflfiJ<iitial lnfoniutlon
via clceuoni~ tdoology nnw knoWII or bertafttr Oe,,elopcd inckldin1, bul 1IOI linhed to. tllt. lnlOmt~ In •~ evnt shall Helix. lnnslllk any. Confidential ln(offlllltioo vta elc<;llOllic technology,
(n,pdlcss of wl,cd,cr, ,uclt tnnmis,;ion vehicle is s«11Rci nun«a>n:d. GIC1)1lted. ,., ,,on...,erypted) """' Ir.no,.., or hefeatlcr dcyclo,ed inctudiag. bar AC( limiltd to, lhe lnterMI. withoed tie
prior o.ritt,u ccnse,n <if'f.l:JRSS. In the e,,ent JURSS providc:s s.ct, COIISC<\I, iii addition to any <'Cher Rquii'tmcnt5·fflllldaltd by '.TURSS. any ekcllVlti< disln'butlon or Conlilleniill lrifmn111<>n vi~
1 modo Olb.cr dlan • seaue priv•• network (e.g.. distribu1i<11 v(a:iht iNffllet, u,tellite.or oilier \llltt?ess.1echl,ology, N<,), sllaU-only•t>c macle usiog·tlie S!JOOP,f '"1Cl)1l!iofl· tc~lmoloi), ·i,'Cncrally
1vailel>lc Ind widtiy used at·lllc time of such rraM1111Sfl00 (at Ille time oflllb Aa,emimt's execution. sud> teclulotoa:y is Ill least -hwulr•d cweniy~i,i,t (,IZB) bit mel)l)lim~ l'llis A,rtcmi:ot
;nc1uding. without.lioutMion. all F.J<htbils 111<act.ed hemo. sllall be deemed COftfid<nn el l•fotmllion and Heli. slltll ""'di«I°"" lhe c,oolfflls orthic. ,._..,..w(tr,out ltlc prior wnll<~ cons,nt of
TUR.SS. pn>Vidcd. liowe,er, 111111 Holt• may dioc!ooe th<h:I
e>iSl<n.. ·of lhu Ageclll<nL In tlic e.-eot of • breach ot1h< albn::Morcd obffptioos of confiikotiilll)', TUR.'>.~ sl>lll be
entiiled 10 S<el{ eqlriiable )Clicf-t<? PfOlt,;I ill, i!'lcttSII. in~i•ll~ a01..tjipiicd 10 P,nliminlry ind pem,-11/ il!i•A~w·ldiet ac:wtll .. moildary da;naaes. NOlhitte WIied hffl:iii will lit .constn1ed
· Jo limit a,y Oilier ""11edies. f\'Wlable to nJRSS. (/poo roRSS,, ""!11&11 ~ or 1111on tennir>aion of this As-,.e«11. w~hever oeaitS dm. lo a4dition to the iofod'Mlioo nqv1n,d to be
· suClllilled to TU ,us· hcmrn<I«. ·R•li~ &11111 <«Mr ffllllTI Ill otli<r Coafldeniill l11formtlion providod to Htli< by T\JI\SS urideMl>is Aarcc111e111.. Ilona .with all a,ples tllmo'f. to 'n.JRSS or. 11
Tl)RSS\ sole•optiOft. ,,.,,.Ide a wrif!cn ccrtificarioo. siP,d by ct offic,,r ofHcliL that all 5UCh ct~ Confident iii .lnformiltion ha< been desuoied. All obiipioos of confidult~ity stt nirth hen,;,,
• lhall lllmYC lily sucf> ckslNa.ioa ort11tBiblc: Conddontl1Unforln•ICJ11111 well a5 lhc ""'"' ort111glblc C'-0nfldclltill ln!1nllliou to TIJ!tSS.

'"' i•

or,..,.,.,

10. trultm•lflS1dop· ·tte1ii btreby illdefflnilltc. save1 and bolds ruass 'bftlkss for 111<1 •,iainst • r llld all clams. dcmanci,, and'luions. of my ldod. including any and alt nlJC8SC.l.
· .momc)'S' &es(~~ 11 ,peci(ICally p,o~ fo, below i,, tllis s..iie11). COSIS. ot1tlemcnrs. jtdpncnl• or a"'81ds lncumd by ltJRSS. to ICC ••..•n•ch cll!itll$. elem~ elld'or aclions Misc•ffom
Ille Helix'S (includiui, w•11011 li1Diuliot1. Helit' eiDPio>-l Mg!jpce or illlfntional·wra,gful coc,duef. IDJll« viOllllion.or any law. rcpafi()!l.or Jlllllcial aa'~. Ulld¢r Ulls A,-eet11ent J)IOvid«I
1hat TIJllSS provide< wriun Mdco of hlCh claim. dtmand ind/or >Cd'"' to ffeU. within a rt"'°"allle tiiM after TURSS ecqi,i..., ttclllil nowtodge of sucli claim, dtm,nd or adWG. The cleli:osc
· against any ,udi d ilm. deiamd llldlor 11ction 111111 be Ql14Uded •cl C(!Clth;llcd Cy die Helix. • its own upew.._ but TURSS may uvc counsel piescnt at die TURSS's e,,pensc and shall b:
ponnilled to plllicii!&tc.iri the ctiif<rue oflbc claim.. dmliod ,n&'or ICtioft 11td all ldlled SC1llomenc MjlOliatloas. No se11t<111c,t·o( any "'~ matter, OCher lb_. , sole!Ji111oneuiy setlleO'~l eatffl'd
. into wllbin tbc scope: and a ~t of Helix'• illdemniflcardon oblipt,.,,.. llemladcr. where dla·TIJRSS is apaily to Ille claim or I de'fentt..~ stiall be made wil_bOIII Ilic ·Wl'mtA approval of die TURS5:
TUR.SS. ~ . to ti.. - p raedctble. pmvide Heb with Iii rtlllOGably - - , ,·as,1st111... in{ollllMiM aod a,il,ority to perfonn 11\e above: Tli< r~ine ll(ltwitl,stan<tio8, Hell,, obligat~
' under. this ScaiOli lboll nol ~ly solely 10 ihc·...- ,11<11 claims. de""81do, ·~or ac:iiom result ,olely ll'orll HoU..'s cric:i oolllpli- wiUI TIJRSS'$ intcri!retitioo of lan rcautatloils. Joaidil
aalom llld'or C,QIUellt de..- II ouch inleq,re(ation hu been 1pec:if1Cllly camlnlmicauoel IO'lk li>< byTURSS in writioa. and nelthel' psty.~0 be abllpttd for lhe ollitt party's in-llQ..., counsel
cosll

in 111y event..

·

II. LIJftjlflloO of' Uabjllry. IN NO EVENT SHALL Emt,R PARTY RE LIABU: f1>R /IJ'IY CONSl!QlJENltAt. INCIDENTAL, INl>iRECT, Si'ECIAL, OR nl1'.1"1V£
DA.MACES INCURRED Bir' :nu: 011l£R PARTY ANli ARISING OOT OF mE PERFORMANCE OP TlflS ACRr.£11tEl'IT INCWDINC. IJOT NOT LIMrrED, TO, LOSS 0F
C.000. wtu. t.ND LOST fROttrrs.'Ol(REVEl!IU!; .W HEnillR Oll NOT SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE IS·BASED IN CON'TR.AC'l',::W~n'. TORT, l'IEGLICENC£, STRICT
UABR.l'T\', IHDEMNm, Oli. otnl!'RWISE, F.V[N IF A·PARTV Ho\$ BF.EN AD:VIS£I) Of 1lft POSSIBILITY•OJI' suciiDAMActs':··'nlESE.tlMITATIONS'SHALL Al'Pl:V
NOTW~ntSTANi>ING ANY v...:tLUREOF ESStNTIA°L,.P\IRP<>SEOF A.'O' t.lMITEI> REMEDY. TIIF. FOREGOING NOT.WlfllST~JNG, WITH RISP.ECTTO HELIX, IN
NO I\VUIT ~f!AU:. TTI& AIQR!:5'1'A~ LIMITATIONS Of LIAl!,(µTY, S.ET ~~~ ABOVE, A,PPL.Y TO: (A) AA'Y. P.ENAJ,Til!S, FINES, OR SIMILAJ( MONETARY
.DAMAGES INC~EO BY l1lltSS O'S PARENT AND/OR AFF1LIATES I.ND RESULTING FROM OOVERNMENT.AL\ Rt:<itJLATI>RV OR JUDICIAL ACTION(S)
;ERTAINING TO VIOLATTPNS. r.AWS; HGULA1'10l"S ·AND/OR JUDICIAL ACTIONS .TO 1HE .EXTENT SUCH D,OUGES RESULT FROM, HELDCS HNCLUDING;
w rrnouT L~fITA,T!QN, HELIX'S tM.,l:.O".£ES') BREA.QR OF rts OBLIGt\TIONS UNDER 11118 ACRUM£.NT'·ANDIOR FROM -RELD.'S {l.'ICl,UDJNC·, Wl'nii>UT
LIMITATION, KEWX'S EMP.LOYHS'.) NECLIGE'ICE .O R INTENTIONAL CONDUCT. TURSS SHALL NOT !IE LIABLE ~R ~ Atg)· ALL CLAIMS .-JIJSING OUT OF
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, LAW DIVISION
ROGER IVEY and HELIX
STRATEGIES, LLC,
Plaintiffs,
Case No. 15 L 7382

v.
Calendar U
TRANSUNION RENTAL SCREENING
SOLUTIONS, INC.,

Judge Brigid Mary McGrath

Defendant.

ORDER
This matter coming to be heard for ruling on Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment,
the parties having appeared, due notice having been given, and the Court having been fully advised
in the premises, IT IS HER~BY ORDERED:
_
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Honorable Brigid Mary McGrath

.
1

Order Prepared By:
Christopher T. Sheean
SWANSON, MARTIN & BELLLLP
330 N. Wabash Ave., Suite 3300
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 321-9100
Fax: (312) 321-0990
Firm I.D. No. 29558
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUN1Y, Il.,LINOIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT, LAW DMSION .
ROGER IVEY and HELIX STRATEGIES,
LLC,
Plaintiffs,
Case No. 18 L 13423
(Previously Case No; 15 L 7382)
CalendarU

v.

TRANSUNION RENTAL SCREENING
SOLUTIONS, INC.,

Judge Michael F. Otto

Defendant.

ORDER
This matter coming to be heard for argument and ruling on Plaintiff's Motion for
Reconsideration and Defendant's Motion for Entry of Final Judgment, the parties having
appeared and argued, due notice having been given, and the Court having been fully advised in the
premises, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:
.

/,,,

p

~

For the reasons stated on the record in open court,
. Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of the Court's February 5, 2020 Order Granting
Summary Judgment is DENIED.
---

~~<tlJ~ , . ,.

Defendant's Motion for Entry of Final Judgment is GRANTED.
This order disposes of all matters before the Court, and the case is closed.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
.

Order Prepared By:
Christopher T. Sheean
SWANSON, MARTIN & BELL LLP
330 N. Wabash Ave., Suite 3300
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 321-9100
Fax: (312) 321-0990
Firm I.D. No. 29558
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2021 IL App (1st) 200894
No. 1-20-0894
Opinion filed October 18, 2021

First Division

______________________________________________________________________________
IN THE
APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS
FIRST DISTRICT
______________________________________________________________________________
ROGER IVEY and HELIX STRATEGIES, LLC, a
Limited Liability Company,
Plaintiffs-Appellants,
v.
TRANSUNION RENTAL SCREENING SOLUTIONS,
INC.,
Defendant-Appellee.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Appeal from the
Circuit Court of
Cook County.
No. 18 L 13423
Honorable
Michael F. Otto,
Judge, presiding.

PRESIDING JUSTICE HYMAN delivered the judgment of the court, with opinion.
Justice Coghlan concurred in the judgment and opinion.
Justice Walker dissented, with opinion.
OPINION
¶1

Roger Ivey formed Helix Strategies, LLC, (Helix) to create and sell customizable lease

forms, a product, according to Ivey, unavailable in the rental market. Defendant Transunion Rental
Screening Solutions (TURSS) entered into a nonexclusive marketing agreement with Ivey to build
a platform to sell the leases on its website. After delays of nearly five years, TURSS decided not
to build the platform or sell Helix’s leases. Ivey and Helix sued TURSS, alleging breach of
contract, fraud, and promissory estoppel and seeking over $23 million damages. The trial court
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dismissed the fraud claim with prejudice, finding Helix could not establish (i) the elements of
promissory fraud, including TURSS’s intent to defraud; (ii) Helix’s reasonable reliance; or (iii)
proximate causation. The trial court also granted summary judgment for TURSS on the breach of
contract claim, finding Helix’s damages as too speculative.
¶2

After the trial court denied Helix’s motion to reconsider and granted TURSS’s motion for

a final judgment, Helix appealed, arguing the trial court erred in (i) granting summary judgment
on the breach of contract claim due to the speculative nature of the damages, (ii) denying nominal
damages and attorney’s fees, and (iii) dismissing the fraud claim.
¶3

We affirm. The trial court did not err in finding Helix’s damages were too speculative as,

under the new business rule, Helix could not present evidence estimating actual sales of its new,
customizable leases. The trial court also did not err in declining to proceed to trial on nominal
damages or in denying Helix’s request for attorney’s fees. Further, the trial court correctly
dismissed the fraud claim where Helix failed to present facts showing TURSS acted with the intent
to defraud.
¶4
¶5

Background
Helix is a Colorado limited liability company formed to provide residential property

management lease forms and related services to landlords and other property management
companies. Ivey serves as its president and chief executive officer. TURSS is a Delaware
corporation with offices in Illinois and a subsidiary of the credit reporting agency Transunion,
LLC. TURSS provides consumer credit and background screening services to property
management companies and landlords. TURSS developed two Internet platforms to offer its
screening services: MySmartMove.com, a website directed at small portfolio landlords, and
CreditRetriever, directed to larger, professional commercial customers.
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¶6

In 2007, Ivey worked as the assistant vice president and property operations counsel of

UDR, Inc., a publicly-traded real estate investment trust. At the time, only one meaningful
electronic lease product for landlords existed: a “one size fits all” lease the National Apartment
Association (NAA) made available to its dues-paying members. Recognizing a need, Ivey met
with Michael Britti, vice president of TURSS, to discuss the possibility of TURSS building an
online platform to sell a customizable, electronic lease form that Ivey would create. In September
2008, Ivey left UDR to form Helix, purportedly based on assurances from Britti that TURSS would
build the online platform no later than mid-2009.
¶7
¶8

The Marketing Agreement
In March 2009, Helix and TURSS entered into a five-year marketing agreement that

required TURSS to build an online platform for Helix’s lease documents. TURSS would receive
35% of “all collected revenue (excluding any taxes) generated” from the sale of Helix’s leases,
and Helix would receive 65%.
¶9

The marketing agreement created no obligations of exclusivity, stating: “Nothing in this

Agreement shall prevent Helix from independently marketing and selling its products to and
through any and all third parties, including, without limitation, to TURSS’ Subscribers and
competitors, without obligation to TURSS[.]” Also, TURSS could partner with other vendors to
provide similar forms to TURSS customers. The marketing agreement included this specific
limitation of liability:
“In no event shall either party be liable for any consequential, incidental, indirect, special,
or punitive damages incurred by the other party and arising out of the performance of this
agreement including, but not limited to, loss of goodwill and lost profits or revenue,
whether or not such loss or damage is based in contract, warranty, tort, negligence, strict
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liability, indemnity or otherwise, even if a party has been advised of the possibility of such
damages. These limitations shall apply notwithstanding any failure of essential purpose of
any limited remedy ***. TURSS shall not be liable for any and all claims arising out of or
in connection with this agreement brought more than twelve (12) months after the cause of
action has accrued. Except as otherwise set forth above, the parties’ (together with their
respective parents’ and affiliates’) total liability under this agreement shall not exceed the
aggregate amount of TURSS’ revenue share paid by Helix, under this agreement, during
the twelve month (12) month [sic] period immediately preceding such claim. The foregoing
limitations of liability shall not apply in the event and to the extent a party is harmed by
the willful or intentional, wrongdoing of the other party.” (Emphasis omitted).
¶ 10
¶ 11

Project Delays
Despite TURSS’s repeated assurances that a platform for Helix’s leases was in

development, the project experienced extensive delays until shelved in 2014.
¶ 12

In August 2009, Britti left TURSS. His replacement, Mike Mauseth, regularly spoke with

Ivey about TURSS’s progress on the electronic platform. In September 2009, a TURSS business
analyst told Ivey that TURSS would complete the platform by year’s end. It did not.
¶ 13

In February 2010, Mauseth and other TURSS employees told Ivey that TURSS had not yet

“allocated sufficient resources to complete the platform,” but “was committed to building the
platform and selling Helix services[.]” TURSS later asserted, falsely Ivey contends, that the delays
occurred because TURSS had to devote considerable time and resources to rebuilding its
CreditRetriever and MySmartMove platforms due to stability problems.
¶ 14

In March 2010, TURSS agreed to amend the marketing agreement, extending it another

five years from the date TURSS would offer the Helix lease documents for sale. The amendment
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added that TURSS anticipates that “the software platform(s) provided for in the Agreement and
the Helix Services will be made available for purchase by TURSS’ Subscribers approximately in
June 2010 (without making any specific guarantee regarding this date).” It also stated, “The
extension of the Agreement will not be construed as an approval by Helix of unreasonable delays,
if any, by TURSS in performance of the Agreement.”
¶ 15

Ivey made numerous inquiries with TURSS in 2010 and 2011. Delays continued. Helix,

meanwhile, worked on developing its product and marketing it to other companies. Helix entered
into agreements with two other companies but made no sales.
¶ 16

On January 5, 2012, Ivey spoke with Mauseth and Timothy Martin from TURSS. Both

reiterated TURSS’s commitment but advised of delays into 2013. A few weeks later, Martin sent
Ivey a follow-up letter, explaining that he had reviewed the marketing agreement and discussed
the project with the TURSS team. “Based on that review,” Martin wrote, “I am confident that
TURSS is complying with its contractual obligations and acting in good faith and, to date, has
spent significant time” developing the software platform, which continued to “be in the TURSS
development queue, though other priorities, including system stability, have taken precedence.
This extended timeframe has been reasonable. A system that includes forms but is not stable is not
in anyone’s interest.”
¶ 17

After more delays, Ivey contacted TURSS in October 2014. The employees he reached

knew nothing about the marketing agreement and, in an email exchange, stated, “no one is left at
TURSS who was involved in the Helix project.”
¶ 18
¶ 19

C. Procedural History
On July 20, 2015, Helix and Ivey filed a four-count complaint against TURSS. Count I,

brought by Helix, alleged “willful and intentional’’ breach of contract. Counts II, III, and IV,
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brought by Ivey and Helix, alleged, respectively, fraud, negligent misrepresentation, and
promissory estoppel. TURSS filed a motion for summary judgment on all counts. After a hearing,
the trial court granted summary judgment for TURSS as to counts I, III, and IV. The court found,
relevant here, that the “exception to the limitations period for willful or intentional wrongdoing
doesn’t apply to breach-of-contract actions,” adding that, “the one-year limitations contained in
paragraph 11 of the contract dooms the action for breach of contract” because based “on the
evidence before the court, there is no genuine issue of material fact that, according to plaintiff’s
allegations, this cause of action for breach of contract accrued well before the one year Helix filed
its complaint.”
¶ 20

The court found count II, alleging fraud, inadequate as a matter of law because it did not

specifically identify the facts underlying the claims. But rather than granting TURSS’s motion for
summary judgment, the trial court sua sponte struck the fraud claim and allowed Helix leave to
replead. As to negligent misrepresentation, the trial court barred the claim under the Moorman
doctrine. Finally, on promissory estoppel, the court ruled the claim “firmly rooted in contract law
and isn’t willful or intentional as those terms are used under Illinois law.”
¶ 21

Helix filed a motion to reconsider the entry of summary judgment on their claims for breach

of contract and promissory estoppel. While the motion to reconsider was pending, Helix filed a
three-count, first amended complaint alleging breach of contract (count I), fraud (count II), and
promissory estoppel (count III). But Helix did not replead the claims for breach of contract and
promissory estoppel to preserve those issues for review.
¶ 22

TURSS filed a combined motion to dismiss under section 2-619.1 of the Code of Civil

Procedure. 735 ILCS 5/2-619.1 (West 2020). TURSS argued that the fraud claim remained legally
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and factually deficient under section 2-615 (id. § 2-615) and asked the trial court to dismiss all of
the counts under section 2-619(a)(9) (id. § 2-619(a)(9)) as time-barred and for lack of damages.
¶ 23

After briefing and argument on both motions, the trial court granted Helix’s motion to

reconsider, in part, but proceeded to dismiss all claims in the amended complaint with prejudice.
Specifically, the trial court concluded that although a genuine issue of material fact existed
regarding whether Helix filed the claims within one year of learning of the alleged breach of
contract, Helix had failed to identify recoverable damages. The court explained, “this breach of
contract action, I believe, still falls squarely within the ambit of the limitations of liability provision
in the contract, damages limitations and all, so compensatory damages are barred, and any damages
recoverable—or the only damages recoverable are the aggregate amount of TURSS’ revenue share
paid by Helix under the contract during the 12-month period immediately preceding such claim.
In that case, that would be zero. So[,] the breach of contract action is still doomed[.]”
¶ 24

In dismissing the fraud count under section 2-619, the trial court stated the complaint and

the exhibits refute the promissory fraud theory that the defendant had no intent to honor its contract
from the onset and undermines other elements of fraud, including reasonable reliance and
proximate cause.
¶ 25

Helix appealed. Another panel of this court dismissed the appeal without reaching the

merits, finding that the order had not definitively disposed of all claims, and included no grounds
for an appeal under Illinois Supreme Court Rule 304(a) (eff. Mar. 8, 2016). Ivey v. Transunion
Rental Screening Solutions, Inc., 2018 IL App (1st) 171592-U.
¶ 26

On remand, TURSS moved for final judgment. Simultaneously, Ivey filed a motion asking

the trial court to reconsider its ruling on Helix’s breach of contract claim and Ivey’s promissory
estoppel claim based on the holding in Home Healthcare of Illinois, Inc. v. Jesk, 2017 IL App (1st)
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162482, issued during the appeal. The Jesk court found that parties were free to agree to exclude
willful misconduct or gross negligence from the scope of a limitation of liability provision. Id.
¶ 45. Relying on Jesk, Helix argued they could avoid the limitation on liability provision by
proving TURSS committed willful or intentional wrongdoing.
¶ 27

The trial court denied TURSS’s motion for final judgment and granted Helix’s motion to

reconsider on Helix’s breach of contract claim, leaving open the issue of whether Helix could state
a claim for damages. But the trial court denied the motion to reconsider the promissory estoppel
claim and dismissed it with prejudice.
¶ 28

The case then proceeded on Helix’s sole remaining breach of contract claim with Ivey

removed as a plaintiff. On September 6, 2019, TURSS moved for summary judgment on Helix’s
breach of contract claim, arguing Helix did not sufficiently prove actual damages. In addition,
TURSS contended, in part, that Helix’s alleged contract damages, consisting solely of purported
lost profits, were too speculative under Illinois’s “new business rule.”
¶ 29

In support of its argument of lost profit damages, Helix submitted reports from two experts,

Paul Jay Cohen and Dr. Stan V. Smith. Cohen concluded, “if TURSS had performed in accordance
with the parties’ Marketing Agreement,” Helix would have made over $102,936,075 over five
years. Smith looked at market data and the NAA’s annual revenue from its National Lease
Programs to issue a report concluding Helix’s total lost revenue during the five-year contract was
$42,949,247, and $120,530,266 to $145,586,153 during the 10 years immediately after the parties
entered into the nonexclusive contract. Helix also cited Milex Products, Inc. v. Alra Laboratories,
Inc., 237 Ill. App. 3d 177 (1992), which permitted a plaintiff new to the generic drug business to
recover lost profits based on expert testimony detailing actual sales of the generic drug in the
marketplace, which “was based upon fact, not speculation.” Id. at 192
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¶ 30

After argument, the trial court granted summary judgment for TURSS, stating:
“The Milex case is clearly distinguishable to me. The leases here are—the leases
that Helix sought to market were designed from the outset to be different than the NAA—
different from the NAA leases on which the experts sought to base their calculations of
the profits Helix may have lost.
I just believe that the expert projections were too speculative under the New
Business Rule to allow to go to a jury. I’ll note as well that Milex is somewhat sui generis.
It’s perfectly understandable why the plaintiffs relied on it. It’s the best case for them by
far. But what was going on there, the generic drugs by my reading of the case, the Appellate
Court allowed it because the products were identical, and they found that the sales from
these other two companies were sufficient to establish a rational basis for calculations of
the lost profit.”

¶ 31

Helix filed a motion to reconsider; TURSS filed a motion for entry of final judgment. Helix

opposed the motion, asserting it should recover nominal and out-of-pocket damages as well as
attorney’s fees. TURSS argued that no Illinois court has allowed a case to proceed to trial on the
possibility of recovering nominal damages.
¶ 32

After briefing and argument, the trial court denied Helix’s motion to reconsider and granted

TURSS’s motion for a final judgment. The trial court entered a written order disposing of all
matters, closing the case.
¶ 33

Analysis

¶ 34

Standards of Review
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¶ 35

We review a trial court’s grant of summary judgment de novo. Argonaut Midwest

Insurance Co. v. Morales, 2014 IL App (1st) 130745, ¶ 14. For summary judgment, the movant
must show (i) no triable issue of material fact exists and (ii) entitlement to judgment as a matter of
law. 735 ILCS 5/2-1005(c) (West 2020). Genuine issues of material fact involve disputed material
facts or, if undisputed, that reasonable persons might draw different inferences from those facts.
Id. This court may affirm a trial court’s grant of summary judgment on any basis appearing in the
record regardless of the trial court’s reasoning. Harlin v. Sears Roebuck & Co., 369 Ill. App. 3d
27, 31-32 (2006).
¶ 36

A motion to dismiss a claim based on section 2-619 admits the legal sufficiency of the

plaintiff’s allegations but asserts affirmative matter that avoids or defeats the claim. DeLuna v.
Burciaga, 223 Ill. 2d 49, 59 (2006). On review, we accept well-pled facts as true and construe the
facts in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party. Krozel v. Court of Claims, 2017 IL App
(1st) 162068, ¶ 13. We review a trial court’s section 2-619 dismissal de novo. Grady v. Illinois
Department of Healthcare & Family Services, 2016 IL App (1st) 152402, ¶ 9.
¶ 37

New Business Rule

¶ 38

Helix contends the trial court erred in precluding them from proving damages.

¶ 39

In a breach of contract case, a plaintiff must “ ‘establish an actual loss or measurable

damages resulting from the breach in order to recover.’ ” In re Illinois Bell Telephone Link-Up II
& Late Charge Litigation, 2013 IL App (1st) 113349, ¶ 19 (quoting Avery v. State Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance Co., 216 Ill. 2d 100, 149 (2005)). A plaintiff’s failure to prove damages
entitles the defendant to judgment as a matter of law. Westlake Financial Group, Inc. v. CDHDelnor Health System, 2015 IL App (2d) 140589, ¶ 39. The plaintiff must establish a reasonable
basis for computing damages. Kirkpatrick v. Strosberg, 385 Ill. App. 3d 119, 130 (2008). The
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proper measure of damages is the amount necessary to place the nonbreaching party into the
position it would have been in had the defendant properly performed. In re Illinois Bell, 2013 IL
App (1st) 113349, ¶ 19. While absolute certainty is not required, the plaintiff must prove damages
with reasonable certainty without resort to conjecture or speculation. Id.
¶ 40

The “new business rule” precludes expert witnesses from speculating about possible lost

profits where no historical data demonstrates a likelihood of future profits. SK Hand Tool Corp. v.
Dresser Industries, Inc., 284 Ill. App. 3d 417, 427 (1996). Courts applying this rule allow recovery
for “profits lost due to a business interruption or tortious interference with a contract,” but require
the business be “established before the interruption so that the evidence of lost profits is not
speculative.” Id.; see also Meriturn Partners, LLC v. Banner & Witcoff, Ltd., 2015 IL App (1st)
131883, ¶ 23. “The reason for the rule is that a new business has yet to show what its profits
actually are.” SK Hand Tool Corp., 284 Ill. App. 3d at 427. Moreover, “[a]s lost profits are
frequently the result of several intersecting causes, the plaintiff must show with reasonable
certainty that the defendant’s conduct caused a specific portion of the lost profits.” Id.
¶ 41

Whether an entity is a “new business” for purposes of the new business rule depends on a

track record of profits to assess estimates of alleged lost profits. See Meriturn Partners, LLC, 2015
IL App (1st) 131883, ¶ 23 (new business rule applies “where there is no historical data to
demonstrate a likelihood of future profits.”); SK Hand Tool Corp., 284 Ill. App. 3d at 427 (new
business rule turns on whether business has been profitable in past). “There is no inviolate rule
that a new business can never prove lost profits.” (Emphasis in original.) Tri-G, Inc. v. Burke,
Bosselman & Weaver, 222 Ill. 2d 218, 249 (2006). Indeed, courts have opted not to apply the rule
when damages were “neither speculative nor the product of conjecture, but [were] based upon a
reasonable degree of certainty.” See, e.g., Milex, 237 Ill. App. 3d at 192.
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¶ 42

Helix relies primarily on Milex to support its argument that its damages are not speculative

or barred by the new business rule. Milex sought to market and sell a generic version of the fertility
drug Clomid, which had an expiring patent. Milex’s generic drug would have the identical active
ingredient as Clomid. Id. at 179. Milex, a new pharmaceutical company, entered into an exclusive
contract with Alra Laboratories to manufacture the generic drug for Milex. Id. at 180-81. When
Alra reneged, Milex sued for lost profits. Id. at 181. Milex introduced expert testimony about the
profits it contended it lost from the breach. Among other things, the expert considered the price of
the pharmaceuticals, the total number of prescriptions in the market, and the average size of a
prescription. Id. at 184-85. The trial court entered a $3.27 million judgment for Milex, which
accounted for Milex’s lost profits and other damages. The court found that although the generic
drug was a new product, Milex’s expert witnesses showed that the product had an established
market. Id. at 187.
¶ 43

In affirming, the appellate court refused to apply the new business rule because Milex’s

expert provided credible testimony demonstrating an established market for the active ingredient
through the performance of two competitors selling generic versions. This provided “a reasonable
degree of certainty” of lost profits. Id. at 193. The court noted precedent for not applying the new
business rule where it “did not fit the circumstances” and found the rule inapplicable when the new
business’ product has an established market.
¶ 44

The appellate court cited three cases where the new business rule did not fit the

circumstances. Id. at 192. Each case involved lost profits awards based on actual profits made by
another party operating the actual business at issue throughout the period of the alleged breach or
business interruption. See Malatesta v. Leichter, 186 Ill. App. 3d 602, 621 (1989) (plaintiff was
wrongfully prevented from acquiring an existing car dealership; the new business rule did not
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apply, and the actual profits of a person who instead operated dealership during the time in question
were not too speculative because the business was established throughout business interruption);
Fishman v. Estate of Wirtz, 807 F.2d 520, 552 (7th Cir. 1986) (plaintiffs were wrongfully
prevented from owning and operating the Chicago Bulls; plaintiffs’ lost profits were not
speculative, as the team continued to operate in hands of another whose profits during relevant
period could guide assessing damages); Rhodes v. Sigler, 44 Ill. App. 3d 375, 380 (1976) (plaintiff
was wrongfully prevented from using farmland to grow crops for year; actual crops grown by
defendants on same farmland during year were valued to determine lost profits); see also SK Hand
Tool Corp., 284 Ill. App. 3d at 428 (recognizing that cases cited in Milex involved awards “based
on actual profits made by established, profitable businesses” and distinguishing cases cited in
Milex because facts before court involved alleged lost profits based on hypothetical profits).
¶ 45

Helix contends that, as in Milex, it presented expert testimony of lost profits with a

reasonable degree of certainty to preclude the new business rule. Specifically, Helix maintains its
expert, Cohen, presented evidence of the profits of a similar business, the NAA, and its lease
product while Smith analyzed data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Housing Survey to
determine the actual market for the lease product. According to Helix, this evidence of lost profits
established damages or, at minimum, created a question of fact regarding damages to preclude
summary judgment. We disagree.
¶ 46

Unlike the actual demand for a generic drug in Milex, Helix does not base its alleged lost

profits on actual sales of another entity operating a comparable business. Instead, Helix’s only
comparison is to the NAA lease, a product Helix acknowledges as vastly different. Indeed, from
the outset, Helix intended to create a new lease product “with many unique qualities” as an
alternative to NAA’s lease. In an affidavit and at his deposition, Ivey identified shortcomings with
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the NAA lease that Helix intended to resolve. These shortcomings included that the NAA lease (i)
contained provisions “very unique” to Texas law; (ii) was expensive, only available to dues-paying
members, and charged fees for each page and the lease software; (iii) averaged a length of over 20
pages; (iv) provided only a limited number of forms; (v) could not be customized; (vi) failed to
update quickly; and (vii) contained provisions unfavorable to landlords. In addition, the NAA
platform had become “unpredictable and cumbersome” and had not been integrated with other
services. Helix’s expert, Cohen, also identified ways Helix’s lease differed from and improved on
the NAA lease, which he described as a flawed and inferior product.
¶ 47

Moreover, Ivey testified that the Helix leases not only differed from NAA concerning the

products’ characteristics but also amounted to “a different animal in a lot of ways,” including the
TURSS platform on which the leases would be sold. As Helix’s experts noted, as a not-for-profit
organization, NAA was “not in the business of selling leases,” and its lease product “is merely a
product they offer to their members,” not to the public. In contrast, Helix would sell its leases for
profit on TURSS’s rental screening website. TURSS had not sold electronic lease products on its
platforms, whether from Helix, the NAA, or other entities. Though the NAA had marketing
agreements with TURSS and other companies, it sold leases on its website only after customers
became NAA members.
¶ 48

In light of the undisputed facts regarding the differences between the NAA and Helix lease

products, the lost profit analysis differs “inherently” from that in Milex. See TAS Distributing Co.
v. Cummins Engine Co., 491 F.3d 625, 635 (7th Cir. 2007). So, we agree with the trial court’s
well-reasoned treatment of Milex.
¶ 49

Helix contends, however, that neither Milex nor its progeny requires comparison to an

identical business or product to apply an exception to the new business rule. Instead, Helix asserts,
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a plaintiff needs to present evidence of profits from “similar” or “comparable” products, and
NAA’s product meets that standard. Helix relies on Antrim Pharmaceuticals LLC v. Bio-Pharm,
Inc., 310 F. Supp. 3d 934 (N.D. Ill. 2018) as “persuasive authority.”
¶ 50

Like Milex, Antrim involved alleged lost profits from sales of a generic pharmaceutical

drug. The plaintiff’s expert established damages by analyzing the generic drug’s established
market and actual sales. The defendant contended that the plaintiff’s expert opinion regarding lost
profits of its new business could not be relied on because the plaintiff was a “virtual business,”
unlike the other companies the expert analyzed. The trial court rejected that argument, stating,
“[n]othing in Milex suggests that the sort of identity of structure or functioning that Bio-Pharm
advocates is required. The relevant comparison in Milex is between the plaintiff’s claimed lost
profits and the profits of other similar businesses, using ‘actual products in the marketplace as well
as authoritative sources for the data [that the expert] used.’ ” Id. at 946 (quoting Milex, 237 Ill.
App. 3d at 192). The court denied the defendant’s motion for summary judgment, concluding that
the defendant did not establish that plaintiff’s supposed status as a “virtual company” undermined
the validity of the expert’s comparison between businesses.
¶ 51

Helix contends that, similarly, it need not present evidence of profits of an identical

business or product to find that its lost profits are not speculative and that its experts established
its lost profits with reasonable certainty. But the “virtual business” in Antrim did not refer to the
plaintiff’s marketing, sales platform, method of sale, or product. Instead, it referred to something
irrelevant in assessing lost profit, the plaintiff’s corporate structure. Id. Conversely, as noted,
Helix’s leases and the NAA lease and their selling platforms differ markedly.
¶ 52

Alternatively, Helix argues that because Ivey had been creating lease products for years

and TURSS had been selling third-party leases, neither qualified as a “new business.” But the new
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business rule has nothing to do with the date of a company’s launch; it applies unless a company
can present evidence of past, actual profits from which to assess estimates of alleged lost profits.
See Kinesoft Development Corp. v. Softbank Holdings Inc., 139 F. Supp. 2d 869, 909 (N.D. Ill.
2001) (past successes related to other businesses or products provide insufficient basis to find
plaintiff’s claims fall outside scope of Illinois’s new business rule).
¶ 53

Helix suggests the new business rule has been “discredited” and is no longer good law,

citing Parvati Corp. v. City of Oak Forest, 709 F.3d 678 (7th Cir. 2013). But Parvati involved a
misuse of the new business rule. Indeed, the court described the city’s invocation of the rule as
“perverse.”
¶ 54

The plaintiff in Parvati alleged that the defendant city employed racially discriminatory

zoning. In dicta, the court said, “[t]he rule is based on the correct observation that it is more
difficult to establish loss objectively when a business is strangled in its cradle, for then there is no
history of profit and loss from which to extrapolate lost future profit—the profit the business would
have earned had it not been killed or wounded by the defendant. But it doesn’t make sense to build
on this insight a flat prohibition against awarding damages in such a case; the general standard
governing proof of damages, which requires a plaintiff to make a reasonable estimate of its
damages as distinct from relying on hope and a guess, is adequate for cases in which a new business
is snuffed out by a wrongdoer.” Id. at 685.
¶ 55

The trial court here said nothing about a “flat prohibition,” but that Helix’s evidence of

alleged lost profits was too speculative to reach a jury. Further, Illinois courts have continued to
recognize the new business rule, notwithstanding Parvati’s dicta. See, e.g., Meriturn Partners,
LLC, 2015 IL App (1st) 131883.
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¶ 56

The dissent contends we misconstrue the new business rule by requiring “proof of actual

profits for effectively identical products” and no cases impose similar exacting standards, relying
on Schatz v. Abbott Laboratories, Inc., 51 Ill. 2d 143, 147-48 (1972). Infra, ¶¶ 83-84. But Schatz,
which did not involve the new business rule so has no applicability here, made the unremarkable
observation that “absolute certainty” as to lost profits is not required. Schatz, 51 Ill. 2d at 147. We
agree. Helix was required to present proof of its damages to “a reasonable degree of certainty,”
which, as we’ve noted, it failed to do.
¶ 57

Further, to contend Helix met its burden on damages, the dissent cites a 45-year-old federal

district court case, Perma Research & Development Co. v. Singer Co., 402 F. Supp. 881, 889
(S.D.N.Y. 1975), aff'd, 542 F.2d 111 (2d Cir.1976). Again, the dissent’s case misses the mark.
There, the inventor of a newly patented anti-skid device sued the patent assignee for breaching a
contract to use best efforts to market the product. The trial court found the defendant’s projected
sales for the device provided a rational basis for calculating the lost profits because the defendant
relied on those figures in deciding to enter the contract. Although one of Helix’s experts cited
TURSS’s projected sales in his estimate, he relied on several other factors as well. More
importantly, neither party presented evidence showing reliance on the estimate in deciding to enter
into the contract. Further, in Perma Research, while newly patented, comparable devices were
sold in the market. Conversely, as noted, Helix created a “different animal” from anything then
available.
¶ 58
¶ 59

Out-of-Pocket and Nominal Damages
Nevertheless, Helix contends the trial court erred in granting summary judgment on its

breach of contract claim because, at minimum, it should recover out-of-pocket and nominal
damages.
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¶ 60

As a preliminary matter, TURSS contends Helix waived the issue by not raising it in

response to the motion for summary judgment. We deem issues not raised in the trial court waived.
See Cochran v. George Sollitt Construction Co., 358 Ill. App. 3d 865, 872-73 (2005). Helix,
however, raised the issue at the hearing on the motion for summary judgment, so we reject
TURSS’s contention. Boatmen’s Bank of Benton v. Durham, 203 Ill. App. 3d 921, 925 (1990) (an
affirmative defense raised during summary judgment hearing was not waived).
¶ 61

But still, Helix failed to present sufficient evidence to support its request for “modest out-

of-pocket expenses.” The plaintiff has the burden to present evidence of each element of its claim,
including damages. See Ollivier v. Alden, 262 Ill. App. 3d 190, 196 (1994) (“As the party seeking
to recover, the plaintiff bears the burden of proving that he or she sustained damages resulting
from the breach and establishing both the correct measurement of damages and the final
computation of damages based on that measurement.”) Helix failed to meet this burden.
¶ 62

At his deposition, Ivey said Helix’s damages included “out-of-pocket costs,” among other

purported damages, but Helix provided no evidence detailing the amount. A conclusory statement
like Ivey’s does not provide a sufficient basis to establish (i) Helix sustained damages, (ii) the
damages resulted from a breach of contract, or (iii) a proper measurement of those damages. While
damages do not need to be calculated with mathematical precision, basic contract theory requires
reasonable certainty and precludes damages based on conjecture or speculation. Razor v. Hyundai
Motor America, 222 Ill. 2d 75, 106-07 (2006).
¶ 63

Absent evidence of damages, we will not reverse to permit the recovery of nominal

damages. Mayster v. Santacruz, 2020 IL App (2d) 190840, ¶ 47. Thus, the trial court correctly
entered summary judgment on Helix’s breach of contract claim.
¶ 64
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¶ 65

Helix seeks attorney’s fees under section 13 of the marketing agreement, which provides,

“The prevailing party will be entitled to recover reasonable attorneys’ fees and other actual and
reasonable costs in enforcing this agreement.”
¶ 66

To award fees, a party can be considered a “prevailing party” when it “is successful on any

significant issue in the action and achieves some benefit in bringing suit [citation], receives a
judgment in his favor [citation] or by obtaining an affirmative recovery.” Grossinger Motorcorp,
Inc. v. American National Bank & Trust Co., 240 Ill. App. 3d 737, 753 (1992). A party does not
have to succeed on all claims to be considered the prevailing party. Peleton, Inc. v. McGivern’s,
Inc., 375 Ill. App. 3d 222, 227 (2007) (citing Powers v. Rockford Stop-N-Go, Inc., 326 Ill. App.
3d 511, 515 (2001)). On the other hand, “ ‘when the dispute involves multiple claims and both
parties have won and lost on different claims, it may be inappropriate to find that either party is
the prevailing party.’ ” Id. at 227-28 (quoting Powers, 326 Ill. App. 3d at 515).
¶ 67

Helix asserts it qualifies as the “prevailing party” because the trial court rejected TURSS’s

arguments that (i) the marketing agreement did not impose a duty to perform, (ii) it could not have
breached the contract because there was no deadline for performance, and (iii) the limitations of
liability provision in the marketing agreement insulated TURSS from any breach of contract claim.
¶ 68

We disagree. Helix did not prevail on any significant issue, given that TURSS obtained

summary judgment on the breach of contract claim and had the fraud claim dismissed with
prejudice. Helix maintains it benefited from bringing the lawsuit due to the ruling that TURSS had
a duty to perform, which may permit Helix to seek specific performance. But the trial court’s ruling
amounts to neither a finding TURSS must perform or Helix deserves specific performance.
Moreover, Helix did not seek specific performance, so contending it may prevail on the claim in
the future constitutes pure conjecture.
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¶ 69

Moreover, even if Helix succeeded on one of its claims, given that each party won and lost

on different claims, neither party is entitled to prevailing party fees. Id.
¶ 70
¶ 71

Dismissal of Fraud Claim
Helix argues the trial court erred in dismissing its fraud claim under section 2-619 because

it properly pled all elements of a promissory fraud claim. Specifically, (i) TURSS repeatedly made
false representations of material fact, asserting its intention to complete the electronic software
platform and market the Helix leases on its website, (ii) Helix reasonably relied on those
representations, including Ivey, who left gainful employment to start, fund, and operate Helix, and
(iii) Helix suffered injury in the form of lost revenue and income.
¶ 72

A party asserting a claim for promissory fraud must allege a “false statement of material

fact; *** knowledge or belief of the statement’s falsity; *** intent to induce the plaintiff to act or
refrain from action on the falsity of the statement; *** the plaintiff reasonably relied on the false
statement; and *** damage from such reliance.” Bayview Loan Servicing, LLC v. Szpara, 2015 IL
App (2d) 140331, ¶ 34.
¶ 73

The trial court concluded that allegations of the first amended complaint refuted Helix’s

allegation of an intent to defraud when TURSS made the promises. The trial court concluded
“defendant was, in fact, taking this contract seriously at the outset,” noting that the complaint
alleged (i) TURSS assigned a particular employee to be in charge of the project, (ii) an amendment
extended the term of the contract, (iii) there were “other delays,” and (iv) in a letter dated January
19, 2012, TURSS responded to a request to re-review the delays. Thus, the trial court held that
these allegations contradicted Helix’s allegations of fraudulent intent, and we agree.
¶ 74

Helix contends that the allegations further, rather than disprove, its fraud claim. Helix

reasons that TURSS deceived it into thinking the project was moving forward by appearing to
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work on the platform and pretending someone was in charge of overseeing it. But Helix presents
no evidence of deception, such as TURSS not intending to build the platform or purposely causing
the delays. Significantly, the marketing agreement included a nonexclusivity clause permitting
either party to sell leases outside the agreement.
¶ 75

We agree with the trial court that Helix’s allegations fail to allege that TURSS acted with

the intent to defraud and support the opposite finding. TURSS showed that it intended to follow
through, but a series of delays stymied its efforts.
¶ 76
¶ 77

Other Terms of the Marketing Agreement
Helix also asserts that the trial court erred in finding that other provisions of the marketing

agreement supported dismissing the fraud claim. Helix points to the absence of a completion date,
the inclusion of a merger clause, and a nonexclusively provision. Helix insists these provisions
made it impossible to prove reasonable reliance, proximate causation, and damages.
¶ 78

According to Helix, a reasonable time is implied, despite the absence of a completion date.

See Werling v. Grosse, 76 Ill. App. 3d 834, 842, (1979). What constitutes a reasonable time
depends on several factors, including the facts, the nature of the circumstances, and the product.
See Yale Development Co. v. Aurora Pizza Hut, Inc. 95 Ill. App. 3d 523, 525 (1981). Since the
contract implies a reasonable amount of time to complete the platform, it could reasonably rely on
TURSS’s repeated promises. But, as the trial court noted, that rule applies to breach of contract,
not fraud claims.
¶ 79

Further, the agreement prohibits oral modification and “may not be altered, amended, or

modified except by written instrument signed by the duly authorized representatives of both
parties.” So the agreement prevents Helix from showing reasonable reliance on alleged oral
misrepresentations after the execution of the marketing agreement.
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¶ 80

Finally, the nonexclusivity provision permits Helix to sell the leases outside the agreement,

preventing reasonable reliance. McKown v. McDonnell, 31 Ill. App. 2d 190 (1961) (broker with
nonexclusive right to list property had no claim for conspiracy to defraud because vendor and
purchaser owed no duty to deal exclusively with him).
¶ 81

Affirmed.

¶ 82

JUSTICE WALKER, dissenting:

¶ 83

I respectfully dissent because the standard set by the majority interprets the exceptions to

the new business rule too narrowly, thereby shielding too much misconduct from liability. Our
supreme court has explained that when a new business sues for lost profits,
“absolute certainty as to the amount of loss or damage in such cases is
unattainable, but that is not required to justify a recovery. All the law requires is
that it be approximated by competent proof. That proof of the exact amount of
loss is impossible will not justify refusing compensation. If that were the law,
contracts of the kind here involved could be violated with impunity. All the law
requires in cases of this character is that the evidence shall with a fair degree of
probability tend to establish a basis for the assessment of damages.” (Internal
quotation marks omitted.) Schatz v. Abbott Laboratories, Inc., 51 Ill. 2d 143, 14748 (1972).
¶ 84

No case supports the majority’s restriction of the exception to the new business rule to

proof of actual profits for effectively identical products. The restriction, which permits parties to
breach many contracts with impunity, conflicts with the reasoning of Schatz and with the rule in
most jurisdictions. The majority’s reasoning conflicts with the general rule.
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“[C]ourts in most *** jurisdictions[] have recognized that a new business should not be
prevented from recovering lost profits caused by a breach of contract, merely because of
the absence of a prior track record of profits. *** [M]any courts have recognized the
unfairness in requiring a plaintiff to establish its lost profits with reasonable certainty,
where it is the breaching defendant’s wrongful conduct that has prevented the plaintiff from
establishing with reasonable certainty what, if any, profits it would have realized.” Michael
D. Weisman & Ben T. Clements, Protecting Reasonable Expectations: Proof of Lost
Profits for New Businesses, 76 Mass. L. Rev. 186, 197 (1991).
¶ 85

The problem of proving lost profits where the plaintiff sought to market a new product that

improves on products available for sale parallels the problem of proving lost profits when a
defendant breaches a contract to market the plaintiff’s patented invention. Because the invention
differs significantly from other products in the market, the market for other products will not match
the market for the plaintiff’s invention. Nonetheless, courts have in some cases awarded lost profits
as damages when a defendant has breached a contract to market a patented invention. Perma
Research & Development Co. v. Singer Co., 402 F. Supp. 881, 898 (S.D.N.Y. 1975), aff’d, 542
F.2d 111 (2d Cir. 1976), states the general rule:
“Although lost profits in a new venture are not ordinarily recoverable [citation], they may
be awarded where: the lost of prospective profits are the direct and proximate result of the
breach; profits were contemplated by the parties when they entered the contract; and there
is a rational basis on which to calculate the lost profits.”
See also Rogerson Aircraft Corp. v. Fairchild Industries, Inc., 632 F. Supp. 1494 (C.D. Cal. 1986).
¶ 86

The court in Perma Research awarded damages based largely on sales projections made

by the defendant’s employees in the process of deciding whether to enter the contract. Perma
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Research, 402 F. Supp. at 901. An expert’s report on the market, supported by sufficient data
concerning comparable products, may also support an award of damages for an unmarketed
product. In ASTech International, LLC v. Husick, 676 F. Supp. 2d 389 (E.D. Pa. 2009), the
defendant, an attorney, negligently failed to obtain a patent for the plaintiff’s pharmaceutical
invention. Because of the lack of a patent, the plaintiff could not market the invention. To prove
damages, the plaintiff presented a report of an expert with “considerable experience *** in the
pharmaceutical field [, who] provide[d] a list of potential buyers, a list of comparable transactions
and projections of sale price and royalty income.” ASTech, 676 F. Supp. 2d at 405-06. The court
found the expert’s report sufficient to present to a jury for assessment of damages.
¶ 87

Helix’s expert, Cohen, is an attorney and real estate broker with 35 years of experience,

who served on a Joint State Government Commission on Real Property Law and who worked with
the NAA on its lease forms. He estimated Helix’s loss by using (1) data from the United States
Census on the number of residential leases in the country, (2) data from two Internet sources on
the volume of traffic at Transunion’s website, and (3) industry data on conversion rates, which
show the percentage of site visits that turn into sales, differentiated for distinct industries. Cohen
also used his knowledge of the sales of NAA’s lease forms and the price NAA charged for the
forms to estimate the amount Helix could earn from sales of its products, which Cohen considered
superior to NAA’s product. Cohen found data on the actual sales of another lease form marketed
without Transunion’s reputation and prominence. The other vendor sold approximately 35,000
forms per year for a product Cohen considered substantially inferior to Helix’s product. Using all
the historical information, Cohen estimated that Helix could soon sell 110,000 leases per year,
with market penetration likely to increase steadily.
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¶ 88

Helix’s second expert, Smith, who specialized in economic analysis, used Cohen’s research

and Transunion’s own projections to estimate the likely loss Helix suffered due to Transunion’s
failure to provide the promised platform for Helix’s lease sales. The use of Transunion’s
projections echoes the use of Singer’s projections in Perma Research.
¶ 89

Both of Helix’s experts based their estimates on data concerning the size of the market,

number of probable page views on a Transunion platform, likely rates of conversion from page
views to sales, and the actual sales of inferior products serving similar needs. The expert testimony
here meets the standards of Milex Products, Inc. v. Alra Laboratories, Inc., 237 Ill. App. 3d 177
(1992), Perma Research, 402 F. Supp. at 898, Rogerson Aircraft Corp., 632 F. Supp. 1494,
ASTech, 676 F. Supp. 2d 389, Antrim Pharmaceuticals LLC v. Bio-Pharm, Inc., 310 F. Supp. 3d
934 (N.D. Ill. (N.D. Ill. 2018), and cases cited in Michael D. Weisman & Ben T. Clements,
Protecting Reasonable Expectations: Proof of Lost Profits for New Businesses, 76 Mass. L. Rev.
186. The opinions of Cohen and Smith give the trier of fact “a rational basis on which to calculate
the lost profits.” Perma Research, 402 F. Supp. at 898.
¶ 90

Based on the reasoning of Schatz and Milex, I would apply the exception to the new

business rule in this case, as there is reliable market data to support plaintiff’s claim of damages. I
would find that there are genuine issues of material fact as to whether plaintiff is able to show lost
profits damages to a reasonable degree of certainty as an exception to the Illinois new business
rule. Hence, I would reverse the circuit court’s grant of summary judgment and reman for trial.
Accordingly, I respectfully dissent.
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PRAYER FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL
Plaintiffs-Petitioners, Roger Ivey and Helix Strategies LLC (“Helix”), pursuant to
Illinois Supreme Court Rule 315(a), respectfully petition this Court for leave to appeal
from the judgment of the Appellate Court of Illinois, First Judicial District, 2021 IL App
(1st) 200894, No. 1-20-0894.
This Petition presents the important question of what evidence is necessary to
establish the lost profits of a new business with reasonable certainty. The Appellate
Court ruled that Petitioners could not prove lost profits of a new business with reasonable
certainty because they did not present evidence of profits from a nearly identical business
or product.

However, Petitioners submitted detailed expert testimony relying on

authoritative market data and other evidence to establish the claimed lost profits with
reasonable certainty. The dissenting opinion agreed that the expert opinions based on
authoritative data were sufficient to at least create a triable issue of fact regarding the
claimed lost profit damages and avoid summary judgment.
Review of this issue by the Illinois Supreme Court is necessary to resolve the
unsettled issue under Illinois law as to what evidence is necessary to establish lost profits
of a new business with reasonable certainty and whether reasonable certainty can be
established with expert testimony based on authoritative market data.
JUDGMENT BELOW
On October 18, 2021, the Appellate Court, in a two-to-one decision, affirmed the
order of the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois granting summary judgment in favor
of Defendant Transunion Rental Screening Solutions, Inc. (“TURSS”) on Petitioners’
breach of contract claim and the order granting TURSS’s motion to dismiss Petitioners’
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fraud claim.
No petition for rehearing was filed.
POINTS RELIED UPON FOR REVIEW
1.

The Appellate Court erred in construing the exception to the new business

rule too narrowly by essentially ruling that as a new business Petitioners were required to
present evidence of profits of a comparable business or product to find that its lost profits
are not speculative and sufficient evidence exists for Petitioners to prove its lost profits
with reasonable certainty.
2.

The Appellate Court should be reversed because Petitioners presented

sufficient evidence to prove its lost profits as a new business with expert testimony based
on authoritative market data and other evidence.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
Defendant Transunion Rental Screening Solutions, Inc. (“TURSS”) is a
subsidiary of the international credit reporting bureau, Transunion, LLC (“Transunion”).
(C. 222, lines 7-8) TURSS provides consumer credit and criminal background screening
services to landlords and property managers through its “CreditRetriever” and
“MySmartMove.com” (“SmartMove”) products. (C. 230-231) CreditRetriever is for
professional managers with large portfolios and SmartMove is for small landlords. (C.
230-231; C. 248-249) Plaintiff Roger Ivey (“Ivey”) is an attorney who in 2007 was the
Assistant Vice President and Property Operations Counsel of UDR, Inc. (“UDR”), a
publicly traded real estate investment trust and one of the nation’s largest owners and
managers of residential apartment communities. (C. 256, ¶ 2)
In 2007, Ivey and Michael Britti (“Britti”), the head of TURSS and a General
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Vice President of Transunion, began to discuss the possibility of Ivey creating residential
leasing and property management forms (the “Helix Services”) that TURSS would sell to
its CreditRetriever and SmartMove customers on electronic platforms TURSS provided.
(C. 256-257, ¶ 3) Britti proposed the idea to Ivey and made multiple representations to
Ivey that TURSS was absolutely committed to selling lease products created by Ivey if
Ivey created them. (C. 257, ¶ 5)
As part of Ivey and Britti’s negotiations, on July 11, 2008, Britti provided Ivey a
five-year business plan for TURSS’s project funding and sale of the Helix Services,
which was created by Transunion analysts and included income projections of profits to
Helix of over $23,000,000 from sales to SmartMove customers alone. (C. 252-254, C.
264-270) The parties exchanged proposed terms over several months, but generally and
verbally agreed that Helix would create a database of forms and TURSS would build an
electronic platform and market the Helix Services to both its SmartMove and
CreditRetriever customers. (C. 257, ¶ 4) Based on the multiple representations and
promises by Britti that TURSS was committed to selling Ivey’s lease products, in
September, 2008, Ivey voluntarily left his position at UDR to focus exclusively on
creating the database of lease forms.

(C. 257, ¶ 4)

Britti, on behalf of TURSS,

specifically represented to Ivey on numerous occasions – including by letter of intent in
November 24, 2008 – that TURSS’s goal was to have the platform completed by or
during the first quarter of 2009. (C. 257-258, ¶ 7; C. 272-274)
In March 2009, Helix and TURSS formalized and executed their agreement (the
“Marketing Agreement”). (C. 178-180) Notably, during the negotiation process the
parties agreed to revise a draft agreement that stated “TURSS may build the platform” to
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state that “TURSS will build the platform,” which is consistent with Britti and Ivey’s
discussions regarding TURSS’s obligations. (C. 276-280) (emphasis added)
TURSS’s responsibilities under the Marketing Agreement were outlined in
paragraph 3 of the Marketing Agreement as follows:
Responsibilities of TURSS. Following TURSS’ reasonable approval of the
scope and general attributes of the Helix Services, TURSS will make available on
a non-exclusive basis, Helix Services to certain interested Subscribers. TURSS
will provide the software platform, Helix will provide the document content.
(C. 178, ¶ 3)
Before Ivey left UDR, TURSS represented that it anticipated the platform would
be completed by the first quarter of 2009, and at the outset of the Marketing Agreement
TURSS made multiple representations that it expected the platform to be completed no
later than June or July, 2009.

(C. 257-258, ¶¶ 7, 9)

Following execution of the

Marketing Agreement, Helix gave TURSS a formal product specifications manual that
laid out all the primary information TURSS needed to plan the product, including a full
set of sample lease forms and process instructions to instruct the design. (C. 258, ¶ 8)
TURSS approved the scope and format of the Helix forms. (C. 258 ¶ 8) Helix submitted
electronic forms and supporting materials to TURSS in support of the platform, and
ultimately created a unique lease document system for over 45 of the 50 states and
Washington, D.C. that was designed specifically for integration into an electronic
software operating platform. (C. 258, ¶ 10)
By July 2009, TURSS had not provided the platform and TURSS informed Ivey it
would be put in the market in August 2009. (C. 259, ¶ 13) In August, 2009, Britti left
TURSS and was replaced by Mike Mauseth (“Mauseth”). (C. 253-254, 101:21-102:10)
Mauseth and Ivey began to regularly discuss the progress of the electronic platform. (C.
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259, ¶¶ 9-15)
On September 15, 2009, Joe Sullivan, a business analyst at TURSS, emailed Ivey
and specifically stated that the “rollout of the Helix content will be around the end of the
year [2009].” (C. 282) However, the end of 2009 came and went without the lease
platform being completed. (C. 2509, ¶¶ 14-15)
In February of 2010, Ivey had a meeting with Mauseth and various employees of
TURSS, who said that they were dealing with “other priorities”, that Transunion
corporate had not yet allocated the resources they needed and that TURSS was
committed to the lease product and that it was going to be rolled out within a couple of
months. (C. 259, ¶ 16)

After this meeting, TURSS agreed to amend the Marketing

Agreement to include the following term:
The 5 year term of the Agreement is extended until the expiration of 5 years from
the date TURSS first makes Helix Services generally available for purchase by
TURSS’ Subscribers.
(C. 202) The extension of the Agreement also specifically states that:
The extension of the Agreement will not be construed as an approval by Helix of
unreasonable delays, if any, by TURSS in performance of the Agreement.
(Id.) The Amendment also specifically states that the parties expected the platform to be
completed by June, 2010. (Id.) The Amendment was approved and signed by TURSS on
March 23, 2010. (Id.) Also, after the meeting, Ivey sent Mauseth the five year business
plan Britti previously provided Ivey. (C. 284-294)
On June 21, 2010, Mauseth emailed Ivey and said that the rollout of the Helix
services was “….looking more toward the end of August [2010].” (C. 296) However,
the year 2010 ended and TURSS still had not completed the platform or advised Ivey that
it had no intention to do so. (C. 262 ¶ 36)
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During 2011, Ivey repeatedly contacted TURSS regarding the platform, and even
tried to help TURSS by involving a third party with the expertise to build it. (C. 260-261,
¶ 24) However, 2011 ended and TURSS did not complete the platform or advise Ivey
that it had no intention to do so. (C. 262 ¶ 36) In January, 2012, Ivey, Mauseth and
Timothy Martin (“Martin”), the Group Vice President of U.S. Housing for TransUnion
held a conference call. (C. 261, ¶25) On this call, Ivey again expressed his frustration
with TURSS’s delays. (C. 261, ¶25) Martin reiterated TURSS’s commitment to build a
platform and sell the Helix Services, and stated that TURSS hoped to begin work on the
project by summer of 2012, but that it could be delayed until 2013. (C. 261, ¶25) Two
weeks after the conference call, Martin sent Ivey a letter stating that TURSS had acted in
good faith; was complying with its obligations under the Agreement, that it had and
would continue to perform under the Agreement; and that it believed in the potential of
its relationship with Helix. (C. 304-306)
During 2013 and 2014 TURSS continued to communicate with the third party
Ivey referred to TURSS about TURSS using a platform he was building. (C. 262, ¶ 33;
C. 308-312) In October 2014, Ivey again contacted TURSS regarding the platform. (C.
308-312) At that time, TURSS was unable to provide any information about the platform
or any assurance TURSS would build it. (C. 308-312) In fact, TURSS stated they were
unaware of Helix and the project, and after a significant search could not locate the
Marketing Agreement or anyone who was familiar with it. (C. 308-312) At this point,
Ivey realized TURSS had no intention of building the platform to sell the Helix Services
even though TURSS still had never informed Ivey that it had no intention of building the
platform. (C. 262, ¶ 36) TURSS continues to refuse to perform under the Agreement.
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(Id.)
During the period TURSS failed to make the Helix services available, Helix
diligently tried to sell the Helix services through two other companies. (C. 262, ¶34)
Helix formally contracted with two other companies to build platforms and sell the Helix
leases; however, these were small start-up companies without the name recognition or
resources of Transunion necessary to sell a sophisticated legal product like leases to
landlords. (Id.)
Ivey first learned during discovery in this case that TURSS had been lying to him
repeatedly about their efforts to build the platform. (C. 262, ¶ 26) While, as set forth
above, TURSS made multiple promises to build the platform and represented to Plaintiffs
on numerous occasions that TURSS was close to finishing the platform and making the
services available, there is now substantial evidence that TURSS was never close to
finishing the platform and had not even legitimately approved or started the project.
For instance, Hillier, the TURSS employee in charge of the platform, testified that
the process involved the following steps: (1) completing “requirements” (i.e. a blueprint
for the platform), (2) designing/architecting the platform, (3) coding the platform, and (4)
testing the platform. (C. 319) Hillier admitted that TURSS had not even completed the
first step of drafting requirements, and that it would take at least a month to finish that
step. (C. 315-318) Hillier also admitted that just the fourth step alone would take at least
three to four months to complete. (C. 320) Therefore, by Hillier’s own admission,
TURSS’s multiple representations to Plaintiffs that TURSS was two or three months
away from completing the platform were always categorically false, given that TURSS
was at least five to six months away (and likely much more) from completing the
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platform. Moreover, given Mauseth’s, Hillier’s and Sullivan’s roles, they knew or clearly
should have known that TURSS’s statements to Ivey were false and that it was factually
impossible to complete the project and put the product on the market in as little as one or
two months as they repeatedly represented to Ivey.
Plaintiff submitted expert testimony in the form of the Affidavit of Richard
Armitage (C. 322-334), an expert in the project management of software
implementations, regarding TURSS’s failure to perform. (C. 322-323, ¶¶ 1-6) Armitage
reviewed the entirety of the documents produced by TURSS in the litigation as well as all
the Deposition Exhibits and the completed depositions. (C. 323, ¶ 8) Consistent with
Hillier’s testimony, Armitage testified that the project to build the electronic platform
would require the following stages: Plan, Design, Build, Test, Deploy and Optimize. (C.
323, ¶ 9) Based on his review of the materials and testimony, Armitrage concluded that
TURSS never completed the first stage of planning the project because several key
components of that stage were not completed. (C. 324, ¶ 11) Armitrage also concluded
that TURSS did not complete the design phase and that the “drafts of the website” and
“some flowcharts” prepared by TURSS in February 2010 were insubstantial and
appeared to be created by Hillier just to make Ivey feel like progress had been made (i.e.
to placate Ivey and make him believe the platform was being built, not to actually move
forward with the meaningful project implementation). (C. 324, ¶ 11) Armitrage further
concluded that TURSS never started the build, test, deployment and optimization phases
because TURSS never started the preliminary phases. (C. 324, ¶ 12-15)
Significantly, Armitrage concluded that in order for the project to be “real” and
reflect an intention of delivery, he would expect to see evidence of the following
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documents (none of which TURSS had): A Project Plan or Schedule, Timesheets,
Ongoing Meeting Minutes and Status Reports, A Detailed Functional Design Document,
Technical Specifications, Architectural Designs, a Budget (draft or approved - showing
that the project was funded and approved), a dedicated Development Environment (can
also include or be known as a Dev, Prod, Test/QA or Sandbox), Helpdesk Tickets (that
are used to track Testing Defects, Code Transports etc.), a dedicated SharePoint site and
document repository for the project, cutover/go-live planning or a Testing Plan (User
Acceptance Testing) with Use-Case Scenarios. (C. 326, ¶ 20). Armitrage opined that the
failure of TURSS to have any of these documents and structures leads to only one
conclusion – that there was never any internal project established by TURSS to build the
Helix platform and thus TURSS did not appear to have any intention of delivering the
Helix product on their platform. (C. 326, ¶ 20)
TURSS claimed in its first motion for summary judgment (with almost no
specifics and no documentary evidence) that “TURSS suffered multiple technical
setbacks with its existing system and was unable to dedicate the time needed to create the
platform for the sale.” (C. 143) TURSS further claimed that one of the purported
problems was that the version of CreditRetriever in use when the Marketing Agreement
was executed (CreditRetriever 5.0) was antiquated. However, these claims were proven
false. The current head of TURSS, who took over in 2012, admitted that CreditRetriever
6.0 was launched in 2011 and the Helix platform could have been added to
CreditRetriever 6.0 at that time. (C. 337) TURSS also made the unsupported assertion
that there was a server interruption that caused delays. (C. 145) However, Sullivan
testified that this outage occurred with CreditRetriever 5.0 in June of 2010, and that the
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main effect was to delay the rollout of CreditRetriever 6.0. (C. 340-341) Sullivan noted
that only historical data was lost and restored, and that the problem was fixed going
forward. (C. 341-343).
TURSS also claimed in its first motion for summary judgment that it did not
actually have an obligation to build the platform. (C. 148-149) However, as the district
court ruled, this claim is belied by not only the aforementioned document history and
unambiguous contract language of the Marketing Agreement, but also by the statements
of TURSS’s employees, specifically Martin, that TURSS chose not to build the platform
because TURSS didn’t prioritize it. (C. 223-224). It is also belied by TURSS’s own
internal communications in February, 2013 when Martin asked a TURSS employee,
Derek Frame, to look into the project. (C. 345-346) Frame reviewed the Marketing
Agreement and other documents and emailed Martin stating:
“I believe compliance should be straightforward. Helix is looking to provide
documents (or document content) potentially along with document services (advisory,
legal, etc.). Our obligation is to provide the platform in which to deliver the document
content. Given our product/technical direction we should be able to support this.”
(C. 345-346) (emphasis added)

Martin’s email response indicated he did not care

whether Helix even existed and told Frame to wait to see if they heard from Ivey again
before TURSS figures it out. (C. 345-346)
The original complaint in this dispute was filed on July 20, 2015. (C. 7-36) In
June 2016, TURSS brought its first Motion for Summary Judgment. (C. 141-202) On
November 14, 2016, the circuit court granted summary judgment for TURSS on Counts
for Breach of Contract, Negligent Misrepresentation, and Promissory Estoppel of
Plaintiffs’ four-count complaint, but allowed Plaintiffs leave to re-plead Plaintiffs’ count
for Fraud. (C. 373). On December 14, 2016, the Plaintiffs filed a motion to reconsider
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the order granting summary judgment on Count I (for breach of contract) and Count IV
(promissory estoppel). (C. 360-70). On December 19, 2016, Plaintiffs filed a three-count
amended complaint, sounding in breach of contract (Count I), fraud (Count II), and
promissory estoppel (Count III). (C. 387-416). On May 22, 2017, the circuit court
granted Helix’s motion to reconsider the summary judgment on its original breach of
contract claim, but ordered the amended breach of contract claim dismissed with
prejudice for other reasons. (C. 586). The circuit court also granted TURSS’s motion to
dismiss Plaintiffs’ fraud claim and the remainder of the case with prejudice. (C. 586-87).
The Plaintiffs filed their notice of appeal from that order on June 21, 2017. (C. 589-91).
On August 10, 2018, this Court dismissed the appeal from the June 21, 2017 order
for lack of jurisdiction. (C. 958-962) A mandate was issued on October 10, 2018 (C.
968-974) Thereafter, Helix brought a Motion for Reconsideration of the circuit court’s
previous motion for summary judgment ruling on the breach of contract claim, relying on
a recently published case that warranted reversal of the circuit court’s original ruling. (C.
1265; C.1269-1491) On May 23, 2019, the circuit court reversed its prior ruling granting
summary judgment in favor of TURSS on the breach of contract claim. (C. 1807 V2)
On September 6, 2019, TURSS brought a second Motion for Summary Judgment
(“MSJ”). (C. 1811-2031 V2) The MSJ attacked Helix’s ability to prove its claim for lost
profits, primarily on the basis of the so-called New Business Rule. (C. 1811-1820 V2)
Helix submitted a substantial amount of evidence to establish its lost profit
damages to a reasonable degree of certainty. In addition to the TURSS business plan
provided by Michael Britti, Plaintiff submitted the Expert Report of Stan Smith, Ph.D.
(C. 2172-2197 V2) Dr. Smith holds a PhD in economics from the University of Chicago.
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(C. 2172 V2) Dr. Smith conducted a detailed market analysis looking at market data as
well as the National Apartment Association’s (“NAA’s”) annual revenue from its
National Lease Program to calculate an estimate of Plaintiff’s damages. (C. 2178-2179
V2) Dr. Smith estimated that Helix lost approximately $42,000,000 for the five year
term of the Marketing Agreement. (C. 2172-2197 V2)
Helix also submitted the Expert Report of Paul Cohen, Esq. (C. 2147-2170 V2)
Mr. Cohen is an attorney who represents landlords and businesses like Helix who serve
them, and who has been on the lease committee for the NAA for many years. (C. 2156
V2) Mr. Cohen’s opinion is significant because he is intimately familiar with the market
for electronic leases having represented companies that sell them and given his
experience on the NAA lease committee. (C. 2156-2158 V2)
Lastly, Plaintiff submitted the Affidavit of Roger Ivey Dated October 15, 2019
that details many facts in support of Plaintiff’s damages. (C. 2199-2212 V2) Ivey’s
testimony established that leases were not a “new business” to either Helix or TURSS,
how all residential leases were essentially comparable, and how the differences between
the NAA and the Helix / TURSS product made the latter a superior product. (C. 21992212 V2) In fact, TURSS had been selling the NAA leases for years at the time the
Marking Agreement was executed. (C. 2200-2202 V2) Ivey also detailed how the Helix
product was meant to serve the demand for this type of product. (C. 2199-2212 V2)
The Marketing Agreement itself provides evidence that the parties clearly
contemplated that the revenues from the leases would be damages available in the event
of a breach of the agreement. (C. 1887 V2, ¶ 11) The Marketing Agreement limits the
damages available to Helix under the agreement to “TURSS’s revenue share paid by
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Helix, under this agreement” … except where “a party is harmed by the willful or
intentional, wrongdoing of the other party.” (C. 1887 V2, ¶ 11) (emphasis added) In
other words, the parties contemplated that if there was willful or intentional wrongdoing,
as there was here, that the damages available under the Marketing Agreement would be
the revenue contemplated by the Marketing Agreement.
On February 5, 2020, the Circuit Court granted the MSJ on the basis of the New
Business Rule. (C. 2093 V2)
Specifically, the Court stated and reasoned as follows:
“…I'm going to grant the motion for summary judgment. The Milex case is
clearly distinguishable to me. The leases here are -- the leases that Helix sought to market
were designed from the outset to be different than the NAA – different from the NAA
leases on which the experts sought to base their calculations of the profits Helix may
have lost.
I just believe that the expert projections were too speculative under the New
Business Rule to allow to go to a jury. I'll note as well that Milex is somewhat sui
generis.ꞏ It's perfectly understandable why the plaintiffs relied on it. It's the best case for
them by far. But what was going on there, the generic drugs by my reading of the case,
the Appellate Court allowed it because the products were identical, and they found that
the sales from these other two companies were sufficient to establish a rational basis for
calculations of the lost profit.
But even there the cases they relied on, counsel alluded to it briefly, the cases
Malatesta (phonetic), Fishman, and Rhodes, those were very different. Those were all
cases -- that was about all that Milex relied on.ꞏ Those were all cases where a sale of
business fell through and the lost profits were based on what the owner actually recouped
during the period that the plaintiffs who sought to buy the businesses or I guess it was
farmland in the case of Rhodes, the profits that they would have sought to have earned
during the identical period for the identical business, which is much further away still
than we've got here.
The plaintiff has -- plaintiffs have attempted to argue that it's really not -- that the
New Business Rule should not apply at all because Mr. Ivey had previously designed
leases and TransUnion had previously sold leases.
Both of those may be true, but that doesn't mean that Helix Strategies and the
leases they sought to market were not new. They were new. And I don't see a basis for
establishing the lost profits that they might have recouped.
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I am not unsympathetic to counsel’s argument that the -- that it seems unfair to
allow TransUnion to escape liability because Helix’s damages are speculative.
But the Illinois Court reports are littered with cases where judgment went for
defendant or judgment for plaintiff was reversed because whatever damages the plaintiff
sought to prove were too speculative. And I believe that this is such a case.
So motion for summary judgment is granted…”
(R441-443).
On March 6, 2020, Plaintiff filed a Motion for Reconsideration of the MSJ ruling.
(C. 2094-2225 V2) On March 18, 2020, TURSS filed a Motion for Final Judgment. (C.
2228-2349 V2). Plaintiff opposed the Motion for Final Judgment on the ground that
Helix should be able to recover nominal damages and attorneys’ fees. (C. 2448-2821 V2)
On July 23, 2020, this Court held a hearing on and denied Plaintiff’s Motion for
Reconsideration and granted TURSS’s Motion for Final Judgment, entering judgment in
favor of TURSS. (C. 2898 V2) On August 21, 2020, Plaintiffs timely filed a Notice of
Appeal of the judgment. (C. 2899-2901 V2)
ARGUMENT
I.

THE APPELLATE COURT ERRED BY EFFECTIVELY HOLDING
THAT EVIDENCE OF PROFITS OF COMPARABLE ARE NECESSARY
TO ESTABLISH LOST PROFITS OF A NEW BUSINESS WITH
REASONABLE CERTAINTY.
The basic theory of damages in a breach of contract action requires that a plaintiff

“establish an actual loss or measurable damages resulting from the breach in order to
recover.” In re Illinois Bell Telephone Link-Up II, 2013 IL App (1st) 113349, ¶ 19,
(quoting Avery v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., 216 Ill. 2d 100, 149
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(2005)).
Historically, Illinois courts have ruled that a “new business” must have some form
of prior profits to recover lost profits. See, e.g., Drs. Sellke & Conlon, Ltd. v. Twin Oaks
Realty, Inc., 143 Ill. App. 3d 168, 174 (1986) (plaintiff's claim barred by new-business
rule where plaintiff failed to offer any profit data before defendant allegedly interfered
with its business).
More recently, Courts in Illinois have allowed new businesses to recover lost
profits even without any evidence of prior profits. See Tri-G, Inc. v. Burke, Bosselman &
Weaver, 222 Ill. 2d 218, 249 (2006) (“There is no inviolate rule that a new business can
never prove lost profits.”); Milex Products, Inc. v. Alra Laboratories, Inc., 237 Ill. App.
3d 177 (1992) see also Antrim Pharmaceuticals LLC v. Bio-Pharm, Inc., 310 F.Supp 934
(2018) (ruling that there was genuine issue of material fact as to whether a new business
was entitled to recover lost profits in exception to Illinois new business rule precluding
summary judgment); see also Parvati Corp. v. City of Oak Forest, 709 F.3d 678, 685 (7th
Cir. 2013). In Tri-G, Inc., this Court ruled that lost profits of a new business could be
determined with reasonable certainty based primarily based on the testimony of the
plaintiff in that case. Tri-G, Inc., at 250.
Illinois courts share this evolving approach with other states.

“Changing

attitudes towards jurors, a consensus focused on the inherent injustice to new businesses,
and recognition of the economically nonoptimal allocation of resources that the New
Business Rule encouraged may have all played a role in [a] shift in the interpretation of
the rule away from a finding of law to a finding of fact, as pointed out by Bollas in the
Ohio State Law Journal, and by Everett Gee Warner and Mark Adam Nelson in
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“Recovering Lost Profits,” 39 Mercer L. Rev. (1988).” See Mark Gauthier, Recovering
Lost Profits for Start-Up Companies, Bus. L. Today, December 2017, at 1, 2. The
rationale behind this change is encapsulated with this quote from the Kansas Supreme
Court, which stated that “[s]trict application of the [reasonable] certainty doctrine would
place a new business at a substantial disadvantage. To hold recovery is precluded as a
matter of law merely because a business is newly established would encourage those
contracting with such a business to breach their contracts. The law is not so deficient.
Vickers v. Wichita State University, Wichita, 213 Kan. 614, 518 P.2d 512, 517 (1974).
The leading Illinois cases on point are Tri G, Inc., Milex Products, Inc. v. Alra
Laboratories, Inc., 237 Ill. App. 3d 177 (1992) (where the claimed lost profits were of a
generic drug comparable to other generic drugs on the market) and Malatesta v. Leichter,
186 Ill. App. 3d 602, 621 (1989) (where plaintiff was wrongfully prevented from
acquiring an existing business). Despite the holdings in these cases, which are illustrative
and not prescriptive in nature, some Illinois courts (including the Appellate Court in this
case) appear to enforce the New Business Rule either as a per se rule or as if the
exceptions are limited to the unique fact patterns found in Tri-G, Inc., Milex, and
Malatasta. See e.g. Meriturn Partners, LLC v. Banner & Witcoff, Ltd., 2015 IL App (1st)
131883, ¶¶ 22-24 (outright rejecting a damage mode based on “a sales projection theory”
because it involved “future suppositions”)
There is no per se rule that, in order to be reasonably certain, evidence of the lost
profits of a new business must consider sales of comparable (let alone identical) products
or be the acquisition of an existing business. However, because the Petitioners’ expert
opinions relied, in part, on the performance of the NAA lease product, the Appellate
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Court majority here made the inquiry whether or not Petitioners’ lease product was
substantially similar (or in the Appellate Court’s overly strict application, nearly
identical) to the NAA product but did not (as the dissenting opinion did) analyze the lost
profit calculations and other evidence proffered by Petitioners and its experts that were
based on authoritative market data. Nor did the Appellate Court consider the projections
prepared by TURSS itself or the opinion testimony of Petitioner Ivey.
The Restatement Second of Contracts, section 352, comment b, provides that “[i]f
the business is a new one or if it is a speculative one ..., damages may be established with
reasonable certainty with the aid of expert testimony, economic and financial data,
market surveys and analyses, business records of similar enterprises, and the like.” Other
courts have not required evidence of profits from a similar business. For instance, in
Kaech v. Lewis County PUD, 106 Wash. App. 260, 23 P.3d 529, 538–539 (2001), the
Court of Appeals of Washington upheld a lost profits finding where a dairy farm had
been in operation for only a short time, holding that “expert testimony alone is a
sufficient basis for an award of lost profits in the new business context when the expert
opinion is supported by tangible evidence with a ‘substantial and sufficient factual
basis…’”
The Circuit Court and the Appellate Court erred by ruling that Petitioners could
not prove its lost profits with reasonable certainty because it did not present evidence of
profits from a comparable business.
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II.

THE APPELLATE COURT SHOULD BE REVERSED BECAUSE THE
PETITIONERS HAD SUBMITTED EVIDENCE OF LOST PROFITS
USING AUTHORATIVE DATA TO CREATE A TRIABLE ISSUE OF
FACT REGARDING THE REASONABLE CERTAINTY OF THE
DAMAGES.
Petitioners submitted substantial evidence of its lost profits using market data

from authoritative sources, including TURSS’s own analysis and admissions. (C. 2162,
2178-79 V2)
Petitioners’ expert, Paul Cohen, offered a detailed analysis of Plaintiff’s damages.
Mr. Cohen is an attorney who has represented and counseled landlords in all aspects of
property management for over thirty-five years. (C. 2150-2151 V2) Mr. Cohen also
served on the NAA lease committee and worked with the NAA on their lease product
almost from inception. (C. 2152 V2) Based on his knowledge of the marketplace, Mr.
Cohen opined that when the parties’ Marketing Agreement was executed in 2009 there
was large market demand for electronic residential leases. (C. 2154 V2) Indeed, Cohen
stated that while in 2009 the NAA lease was the only significant competitor in the
market, now there are many other companies in the market, including Yardi, RealPage,
Legal Forms, Legal Templates, Rocket Lawyer, Legal Nature, Legal Contracts, Law
Depot, Landlord, Landlord Lease Forms, EZ Landlord Forms, Tenant Tech, and Zillow.
(C. 2163 V2) The entry of so many other businesses into the market since the time
TURSS should have made the Helix products available to its customers is highly
probative evidence of the large market demand that existed for an electronic lease
available over the internet.
Mr. Cohen also estimates Petitioners’s damages based on authoritative market
data, including a survey by US marketing firm Marketing Sherpa and publications by
JDR Group and other published sources. (C. 2159-60 V2) Mr. Cohen uses industry
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standard conversion rates to estimate Plaintiff’s damages.

(C. 2159-60 V2)

Significantly, Cohen’s estimate uses conservative estimates in connection with his
analysis. (C. 2159-2161 V2) Cohen also relies upon the ---direct income of the NAA lease,
as reported on its IRS Form 990, which a substantially similar product from the only
significant third-party competitor at the time. (C. 2159-2161 V2)
Mr. Cohen, based on his expertise in the area and knowledge of both the Helix
product and the NAA product, opines that the Helix product is of the highest quality and
is actually superior to the NAA product. (C. 2156-2158 V2) However, Mr. Cohen’s
report does not rely on the fact that the Helix leases were superior to the NAA lease to
conclude that there was a large demand for the Helix product. (C. 2147-2171 V2)
Similarly, Petitioner’s expert, Stan V. Smith, a Ph.D. in economics from the
University of Chicago, offered a detailed analysis of Plaintiff’s damages. (C. 2172 V2)
Significantly, Dr. Smith analyzed data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Housing
Survey to determine what the actual market was for a lease product. (C. 2178 V2) Dr.
Smith also used a very conservative revenue figure for Helix from the leases at $5 per
lease and used a conservative market penetration of only 1.5% for the first year. (C. 2178
V2) Smith also relies upon the NAA lease profits as set forth in IRS filings. (C. 2178-79
V2)
Additionally, Helix provided a five-year revenue projection done by TURSS’s
head, Michael Britti, and by Transunion’s analysts. This projection is also substantial
evidence of Plaintiff’s damages. (C. 252-54, 267-270) The projections estimate profits
to Helix in the first five years of sales of over $23,000,000 from sales to SmartMove
customers alone. (C. 252-54, 267-270) These projections were created by TURSS itself
using authoritative data. (C. 252-54, 267-270) TURSS’s assertion that these projections
cannot be used as a basis for calculating lost profits because of the integration clause in
the Agreement are a basic misunderstanding of the law. Helix offered these projections
as evidence of its lost profits, and not for the purpose of interpreting or adding obligations
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to the Marketing Agreement.
An Affidavit of Petitioner Ivey in support of its Opposition to its Motion for
Summary Judgment also provides substantial support for the claimed damages. (C. 21992212 V2) This Affidavit provided substantial evidence regarding the demand for an
electronic lease based on his experience serving on the NAA lease committee. (C. 21992212 V2)
The Circuit Court and Appellate Court erred by not analyzing this expert
testimony based on market data from authoritative sources and finding that it created a
triable issue of fact regarding whether the claimed lost profits could be proven with
reasonable certainty. Indeed, the only analysis of the expert testimony was done by
Justice Walker, in his dissent, in which it was held that there was a triable issue of fact
regarding Petitioners’ claimed lost profit damages. The overly strict application of the
new business rule by these and other Illinois courts conflicts with the courts’ disposition
towards the new business rule in Tri-G, Inc., Milex, and other Illinois cases, and is
deserving of resolution by the Illinois Supreme Court.
CONCLUSION
Wherefore, for the foregoing reasons, Petitioners request that this Court grant its
petition for leave to appeal.
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2021 IL App (1st) 200894
No. 1-20-0894
Opinion filed October 18, 2021

First Division

______________________________________________________________________________
IN THE
APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS
FIRST DISTRICT
______________________________________________________________________________
ROGER IVEY and HELIX STRATEGIES, LLC, a
Limited Liability Company,
Plaintiffs-Appellants,
v.
TRANSUNION RENTAL SCREENING SOLUTIONS,
INC.,
Defendant-Appellee.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Appeal from the
Circuit Court of
Cook County.
No. 18 L 13423
Honorable
Michael F. Otto,
Judge, presiding.

PRESIDING JUSTICE HYMAN delivered the judgment of the court, with opinion.
Justice Coghlan concurred in the judgment and opinion.
Justice Walker dissented, with opinion.
OPINION
¶1

Roger Ivey formed Helix Strategies, LLC, (Helix) to create and sell customizable lease

forms, a product, according to Ivey, unavailable in the rental market. Defendant Transunion Rental
Screening Solutions (TURSS) entered into a nonexclusive marketing agreement with Ivey to build
a platform to sell the leases on its website. After delays of nearly five years, TURSS decided not
to build the platform or sell Helix’s leases. Ivey and Helix sued TURSS, alleging breach of
contract, fraud, and promissory estoppel and seeking over $23 million damages. The trial court
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dismissed the fraud claim with prejudice, finding Helix could not establish (i) the elements of
promissory fraud, including TURSS’s intent to defraud; (ii) Helix’s reasonable reliance; or (iii)
proximate causation. The trial court also granted summary judgment for TURSS on the breach of
contract claim, finding Helix’s damages as too speculative.
¶2

After the trial court denied Helix’s motion to reconsider and granted TURSS’s motion for

a final judgment, Helix appealed, arguing the trial court erred in (i) granting summary judgment
on the breach of contract claim due to the speculative nature of the damages, (ii) denying nominal
damages and attorney’s fees, and (iii) dismissing the fraud claim.
¶3

We affirm. The trial court did not err in finding Helix’s damages were too speculative as,

under the new business rule, Helix could not present evidence estimating actual sales of its new,
customizable leases. The trial court also did not err in declining to proceed to trial on nominal
damages or in denying Helix’s request for attorney’s fees. Further, the trial court correctly
dismissed the fraud claim where Helix failed to present facts showing TURSS acted with the intent
to defraud.
¶4
¶5

Background
Helix is a Colorado limited liability company formed to provide residential property

management lease forms and related services to landlords and other property management
companies. Ivey serves as its president and chief executive officer. TURSS is a Delaware
corporation with offices in Illinois and a subsidiary of the credit reporting agency Transunion,
LLC. TURSS provides consumer credit and background screening services to property
management companies and landlords. TURSS developed two Internet platforms to offer its
screening services: MySmartMove.com, a website directed at small portfolio landlords, and
CreditRetriever, directed to larger, professional commercial customers.
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¶6

In 2007, Ivey worked as the assistant vice president and property operations counsel of

UDR, Inc., a publicly-traded real estate investment trust. At the time, only one meaningful
electronic lease product for landlords existed: a “one size fits all” lease the National Apartment
Association (NAA) made available to its dues-paying members. Recognizing a need, Ivey met
with Michael Britti, vice president of TURSS, to discuss the possibility of TURSS building an
online platform to sell a customizable, electronic lease form that Ivey would create. In September
2008, Ivey left UDR to form Helix, purportedly based on assurances from Britti that TURSS would
build the online platform no later than mid-2009.
¶7
¶8

The Marketing Agreement
In March 2009, Helix and TURSS entered into a five-year marketing agreement that

required TURSS to build an online platform for Helix’s lease documents. TURSS would receive
35% of “all collected revenue (excluding any taxes) generated” from the sale of Helix’s leases,
and Helix would receive 65%.
¶9

The marketing agreement created no obligations of exclusivity, stating: “Nothing in this

Agreement shall prevent Helix from independently marketing and selling its products to and
through any and all third parties, including, without limitation, to TURSS’ Subscribers and
competitors, without obligation to TURSS[.]” Also, TURSS could partner with other vendors to
provide similar forms to TURSS customers. The marketing agreement included this specific
limitation of liability:
“In no event shall either party be liable for any consequential, incidental, indirect, special,
or punitive damages incurred by the other party and arising out of the performance of this
agreement including, but not limited to, loss of goodwill and lost profits or revenue,
whether or not such loss or damage is based in contract, warranty, tort, negligence, strict
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liability, indemnity or otherwise, even if a party has been advised of the possibility of such
damages. These limitations shall apply notwithstanding any failure of essential purpose of
any limited remedy ***. TURSS shall not be liable for any and all claims arising out of or
in connection with this agreement brought more than twelve (12) months after the cause of
action has accrued. Except as otherwise set forth above, the parties’ (together with their
respective parents’ and affiliates’) total liability under this agreement shall not exceed the
aggregate amount of TURSS’ revenue share paid by Helix, under this agreement, during
the twelve month (12) month [sic] period immediately preceding such claim. The foregoing
limitations of liability shall not apply in the event and to the extent a party is harmed by
the willful or intentional, wrongdoing of the other party.” (Emphasis omitted).
¶ 10
¶ 11

Project Delays
Despite TURSS’s repeated assurances that a platform for Helix’s leases was in

development, the project experienced extensive delays until shelved in 2014.
¶ 12

In August 2009, Britti left TURSS. His replacement, Mike Mauseth, regularly spoke with

Ivey about TURSS’s progress on the electronic platform. In September 2009, a TURSS business
analyst told Ivey that TURSS would complete the platform by year’s end. It did not.
¶ 13

In February 2010, Mauseth and other TURSS employees told Ivey that TURSS had not yet

“allocated sufficient resources to complete the platform,” but “was committed to building the
platform and selling Helix services[.]” TURSS later asserted, falsely Ivey contends, that the delays
occurred because TURSS had to devote considerable time and resources to rebuilding its
CreditRetriever and MySmartMove platforms due to stability problems.
¶ 14

In March 2010, TURSS agreed to amend the marketing agreement, extending it another

five years from the date TURSS would offer the Helix lease documents for sale. The amendment
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added that TURSS anticipates that “the software platform(s) provided for in the Agreement and
the Helix Services will be made available for purchase by TURSS’ Subscribers approximately in
June 2010 (without making any specific guarantee regarding this date).” It also stated, “The
extension of the Agreement will not be construed as an approval by Helix of unreasonable delays,
if any, by TURSS in performance of the Agreement.”
¶ 15

Ivey made numerous inquiries with TURSS in 2010 and 2011. Delays continued. Helix,

meanwhile, worked on developing its product and marketing it to other companies. Helix entered
into agreements with two other companies but made no sales.
¶ 16

On January 5, 2012, Ivey spoke with Mauseth and Timothy Martin from TURSS. Both

reiterated TURSS’s commitment but advised of delays into 2013. A few weeks later, Martin sent
Ivey a follow-up letter, explaining that he had reviewed the marketing agreement and discussed
the project with the TURSS team. “Based on that review,” Martin wrote, “I am confident that
TURSS is complying with its contractual obligations and acting in good faith and, to date, has
spent significant time” developing the software platform, which continued to “be in the TURSS
development queue, though other priorities, including system stability, have taken precedence.
This extended timeframe has been reasonable. A system that includes forms but is not stable is not
in anyone’s interest.”
¶ 17

After more delays, Ivey contacted TURSS in October 2014. The employees he reached

knew nothing about the marketing agreement and, in an email exchange, stated, “no one is left at
TURSS who was involved in the Helix project.”
¶ 18
¶ 19

C. Procedural History
On July 20, 2015, Helix and Ivey filed a four-count complaint against TURSS. Count I,

brought by Helix, alleged “willful and intentional’’ breach of contract. Counts II, III, and IV,
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brought by Ivey and Helix, alleged, respectively, fraud, negligent misrepresentation, and
promissory estoppel. TURSS filed a motion for summary judgment on all counts. After a hearing,
the trial court granted summary judgment for TURSS as to counts I, III, and IV. The court found,
relevant here, that the “exception to the limitations period for willful or intentional wrongdoing
doesn’t apply to breach-of-contract actions,” adding that, “the one-year limitations contained in
paragraph 11 of the contract dooms the action for breach of contract” because based “on the
evidence before the court, there is no genuine issue of material fact that, according to plaintiff’s
allegations, this cause of action for breach of contract accrued well before the one year Helix filed
its complaint.”
¶ 20

The court found count II, alleging fraud, inadequate as a matter of law because it did not

specifically identify the facts underlying the claims. But rather than granting TURSS’s motion for
summary judgment, the trial court sua sponte struck the fraud claim and allowed Helix leave to
replead. As to negligent misrepresentation, the trial court barred the claim under the Moorman
doctrine. Finally, on promissory estoppel, the court ruled the claim “firmly rooted in contract law
and isn’t willful or intentional as those terms are used under Illinois law.”
¶ 21

Helix filed a motion to reconsider the entry of summary judgment on their claims for breach

of contract and promissory estoppel. While the motion to reconsider was pending, Helix filed a
three-count, first amended complaint alleging breach of contract (count I), fraud (count II), and
promissory estoppel (count III). But Helix did not replead the claims for breach of contract and
promissory estoppel to preserve those issues for review.
¶ 22

TURSS filed a combined motion to dismiss under section 2-619.1 of the Code of Civil

Procedure. 735 ILCS 5/2-619.1 (West 2020). TURSS argued that the fraud claim remained legally
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and factually deficient under section 2-615 (id. § 2-615) and asked the trial court to dismiss all of
the counts under section 2-619(a)(9) (id. § 2-619(a)(9)) as time-barred and for lack of damages.
¶ 23

After briefing and argument on both motions, the trial court granted Helix’s motion to

reconsider, in part, but proceeded to dismiss all claims in the amended complaint with prejudice.
Specifically, the trial court concluded that although a genuine issue of material fact existed
regarding whether Helix filed the claims within one year of learning of the alleged breach of
contract, Helix had failed to identify recoverable damages. The court explained, “this breach of
contract action, I believe, still falls squarely within the ambit of the limitations of liability provision
in the contract, damages limitations and all, so compensatory damages are barred, and any damages
recoverable—or the only damages recoverable are the aggregate amount of TURSS’ revenue share
paid by Helix under the contract during the 12-month period immediately preceding such claim.
In that case, that would be zero. So[,] the breach of contract action is still doomed[.]”
¶ 24

In dismissing the fraud count under section 2-619, the trial court stated the complaint and

the exhibits refute the promissory fraud theory that the defendant had no intent to honor its contract
from the onset and undermines other elements of fraud, including reasonable reliance and
proximate cause.
¶ 25

Helix appealed. Another panel of this court dismissed the appeal without reaching the

merits, finding that the order had not definitively disposed of all claims, and included no grounds
for an appeal under Illinois Supreme Court Rule 304(a) (eff. Mar. 8, 2016). Ivey v. Transunion
Rental Screening Solutions, Inc., 2018 IL App (1st) 171592-U.
¶ 26

On remand, TURSS moved for final judgment. Simultaneously, Ivey filed a motion asking

the trial court to reconsider its ruling on Helix’s breach of contract claim and Ivey’s promissory
estoppel claim based on the holding in Home Healthcare of Illinois, Inc. v. Jesk, 2017 IL App (1st)
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162482, issued during the appeal. The Jesk court found that parties were free to agree to exclude
willful misconduct or gross negligence from the scope of a limitation of liability provision. Id.
¶ 45. Relying on Jesk, Helix argued they could avoid the limitation on liability provision by
proving TURSS committed willful or intentional wrongdoing.
¶ 27

The trial court denied TURSS’s motion for final judgment and granted Helix’s motion to

reconsider on Helix’s breach of contract claim, leaving open the issue of whether Helix could state
a claim for damages. But the trial court denied the motion to reconsider the promissory estoppel
claim and dismissed it with prejudice.
¶ 28

The case then proceeded on Helix’s sole remaining breach of contract claim with Ivey

removed as a plaintiff. On September 6, 2019, TURSS moved for summary judgment on Helix’s
breach of contract claim, arguing Helix did not sufficiently prove actual damages. In addition,
TURSS contended, in part, that Helix’s alleged contract damages, consisting solely of purported
lost profits, were too speculative under Illinois’s “new business rule.”
¶ 29

In support of its argument of lost profit damages, Helix submitted reports from two experts,

Paul Jay Cohen and Dr. Stan V. Smith. Cohen concluded, “if TURSS had performed in accordance
with the parties’ Marketing Agreement,” Helix would have made over $102,936,075 over five
years. Smith looked at market data and the NAA’s annual revenue from its National Lease
Programs to issue a report concluding Helix’s total lost revenue during the five-year contract was
$42,949,247, and $120,530,266 to $145,586,153 during the 10 years immediately after the parties
entered into the nonexclusive contract. Helix also cited Milex Products, Inc. v. Alra Laboratories,
Inc., 237 Ill. App. 3d 177 (1992), which permitted a plaintiff new to the generic drug business to
recover lost profits based on expert testimony detailing actual sales of the generic drug in the
marketplace, which “was based upon fact, not speculation.” Id. at 192
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¶ 30

After argument, the trial court granted summary judgment for TURSS, stating:
“The Milex case is clearly distinguishable to me. The leases here are—the leases
that Helix sought to market were designed from the outset to be different than the NAA—
different from the NAA leases on which the experts sought to base their calculations of
the profits Helix may have lost.
I just believe that the expert projections were too speculative under the New
Business Rule to allow to go to a jury. I’ll note as well that Milex is somewhat sui generis.
It’s perfectly understandable why the plaintiffs relied on it. It’s the best case for them by
far. But what was going on there, the generic drugs by my reading of the case, the Appellate
Court allowed it because the products were identical, and they found that the sales from
these other two companies were sufficient to establish a rational basis for calculations of
the lost profit.”

¶ 31

Helix filed a motion to reconsider; TURSS filed a motion for entry of final judgment. Helix

opposed the motion, asserting it should recover nominal and out-of-pocket damages as well as
attorney’s fees. TURSS argued that no Illinois court has allowed a case to proceed to trial on the
possibility of recovering nominal damages.
¶ 32

After briefing and argument, the trial court denied Helix’s motion to reconsider and granted

TURSS’s motion for a final judgment. The trial court entered a written order disposing of all
matters, closing the case.
¶ 33

Analysis

¶ 34

Standards of Review
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¶ 35

We review a trial court’s grant of summary judgment de novo. Argonaut Midwest

Insurance Co. v. Morales, 2014 IL App (1st) 130745, ¶ 14. For summary judgment, the movant
must show (i) no triable issue of material fact exists and (ii) entitlement to judgment as a matter of
law. 735 ILCS 5/2-1005(c) (West 2020). Genuine issues of material fact involve disputed material
facts or, if undisputed, that reasonable persons might draw different inferences from those facts.
Id. This court may affirm a trial court’s grant of summary judgment on any basis appearing in the
record regardless of the trial court’s reasoning. Harlin v. Sears Roebuck & Co., 369 Ill. App. 3d
27, 31-32 (2006).
¶ 36

A motion to dismiss a claim based on section 2-619 admits the legal sufficiency of the

plaintiff’s allegations but asserts affirmative matter that avoids or defeats the claim. DeLuna v.
Burciaga, 223 Ill. 2d 49, 59 (2006). On review, we accept well-pled facts as true and construe the
facts in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party. Krozel v. Court of Claims, 2017 IL App
(1st) 162068, ¶ 13. We review a trial court’s section 2-619 dismissal de novo. Grady v. Illinois
Department of Healthcare & Family Services, 2016 IL App (1st) 152402, ¶ 9.
¶ 37

New Business Rule

¶ 38

Helix contends the trial court erred in precluding them from proving damages.

¶ 39

In a breach of contract case, a plaintiff must “ ‘establish an actual loss or measurable

damages resulting from the breach in order to recover.’ ” In re Illinois Bell Telephone Link-Up II
& Late Charge Litigation, 2013 IL App (1st) 113349, ¶ 19 (quoting Avery v. State Farm Mutual
Automobile Insurance Co., 216 Ill. 2d 100, 149 (2005)). A plaintiff’s failure to prove damages
entitles the defendant to judgment as a matter of law. Westlake Financial Group, Inc. v. CDHDelnor Health System, 2015 IL App (2d) 140589, ¶ 39. The plaintiff must establish a reasonable
basis for computing damages. Kirkpatrick v. Strosberg, 385 Ill. App. 3d 119, 130 (2008). The
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proper measure of damages is the amount necessary to place the nonbreaching party into the
position it would have been in had the defendant properly performed. In re Illinois Bell, 2013 IL
App (1st) 113349, ¶ 19. While absolute certainty is not required, the plaintiff must prove damages
with reasonable certainty without resort to conjecture or speculation. Id.
¶ 40

The “new business rule” precludes expert witnesses from speculating about possible lost

profits where no historical data demonstrates a likelihood of future profits. SK Hand Tool Corp. v.
Dresser Industries, Inc., 284 Ill. App. 3d 417, 427 (1996). Courts applying this rule allow recovery
for “profits lost due to a business interruption or tortious interference with a contract,” but require
the business be “established before the interruption so that the evidence of lost profits is not
speculative.” Id.; see also Meriturn Partners, LLC v. Banner & Witcoff, Ltd., 2015 IL App (1st)
131883, ¶ 23. “The reason for the rule is that a new business has yet to show what its profits
actually are.” SK Hand Tool Corp., 284 Ill. App. 3d at 427. Moreover, “[a]s lost profits are
frequently the result of several intersecting causes, the plaintiff must show with reasonable
certainty that the defendant’s conduct caused a specific portion of the lost profits.” Id.
¶ 41

Whether an entity is a “new business” for purposes of the new business rule depends on a

track record of profits to assess estimates of alleged lost profits. See Meriturn Partners, LLC, 2015
IL App (1st) 131883, ¶ 23 (new business rule applies “where there is no historical data to
demonstrate a likelihood of future profits.”); SK Hand Tool Corp., 284 Ill. App. 3d at 427 (new
business rule turns on whether business has been profitable in past). “There is no inviolate rule
that a new business can never prove lost profits.” (Emphasis in original.) Tri-G, Inc. v. Burke,
Bosselman & Weaver, 222 Ill. 2d 218, 249 (2006). Indeed, courts have opted not to apply the rule
when damages were “neither speculative nor the product of conjecture, but [were] based upon a
reasonable degree of certainty.” See, e.g., Milex, 237 Ill. App. 3d at 192.
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¶ 42

Helix relies primarily on Milex to support its argument that its damages are not speculative

or barred by the new business rule. Milex sought to market and sell a generic version of the fertility
drug Clomid, which had an expiring patent. Milex’s generic drug would have the identical active
ingredient as Clomid. Id. at 179. Milex, a new pharmaceutical company, entered into an exclusive
contract with Alra Laboratories to manufacture the generic drug for Milex. Id. at 180-81. When
Alra reneged, Milex sued for lost profits. Id. at 181. Milex introduced expert testimony about the
profits it contended it lost from the breach. Among other things, the expert considered the price of
the pharmaceuticals, the total number of prescriptions in the market, and the average size of a
prescription. Id. at 184-85. The trial court entered a $3.27 million judgment for Milex, which
accounted for Milex’s lost profits and other damages. The court found that although the generic
drug was a new product, Milex’s expert witnesses showed that the product had an established
market. Id. at 187.
¶ 43

In affirming, the appellate court refused to apply the new business rule because Milex’s

expert provided credible testimony demonstrating an established market for the active ingredient
through the performance of two competitors selling generic versions. This provided “a reasonable
degree of certainty” of lost profits. Id. at 193. The court noted precedent for not applying the new
business rule where it “did not fit the circumstances” and found the rule inapplicable when the new
business’ product has an established market.
¶ 44

The appellate court cited three cases where the new business rule did not fit the

circumstances. Id. at 192. Each case involved lost profits awards based on actual profits made by
another party operating the actual business at issue throughout the period of the alleged breach or
business interruption. See Malatesta v. Leichter, 186 Ill. App. 3d 602, 621 (1989) (plaintiff was
wrongfully prevented from acquiring an existing car dealership; the new business rule did not
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apply, and the actual profits of a person who instead operated dealership during the time in question
were not too speculative because the business was established throughout business interruption);
Fishman v. Estate of Wirtz, 807 F.2d 520, 552 (7th Cir. 1986) (plaintiffs were wrongfully
prevented from owning and operating the Chicago Bulls; plaintiffs’ lost profits were not
speculative, as the team continued to operate in hands of another whose profits during relevant
period could guide assessing damages); Rhodes v. Sigler, 44 Ill. App. 3d 375, 380 (1976) (plaintiff
was wrongfully prevented from using farmland to grow crops for year; actual crops grown by
defendants on same farmland during year were valued to determine lost profits); see also SK Hand
Tool Corp., 284 Ill. App. 3d at 428 (recognizing that cases cited in Milex involved awards “based
on actual profits made by established, profitable businesses” and distinguishing cases cited in
Milex because facts before court involved alleged lost profits based on hypothetical profits).
¶ 45

Helix contends that, as in Milex, it presented expert testimony of lost profits with a

reasonable degree of certainty to preclude the new business rule. Specifically, Helix maintains its
expert, Cohen, presented evidence of the profits of a similar business, the NAA, and its lease
product while Smith analyzed data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Housing Survey to
determine the actual market for the lease product. According to Helix, this evidence of lost profits
established damages or, at minimum, created a question of fact regarding damages to preclude
summary judgment. We disagree.
¶ 46

Unlike the actual demand for a generic drug in Milex, Helix does not base its alleged lost

profits on actual sales of another entity operating a comparable business. Instead, Helix’s only
comparison is to the NAA lease, a product Helix acknowledges as vastly different. Indeed, from
the outset, Helix intended to create a new lease product “with many unique qualities” as an
alternative to NAA’s lease. In an affidavit and at his deposition, Ivey identified shortcomings with
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the NAA lease that Helix intended to resolve. These shortcomings included that the NAA lease (i)
contained provisions “very unique” to Texas law; (ii) was expensive, only available to dues-paying
members, and charged fees for each page and the lease software; (iii) averaged a length of over 20
pages; (iv) provided only a limited number of forms; (v) could not be customized; (vi) failed to
update quickly; and (vii) contained provisions unfavorable to landlords. In addition, the NAA
platform had become “unpredictable and cumbersome” and had not been integrated with other
services. Helix’s expert, Cohen, also identified ways Helix’s lease differed from and improved on
the NAA lease, which he described as a flawed and inferior product.
¶ 47

Moreover, Ivey testified that the Helix leases not only differed from NAA concerning the

products’ characteristics but also amounted to “a different animal in a lot of ways,” including the
TURSS platform on which the leases would be sold. As Helix’s experts noted, as a not-for-profit
organization, NAA was “not in the business of selling leases,” and its lease product “is merely a
product they offer to their members,” not to the public. In contrast, Helix would sell its leases for
profit on TURSS’s rental screening website. TURSS had not sold electronic lease products on its
platforms, whether from Helix, the NAA, or other entities. Though the NAA had marketing
agreements with TURSS and other companies, it sold leases on its website only after customers
became NAA members.
¶ 48

In light of the undisputed facts regarding the differences between the NAA and Helix lease

products, the lost profit analysis differs “inherently” from that in Milex. See TAS Distributing Co.
v. Cummins Engine Co., 491 F.3d 625, 635 (7th Cir. 2007). So, we agree with the trial court’s
well-reasoned treatment of Milex.
¶ 49

Helix contends, however, that neither Milex nor its progeny requires comparison to an

identical business or product to apply an exception to the new business rule. Instead, Helix asserts,
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a plaintiff needs to present evidence of profits from “similar” or “comparable” products, and
NAA’s product meets that standard. Helix relies on Antrim Pharmaceuticals LLC v. Bio-Pharm,
Inc., 310 F. Supp. 3d 934 (N.D. Ill. 2018) as “persuasive authority.”
¶ 50

Like Milex, Antrim involved alleged lost profits from sales of a generic pharmaceutical

drug. The plaintiff’s expert established damages by analyzing the generic drug’s established
market and actual sales. The defendant contended that the plaintiff’s expert opinion regarding lost
profits of its new business could not be relied on because the plaintiff was a “virtual business,”
unlike the other companies the expert analyzed. The trial court rejected that argument, stating,
“[n]othing in Milex suggests that the sort of identity of structure or functioning that Bio-Pharm
advocates is required. The relevant comparison in Milex is between the plaintiff’s claimed lost
profits and the profits of other similar businesses, using ‘actual products in the marketplace as well
as authoritative sources for the data [that the expert] used.’ ” Id. at 946 (quoting Milex, 237 Ill.
App. 3d at 192). The court denied the defendant’s motion for summary judgment, concluding that
the defendant did not establish that plaintiff’s supposed status as a “virtual company” undermined
the validity of the expert’s comparison between businesses.
¶ 51

Helix contends that, similarly, it need not present evidence of profits of an identical

business or product to find that its lost profits are not speculative and that its experts established
its lost profits with reasonable certainty. But the “virtual business” in Antrim did not refer to the
plaintiff’s marketing, sales platform, method of sale, or product. Instead, it referred to something
irrelevant in assessing lost profit, the plaintiff’s corporate structure. Id. Conversely, as noted,
Helix’s leases and the NAA lease and their selling platforms differ markedly.
¶ 52

Alternatively, Helix argues that because Ivey had been creating lease products for years

and TURSS had been selling third-party leases, neither qualified as a “new business.” But the new
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business rule has nothing to do with the date of a company’s launch; it applies unless a company
can present evidence of past, actual profits from which to assess estimates of alleged lost profits.
See Kinesoft Development Corp. v. Softbank Holdings Inc., 139 F. Supp. 2d 869, 909 (N.D. Ill.
2001) (past successes related to other businesses or products provide insufficient basis to find
plaintiff’s claims fall outside scope of Illinois’s new business rule).
¶ 53

Helix suggests the new business rule has been “discredited” and is no longer good law,

citing Parvati Corp. v. City of Oak Forest, 709 F.3d 678 (7th Cir. 2013). But Parvati involved a
misuse of the new business rule. Indeed, the court described the city’s invocation of the rule as
“perverse.”
¶ 54

The plaintiff in Parvati alleged that the defendant city employed racially discriminatory

zoning. In dicta, the court said, “[t]he rule is based on the correct observation that it is more
difficult to establish loss objectively when a business is strangled in its cradle, for then there is no
history of profit and loss from which to extrapolate lost future profit—the profit the business would
have earned had it not been killed or wounded by the defendant. But it doesn’t make sense to build
on this insight a flat prohibition against awarding damages in such a case; the general standard
governing proof of damages, which requires a plaintiff to make a reasonable estimate of its
damages as distinct from relying on hope and a guess, is adequate for cases in which a new business
is snuffed out by a wrongdoer.” Id. at 685.
¶ 55

The trial court here said nothing about a “flat prohibition,” but that Helix’s evidence of

alleged lost profits was too speculative to reach a jury. Further, Illinois courts have continued to
recognize the new business rule, notwithstanding Parvati’s dicta. See, e.g., Meriturn Partners,
LLC, 2015 IL App (1st) 131883.
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¶ 56

The dissent contends we misconstrue the new business rule by requiring “proof of actual

profits for effectively identical products” and no cases impose similar exacting standards, relying
on Schatz v. Abbott Laboratories, Inc., 51 Ill. 2d 143, 147-48 (1972). Infra, ¶¶ 83-84. But Schatz,
which did not involve the new business rule so has no applicability here, made the unremarkable
observation that “absolute certainty” as to lost profits is not required. Schatz, 51 Ill. 2d at 147. We
agree. Helix was required to present proof of its damages to “a reasonable degree of certainty,”
which, as we’ve noted, it failed to do.
¶ 57

Further, to contend Helix met its burden on damages, the dissent cites a 45-year-old federal

district court case, Perma Research & Development Co. v. Singer Co., 402 F. Supp. 881, 889
(S.D.N.Y. 1975), aff'd, 542 F.2d 111 (2d Cir.1976). Again, the dissent’s case misses the mark.
There, the inventor of a newly patented anti-skid device sued the patent assignee for breaching a
contract to use best efforts to market the product. The trial court found the defendant’s projected
sales for the device provided a rational basis for calculating the lost profits because the defendant
relied on those figures in deciding to enter the contract. Although one of Helix’s experts cited
TURSS’s projected sales in his estimate, he relied on several other factors as well. More
importantly, neither party presented evidence showing reliance on the estimate in deciding to enter
into the contract. Further, in Perma Research, while newly patented, comparable devices were
sold in the market. Conversely, as noted, Helix created a “different animal” from anything then
available.
¶ 58
¶ 59

Out-of-Pocket and Nominal Damages
Nevertheless, Helix contends the trial court erred in granting summary judgment on its

breach of contract claim because, at minimum, it should recover out-of-pocket and nominal
damages.
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¶ 60

As a preliminary matter, TURSS contends Helix waived the issue by not raising it in

response to the motion for summary judgment. We deem issues not raised in the trial court waived.
See Cochran v. George Sollitt Construction Co., 358 Ill. App. 3d 865, 872-73 (2005). Helix,
however, raised the issue at the hearing on the motion for summary judgment, so we reject
TURSS’s contention. Boatmen’s Bank of Benton v. Durham, 203 Ill. App. 3d 921, 925 (1990) (an
affirmative defense raised during summary judgment hearing was not waived).
¶ 61

But still, Helix failed to present sufficient evidence to support its request for “modest out-

of-pocket expenses.” The plaintiff has the burden to present evidence of each element of its claim,
including damages. See Ollivier v. Alden, 262 Ill. App. 3d 190, 196 (1994) (“As the party seeking
to recover, the plaintiff bears the burden of proving that he or she sustained damages resulting
from the breach and establishing both the correct measurement of damages and the final
computation of damages based on that measurement.”) Helix failed to meet this burden.
¶ 62

At his deposition, Ivey said Helix’s damages included “out-of-pocket costs,” among other

purported damages, but Helix provided no evidence detailing the amount. A conclusory statement
like Ivey’s does not provide a sufficient basis to establish (i) Helix sustained damages, (ii) the
damages resulted from a breach of contract, or (iii) a proper measurement of those damages. While
damages do not need to be calculated with mathematical precision, basic contract theory requires
reasonable certainty and precludes damages based on conjecture or speculation. Razor v. Hyundai
Motor America, 222 Ill. 2d 75, 106-07 (2006).
¶ 63

Absent evidence of damages, we will not reverse to permit the recovery of nominal

damages. Mayster v. Santacruz, 2020 IL App (2d) 190840, ¶ 47. Thus, the trial court correctly
entered summary judgment on Helix’s breach of contract claim.
¶ 64
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¶ 65

Helix seeks attorney’s fees under section 13 of the marketing agreement, which provides,

“The prevailing party will be entitled to recover reasonable attorneys’ fees and other actual and
reasonable costs in enforcing this agreement.”
¶ 66

To award fees, a party can be considered a “prevailing party” when it “is successful on any

significant issue in the action and achieves some benefit in bringing suit [citation], receives a
judgment in his favor [citation] or by obtaining an affirmative recovery.” Grossinger Motorcorp,
Inc. v. American National Bank & Trust Co., 240 Ill. App. 3d 737, 753 (1992). A party does not
have to succeed on all claims to be considered the prevailing party. Peleton, Inc. v. McGivern’s,
Inc., 375 Ill. App. 3d 222, 227 (2007) (citing Powers v. Rockford Stop-N-Go, Inc., 326 Ill. App.
3d 511, 515 (2001)). On the other hand, “ ‘when the dispute involves multiple claims and both
parties have won and lost on different claims, it may be inappropriate to find that either party is
the prevailing party.’ ” Id. at 227-28 (quoting Powers, 326 Ill. App. 3d at 515).
¶ 67

Helix asserts it qualifies as the “prevailing party” because the trial court rejected TURSS’s

arguments that (i) the marketing agreement did not impose a duty to perform, (ii) it could not have
breached the contract because there was no deadline for performance, and (iii) the limitations of
liability provision in the marketing agreement insulated TURSS from any breach of contract claim.
¶ 68

We disagree. Helix did not prevail on any significant issue, given that TURSS obtained

summary judgment on the breach of contract claim and had the fraud claim dismissed with
prejudice. Helix maintains it benefited from bringing the lawsuit due to the ruling that TURSS had
a duty to perform, which may permit Helix to seek specific performance. But the trial court’s ruling
amounts to neither a finding TURSS must perform or Helix deserves specific performance.
Moreover, Helix did not seek specific performance, so contending it may prevail on the claim in
the future constitutes pure conjecture.
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¶ 69

Moreover, even if Helix succeeded on one of its claims, given that each party won and lost

on different claims, neither party is entitled to prevailing party fees. Id.
¶ 70
¶ 71

Dismissal of Fraud Claim
Helix argues the trial court erred in dismissing its fraud claim under section 2-619 because

it properly pled all elements of a promissory fraud claim. Specifically, (i) TURSS repeatedly made
false representations of material fact, asserting its intention to complete the electronic software
platform and market the Helix leases on its website, (ii) Helix reasonably relied on those
representations, including Ivey, who left gainful employment to start, fund, and operate Helix, and
(iii) Helix suffered injury in the form of lost revenue and income.
¶ 72

A party asserting a claim for promissory fraud must allege a “false statement of material

fact; *** knowledge or belief of the statement’s falsity; *** intent to induce the plaintiff to act or
refrain from action on the falsity of the statement; *** the plaintiff reasonably relied on the false
statement; and *** damage from such reliance.” Bayview Loan Servicing, LLC v. Szpara, 2015 IL
App (2d) 140331, ¶ 34.
¶ 73

The trial court concluded that allegations of the first amended complaint refuted Helix’s

allegation of an intent to defraud when TURSS made the promises. The trial court concluded
“defendant was, in fact, taking this contract seriously at the outset,” noting that the complaint
alleged (i) TURSS assigned a particular employee to be in charge of the project, (ii) an amendment
extended the term of the contract, (iii) there were “other delays,” and (iv) in a letter dated January
19, 2012, TURSS responded to a request to re-review the delays. Thus, the trial court held that
these allegations contradicted Helix’s allegations of fraudulent intent, and we agree.
¶ 74

Helix contends that the allegations further, rather than disprove, its fraud claim. Helix

reasons that TURSS deceived it into thinking the project was moving forward by appearing to
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work on the platform and pretending someone was in charge of overseeing it. But Helix presents
no evidence of deception, such as TURSS not intending to build the platform or purposely causing
the delays. Significantly, the marketing agreement included a nonexclusivity clause permitting
either party to sell leases outside the agreement.
¶ 75

We agree with the trial court that Helix’s allegations fail to allege that TURSS acted with

the intent to defraud and support the opposite finding. TURSS showed that it intended to follow
through, but a series of delays stymied its efforts.
¶ 76
¶ 77

Other Terms of the Marketing Agreement
Helix also asserts that the trial court erred in finding that other provisions of the marketing

agreement supported dismissing the fraud claim. Helix points to the absence of a completion date,
the inclusion of a merger clause, and a nonexclusively provision. Helix insists these provisions
made it impossible to prove reasonable reliance, proximate causation, and damages.
¶ 78

According to Helix, a reasonable time is implied, despite the absence of a completion date.

See Werling v. Grosse, 76 Ill. App. 3d 834, 842, (1979). What constitutes a reasonable time
depends on several factors, including the facts, the nature of the circumstances, and the product.
See Yale Development Co. v. Aurora Pizza Hut, Inc. 95 Ill. App. 3d 523, 525 (1981). Since the
contract implies a reasonable amount of time to complete the platform, it could reasonably rely on
TURSS’s repeated promises. But, as the trial court noted, that rule applies to breach of contract,
not fraud claims.
¶ 79

Further, the agreement prohibits oral modification and “may not be altered, amended, or

modified except by written instrument signed by the duly authorized representatives of both
parties.” So the agreement prevents Helix from showing reasonable reliance on alleged oral
misrepresentations after the execution of the marketing agreement.
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¶ 80

Finally, the nonexclusivity provision permits Helix to sell the leases outside the agreement,

preventing reasonable reliance. McKown v. McDonnell, 31 Ill. App. 2d 190 (1961) (broker with
nonexclusive right to list property had no claim for conspiracy to defraud because vendor and
purchaser owed no duty to deal exclusively with him).
¶ 81

Affirmed.

¶ 82

JUSTICE WALKER, dissenting:

¶ 83

I respectfully dissent because the standard set by the majority interprets the exceptions to

the new business rule too narrowly, thereby shielding too much misconduct from liability. Our
supreme court has explained that when a new business sues for lost profits,
“absolute certainty as to the amount of loss or damage in such cases is
unattainable, but that is not required to justify a recovery. All the law requires is
that it be approximated by competent proof. That proof of the exact amount of
loss is impossible will not justify refusing compensation. If that were the law,
contracts of the kind here involved could be violated with impunity. All the law
requires in cases of this character is that the evidence shall with a fair degree of
probability tend to establish a basis for the assessment of damages.” (Internal
quotation marks omitted.) Schatz v. Abbott Laboratories, Inc., 51 Ill. 2d 143, 14748 (1972).
¶ 84

No case supports the majority’s restriction of the exception to the new business rule to

proof of actual profits for effectively identical products. The restriction, which permits parties to
breach many contracts with impunity, conflicts with the reasoning of Schatz and with the rule in
most jurisdictions. The majority’s reasoning conflicts with the general rule.
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“[C]ourts in most *** jurisdictions[] have recognized that a new business should not be
prevented from recovering lost profits caused by a breach of contract, merely because of
the absence of a prior track record of profits. *** [M]any courts have recognized the
unfairness in requiring a plaintiff to establish its lost profits with reasonable certainty,
where it is the breaching defendant’s wrongful conduct that has prevented the plaintiff from
establishing with reasonable certainty what, if any, profits it would have realized.” Michael
D. Weisman & Ben T. Clements, Protecting Reasonable Expectations: Proof of Lost
Profits for New Businesses, 76 Mass. L. Rev. 186, 197 (1991).
¶ 85

The problem of proving lost profits where the plaintiff sought to market a new product that

improves on products available for sale parallels the problem of proving lost profits when a
defendant breaches a contract to market the plaintiff’s patented invention. Because the invention
differs significantly from other products in the market, the market for other products will not match
the market for the plaintiff’s invention. Nonetheless, courts have in some cases awarded lost profits
as damages when a defendant has breached a contract to market a patented invention. Perma
Research & Development Co. v. Singer Co., 402 F. Supp. 881, 898 (S.D.N.Y. 1975), aff’d, 542
F.2d 111 (2d Cir. 1976), states the general rule:
“Although lost profits in a new venture are not ordinarily recoverable [citation], they may
be awarded where: the lost of prospective profits are the direct and proximate result of the
breach; profits were contemplated by the parties when they entered the contract; and there
is a rational basis on which to calculate the lost profits.”
See also Rogerson Aircraft Corp. v. Fairchild Industries, Inc., 632 F. Supp. 1494 (C.D. Cal. 1986).
¶ 86

The court in Perma Research awarded damages based largely on sales projections made

by the defendant’s employees in the process of deciding whether to enter the contract. Perma
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Research, 402 F. Supp. at 901. An expert’s report on the market, supported by sufficient data
concerning comparable products, may also support an award of damages for an unmarketed
product. In ASTech International, LLC v. Husick, 676 F. Supp. 2d 389 (E.D. Pa. 2009), the
defendant, an attorney, negligently failed to obtain a patent for the plaintiff’s pharmaceutical
invention. Because of the lack of a patent, the plaintiff could not market the invention. To prove
damages, the plaintiff presented a report of an expert with “considerable experience *** in the
pharmaceutical field [, who] provide[d] a list of potential buyers, a list of comparable transactions
and projections of sale price and royalty income.” ASTech, 676 F. Supp. 2d at 405-06. The court
found the expert’s report sufficient to present to a jury for assessment of damages.
¶ 87

Helix’s expert, Cohen, is an attorney and real estate broker with 35 years of experience,

who served on a Joint State Government Commission on Real Property Law and who worked with
the NAA on its lease forms. He estimated Helix’s loss by using (1) data from the United States
Census on the number of residential leases in the country, (2) data from two Internet sources on
the volume of traffic at Transunion’s website, and (3) industry data on conversion rates, which
show the percentage of site visits that turn into sales, differentiated for distinct industries. Cohen
also used his knowledge of the sales of NAA’s lease forms and the price NAA charged for the
forms to estimate the amount Helix could earn from sales of its products, which Cohen considered
superior to NAA’s product. Cohen found data on the actual sales of another lease form marketed
without Transunion’s reputation and prominence. The other vendor sold approximately 35,000
forms per year for a product Cohen considered substantially inferior to Helix’s product. Using all
the historical information, Cohen estimated that Helix could soon sell 110,000 leases per year,
with market penetration likely to increase steadily.
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¶ 88

Helix’s second expert, Smith, who specialized in economic analysis, used Cohen’s research

and Transunion’s own projections to estimate the likely loss Helix suffered due to Transunion’s
failure to provide the promised platform for Helix’s lease sales. The use of Transunion’s
projections echoes the use of Singer’s projections in Perma Research.
¶ 89

Both of Helix’s experts based their estimates on data concerning the size of the market,

number of probable page views on a Transunion platform, likely rates of conversion from page
views to sales, and the actual sales of inferior products serving similar needs. The expert testimony
here meets the standards of Milex Products, Inc. v. Alra Laboratories, Inc., 237 Ill. App. 3d 177
(1992), Perma Research, 402 F. Supp. at 898, Rogerson Aircraft Corp., 632 F. Supp. 1494,
ASTech, 676 F. Supp. 2d 389, Antrim Pharmaceuticals LLC v. Bio-Pharm, Inc., 310 F. Supp. 3d
934 (N.D. Ill. (N.D. Ill. 2018), and cases cited in Michael D. Weisman & Ben T. Clements,
Protecting Reasonable Expectations: Proof of Lost Profits for New Businesses, 76 Mass. L. Rev.
186. The opinions of Cohen and Smith give the trier of fact “a rational basis on which to calculate
the lost profits.” Perma Research, 402 F. Supp. at 898.
¶ 90

Based on the reasoning of Schatz and Milex, I would apply the exception to the new

business rule in this case, as there is reliable market data to support plaintiff’s claim of damages. I
would find that there are genuine issues of material fact as to whether plaintiff is able to show lost
profits damages to a reasonable degree of certainty as an exception to the Illinois new business
rule. Hence, I would reverse the circuit court’s grant of summary judgment and reman for trial.
Accordingly, I respectfully dissent.
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SUPREME COURT OF ILLINOIS
SUPREME COURT BUILDING
200 East Capitol Avenue
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS 62701-1721
(217) 782-2035
FIRST DISTRICT OFFICE
160 North LaSalle Street, 20th Floor
Chicago, IL 60601-3103
(312) 793-1332
TDD: (312) 793-6185

January 26, 2022
In re:

Roger Ivey et al., etc., Appellants, v. Transunion Rental Screening
Solutions, Inc., Appellee. Appeal, Appellate Court, First District.
127903

The Supreme Court today ALLOWED the Petition for Leave to Appeal in the above
entitled cause.
We call your attention to Supreme Court Rule 315(h) concerning certain notices which
must be filed.
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